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Chapter 1. Introduction 

 
Under the eye of the British guards and the St. Pauls Cathedral, the twelve year old Romeo 

Beckham, dressed in a Burberry trench coat and wearing a scarf with a Burberry check on it, 

manages to steal a package with an equestrian knight on it. Without drawing too much 

attention to himself, he throws the box to a reader of the Burberry Times, who is sitting in 

front of the British museum at the Great Russel Street. Romeo is then joined by a group of 

gentlemen wearing suits. Romeo, as small as he is, imitates what they are doing so it looks 

like he is part of the group. Therefore, his action remains unnoticed. He jumps and dances 

with the gentlemen around until the Queen’s guards in their red costumes appear. Then, 

Romeo decides to open the package. The golden raindrops that blow out of the box makes 

that everyone takes its umbrella and runs away. Probably not knowing that this ‘rain’ was 

caused by a small boy. And Romeo himself? He enjoys the rain from under its umbrella, 

smiling that nobody seemed to notice that he caused the golden rain. However, there was a 

camera in the room…1 The story above captures part of Burberry’s most popular Facebook 

video in words. This video received more than 102.000 likes, more than 3.700 comments and 

12.747 shares. What is interesting is that the video consists of all of the four core elements 

of Burberry’s marketing story: Britishness, trench coat, check and equestrian knight.2 

Therefore, in this thesis, I want to find out whether there is a positive relation between the 

inclusion of core elements of Burberry’s story-telling and the number of likes, comments a 

share a video gets.  

Burberry joined Facebook in 2009. Facebook became an important medium for the 

company as in 2017 it had the most subscribers of all Burberry’s social media channels.3 As 

Burberry attempts to distinguish itself by stressing its British history and heritage, a logical 

assumption is that its Facebook followers mainly feel attracted to Burberry because of the 

story that surrounds the brand.4 While Burberry advertises itself as British in Burberry’s 

                                                           
1 Burberry, “From London with Love| Starring Romeo Beckham,” Facebook video, November 3, 2014, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10152812395756425/. 
2 Our History,” Burberry, accessed January 24, 2019, https://uk.burberry.com/our-history/.  
3  Burberry Group, “Burberry Investor Pack”, last modified January 26, 2018, 
https://www.burberryplc.com/en/investors/results-reports.category1.year2018.html.  
4 “Annual Report 2017-2018,” Burberry Group, last modified June 5, 2019, 
https://www.burberryplc.com/en/investors/results-reports.html. 
 

https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10152812395756425/
https://uk.burberry.com/our-history/
https://www.burberryplc.com/en/investors/results-reports.category1.year2018.html
https://www.burberryplc.com/en/investors/results-reports.html
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Facebook videos, Scotland and Northern Ireland are hardly present.5 However this 

‘Britishness’ in relation to Burberry’s Facebook videos remains hard to define. On the one 

hand, Burberry promotes itself as traditional British via the implementation of shots of 

traditional British guards, rainy weather, the British flag and characteristic buildings of 

London, on the other hand the brand is also contemporary British because in a significant 

number of videos, popular British celebrities are present.6      

A closer look at the Burberry story shows that while history and heritage are at the 

core of Burberry’s storytelling, during recent years, Burberry also likes to brand itself as 

contemporary and cosmopolitan.7 To get more insight into Burberry’s story-telling and what 

Burberry’s Facebook user like, in this thesis, Burberry’s story-telling and the response to the 

Facebook videos that Burberry posted from 2009 until 2018 are examined by looking at the 

number of likes, comments and shares. 

 

1.1 Research question and sub-questions 

 

The combination of story-telling and the response of Burberry Facebook users leads to the 

following research question and sub-questions. 

 

How does Burberry tell its story on its website, in annual reports and in Facebook videos and 

to what extent does the integration of the core aspects of Burberry’s story-telling in its 

Facebook videos lead to a higher appreciation from Facebook users from 2009 until 2018? 

 

Sub-questions: 

- What is the Burberry Group? 

- What is the story that Burberry’s tells on its website and in annual reports to 

potential customers and investors? 

- How is this story integrated into the company’s marketing via Facebook videos? 

- To what extent do Facebook users appreciate the core elements of Burberry’s story-

telling in its Facebook videos? 

                                                           
5 Facebook, “Burberry Videos,” accessed January 23, 2019, https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/. 
6 Ibid. 
7 “Annual Report 2013-2014,” Burberry Group, last modified June 5,2014 
https://www.burberryplc.com/en/investors/results-reports.html. 

https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/
https://www.burberryplc.com/en/investors/results-reports.html
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In this thesis, the terms core aspects or core elements refer to the four aspects that form the 

core of Burberry’s story-telling, namely its Britishness, the trench coat, the check and the 

equestrian knight. In relation to this, the term appreciation relates to how Facebook users 

valued these four elements in Burberry’s Facebook videos by looking at the number of likes, 

comments and shares the videos received. As Burberry’s Facebook videos are accessible for 

everyone who has a Facebook page and not only Burberry’s Facebook followers, I use the 

term Burberry Facebook users. The term followers is only used when I specifically refer to 

the Facebook users that follow Burberry’s Facebook page.     

 The research period is 2009-2018. This is because Burberry launched its Facebook 

page in 2009. 2018 has been chosen so that recent changes could be incorporated but that 

the end period is also distant enough to have all the sources to analyse it. In answer to the 

first sub-question, Burberry’s history is briefly discussed. Furthermore, this chapter provides 

insight into Burberry’s different departments, Burberry’s brands and products and 

Burberry’s main markets. This context is necessary as it helps to distinguish Burberry’s 

marketing story from Burberry’s real history. In answer to the second sub-question, the fifth 

chapter addresses the different narratives that Burberry uses to brand itself on its website 

and in annual reports. These accounts are compared with each other and give more insight 

into the question if Burberry’s narrative in Facebook videos is consistent with other 

platforms and documents or whether it is a unique and different Burberry story. In addition, 

it will be discussed whether this story remained the same or has changed over time. In this 

thesis, the term ‘story’ refers to Burberry’s story-telling as a whole, while the term 

‘narratives’ is used to describe the different stories that are made within the Burberry story.  

In the third sub-question, I discuss the number of videos Burberry posted, the nature 

of the video and the length of the Facebook videos. Furthermore, in this chapter I  elaborate 

on what means Burberry used to present its story-telling in Facebook videos, what narrative 

is presented in the Facebook videos and how important specific story-aspects are for 

Burberry by looking at in how much videos it appears. In answer to the fourth sub-question, I 

examine whether the inclusion of specific story-telling aspects led to more likes, comments 

and shares. Furthermore, I research which videos received the highest number of likes, 

comments and shares and to what extent there is a relationship between the popularity of 

the video and the number of story-telling aspects that are incorporated.  
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While in some cases there might be some overlap between YouTube videos, 

television advertisements and Facebook videos, it is visible that at least some Facebook 

videos are specifically made for this medium. For example the videos wherein Burberry 

celebrated the fact that it had a certain number of Facebook followers.8 Unfortunately, it 

remains unclear how much videos Burberry specifically made for Facebook because the 

company did not respond when I asked for this information. Nevertheless, as Burberry has 

sixteen million Facebook followers, I still believe that Facebook videos are important to 

research and that they can be researched in their own right. The next sub-section will 

elaborate on the concepts that I use in this master thesis. 

 

 

1.2 Theoretical concepts 

In the following part, the thirteen main theoretical concepts of the master thesis are 

discussed: luxury brand, luxury brand marketing, heritage branding, heritage icons, 

Britishness, story-telling, invented tradition, history, story, narratives, appreciation, 

popularity, rating and social media. 

As the Burberry Groups sells more than only clothes and accessories, it is better to 

describe Burberry as a luxury brand than as a fashion brand. The Scottish scholars Antoinette 

Fionda and Christopher Moore provide two definitions for luxury brand. If the term is 

mentioned from a psychological perspective, they emphasize its function as a status symbol 

and the feeling of prestige the customer has when it buys a product of a luxury brand. From 

a product perspective Fionda and Moore define luxury brand products as stylish and 

extraordinary high-quality items that are traded for high prices. So as a luxury brand firm 

Burberry sells expensive high-quality products but Burberry customers are willing to buy 

these exclusive luxury products because they also function as status symbols.9   

                                                           
8 Burberry, “7 Million Burberry Facebook fans,” Facebook video, July 15, 2011, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/668322709141/; 
Burberry, “10 Million Burberry Facebook Fans,” Facebook video, December 29, 2011, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/715301283701/; 
Burberry, “10 Million Burberry Facebook Fans,” Facebook video, January 2, 2012, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/717118032921/; 
Burberry, “Celebrating 10 million Facebook Fans,” Facebook video, January 3, 2012, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/717471314941/; 
“Burberry Videos,” YouTube, accessed January 23, 2019, https://www.youtube.com/user/Burberry. 
9 Antoinette Fionda and Christopher Moore, “The Anatomy of the Luxury Fashion Brand,” The Journal of Brand 
Management 16, no. 5-6 (March 2009): 349, doi:10.1057/bm.2008.45. 

https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/668322709141/
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/715301283701/
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/717118032921/
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/717471314941/
https://www.youtube.com/user/Burberry
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 The American economists Laura Simon Bagwell and B. Douglas Bernheim discuss the 

‘veblen effect.’ This refers to the phenomenon that consumers buy a more expensive 

product, even if a similar, cheaper good is present, just because of the feeling of status and 

prestige.10 The research of the British business administrators Caroline Tynan, Sally 

McKechnie, and Celine Chhuon shows that luxury brands had to change in the light of the 

European financial crises in the 2000s and had to offer value in order to justify their price. 

Moreover, around the same time, luxury brands came to closer contact with consumers to 

co-create value to give customers the idea that the company made its products not alone 

but in dialogue with its buyers.11        

 As this thesis not only focusses on Burberry as a luxury brand but specifically on its 

luxury brand marketing, this concept needs to be addressed. The business administrators 

Jae-Eun Kim, Stephen Lloyd, and Marie-Cécile Cervellon study how luxury brands create 

brand awareness by transferring a specific story in advertising. They conclude that luxury 

brands transfer stories and myths via advertisements to create a specific brand image. This 

shows that Burberry, as a luxury brand, is not unique with its story-telling.12  

 Burberry not only calls itself a luxury brand but it also claims to be a heritage brand.13 

The term heritage branding means a brand that profiles itself based on its heritage.14 

Research shows that it is favourable for a brand to be a heritage brand because the 

incorporation of heritage in its story-telling has a positive impact on consumer loyalty and in 

this way also on sales.15 While heritage and icons have been studied before, academic 

                                                           
10 Laura Simon Bagwell and B. Douglas Bernheim, “Veblen Effects in a Theory of Conspicuous Consumption,” 
The American Economic Review 86, no.3 (June 1996): 349,352, doi: 130.115.77.66. 
11 Caroline Tynan, Sally McKechnie, and Celine Chhuon, “Co-Creating Value for Luxury Brands,” Journal of 
Business Research 63, no. 11 (November 2010): 1156,1161, doi: 10.1016/j.jbusres.2009.10.012.    
12Jae-Eun Kim, Stephen Lloyd, and Marie-Cécile Cervellon, “Narrative-Transportation Storylines in Luxury Brand 
Advertising: Motivating Consumer Engagement,” Journal of Business Research 69, no. 1 (January 2016): 304-
313, doi:10.1016/j.jbusres.2015.08.002. 
13 Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2017-2018”. 
14 Mats Urde, Stephen Greyser and John Balmer, “Corporate Brands with a Heritage,” Journal of Brand 
Management 15, no. 1 (July 2007): 4-5, doi:10.1057/palgrave.bm.2550106. 
15 Bradford Hudson and John Balmer, “Corporate Heritage Brands: Mead's Theory of the Past,” Corporate 
Communications: An International Journal 18, no. 3 (August 2013): 357, https://doi.org/10.1108/CCIJ-Apr-2012-
002; 
Gregory Rose, Altaf Merchant, Ulrich Orth, and Florian Horstmann, “Emphasizing Brand Heritage: Does It 
Work? And How?,” Journal of Business Research 69, no. 2 (February 2016): 936, 941-942, 
DOI: 10.1016/j.jbusres.2015.06.021; Jan König, Klaus-Peter Wiedmann, Nadine Hennigs and Janina Haase, “The 
Legends of Tomorrow: A Semiotic Approach Towards a Brand Myth of Luxury Heritage,” Journal of Global 
Scholars of Marketing Science 26, no. 2 (2016): 212-213, doi:10.1080/21639159.2016.1143155. 

https://doi.org/10.1108/CCIJ-Apr-2012-002
https://doi.org/10.1108/CCIJ-Apr-2012-002
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publications about heritage icons are scarce.16 The British historian Peter Borsay, discusses 

some aspects of a heritage icon. He states in his study of a Georgian house that the status 

and the value of a heritage icon is ‘historically negotiated.’ With this phrase he means that 

the appreciation of a heritage icon is determined by its history.17 While Burberry does use 

heritage icons, Borsay’s argument is only partly applicable for the brand. In this thesis, the 

term heritage icon refers to invented symbols capturing specific moments of Burberry’s past 

and not necessarily an accurate presentation of the past. Burberry’s icons are clearly visible 

on Burberry’s website, Burberry’s annual reports and its Facebook videos and shows a direct 

link to Burberry’s story about its past.18        

 It is the Burberry Group itself that stated until 2014 in its annual reports that the 

brand has three heritage icons: the trench coat, the Burberry print and the equestrian 

knight. While this term was not present later, except from the equestrian knight, the 

heritage icons were still mentioned in later reports.19 Therefore, Burberry is a clear example 

of a heritage brand.20 Together with the term Britishness, which in this thesis mainly refers 

to traditional Englishness with details as British flags, the Queen’s guards and raincoats. 

However, Burberry portrays itself as contemporary British by including mainly pop/indie 

                                                           
16 Grant Wesley Wardell-Johnson, David Schoeman, Thomas Schlacher, Angela Wardell-Johnson, Michael 
Weston, Yoko Shimizu and Gabriel Conroy, “Re-Framing Values for a World Heritage Future: What Type of Icon 
Will K'gari-Fraser Island Become?,” Australasian Journal of Environmental Management 22, no. 2 (April 2015): 
124-148, doi:10.1080/14486563.2014.985267; 
Erik Gilbert, “The Dhow As Cultural Icon: Heritage and Regional Identity in the Western Indian 
Ocean,” International Journal of Heritage Studies 17, no. 1 (January 2011): 62-80, 
doi:10.1080/13527258.2011.524007. 
17 Peter Borsay, “The Georgian House: The Making of a Heritage Icon,” in Valuing Historic Environments. 
Heritage, Culture and Identity, ed. Lisanne Gibson and John Pendlebury (England: Ashgate, 2009),157. 
18 Burberry, “Our History”; Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2008-2009,” last modified June 15,2009, 
www.burberryplc.com/en/investors/results-reports.html; Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2009-2010,” last 
modified May 26, 2010, www.burberryplc.com/en/investors/results-reports.html; Burberry Group, “Annual 
Report 2010-2011,” last modified June 10,2011, www.burberryplc.com/en/investors/results-reports.html; 
Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2011-2012,” last modified June 8,2012, 
www.burberryplc.com/en/investors/results-reports.html; Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2012-2013,” last 
modified June 6, 2013, www.burberryplc.com/en/investors/results-reports.html; Burberry Group, “Annual 
Report 2013-2014”; Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2014-2015,” last modified June 8,2015, 
www.burberryplc.com/en/investors/results-reports.html; Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2015-2016,” last 
modified June 6,2016, www.burberryplc.com/en/investors/results-reports.html; Burberry Group, “Annual 
Report 2016-2017,” last modified June 6,2017, www.burberryplc.com/en/investors/results-reports.html; 
Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2017-2018”; Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2018-2019,” last modified June 
9,2019, www.burberryplc.com/en/investors/results-reports.html; Facebook, “Burberry Videos.” 
19 Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2013-2014”; Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2014-2015”; Burberry Group, 
“Annual Report 2015-2016”; Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2016-2017”; Burberry Group, “Annual Report 
2017-2018”; Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2018-2019.” 
20 Stephen Wigley, Karinna Nobbs and Ewa Larsen, “Making the Marque: Tangible Branding in Fashion Product 
and Retail Design,” Fashion Practice 5, no. 2 (November 2013): 250, doi:10.2752/175693813X13705243201577. 

http://www.burberryplc.com/en/investors/results-reports.html
http://www.burberryplc.com/en/investors/results-reports.html
http://www.burberryplc.com/en/investors/results-reports.html
http://www.burberryplc.com/en/investors/results-reports.html
http://www.burberryplc.com/en/investors/results-reports.html
http://www.burberryplc.com/en/investors/results-reports.html
http://www.burberryplc.com/en/investors/results-reports.html
http://www.burberryplc.com/en/investors/results-reports.html
http://www.burberryplc.com/en/investors/results-reports.html
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background music made by British musicians and by strongly identifying  the brand with 

British celebrities.21          

 Together, this Britishness and the three icons form important elements of Burberry’s 

story-telling. According to the British scholar David Snowden, story-telling has been used by 

businesses to tell more about the brand and the company’s vision to (potential) customers. 

Via a story, complicated information can be easily explained. Therefore he considers story-

telling as a crucial aspect for the well-functioning of a company.22 In this thesis, the function 

of story-telling is interpreted as a mean to share business information with Facebook and to 

engage with potential consumers via social media channels as Facebook. Recent research 

about story-telling in businesses shows that story-telling not only attracts customers but also 

investors.23 

 Related to story-telling, is the term ‘invented tradition’ coined by the British 

historians Eric Hobsbawm and Terence Ranger in 1983. With this term, they refer to the fact  

that traditions are considered historical, while their actual emerging was relatively recent.24 

This term is important because Burberry’s story, as chapter four and five will show, is 

invented and has changed over time. After 2016, the once-called heritage icon equestrian 

knight is neither visible in Burberry Facebook videos nor Burberry’s annual reports 

anymore.25 Therefore, it is important to be aware of the dynamics in the usage of historical 

elements and so-called traditions. Where recent literature is available about invented 

traditions, it does not touch on luxury brands.26  

                                                           
21 Facebook, “Burberry Videos.” 
22 David Snowden, “Story Telling: An Old Skill in a New Context,” Business Information Review 16, no. 1 (March 
1999): 30,35-36, doi:10.1177/0266382994237045. 
23 William Foster, Diego Coraiola, Roy Suddaby, Jochem Kroezen and David Chandler, “The Strategic Use of 
Historical Narratives: A Theoretical Framework,” Business History 59, no. 8 (November 2017): 1177, doi: 
10.1080/00076791.2016.1224234; Mine Üçok Hughes, Wendy Bendoni, Ekin Pehlivan, “Storygiving as a Co-
creation Tool for Luxury Brands in the Age of the Internet: a Love Story by Tiffany and Thousands of Lovers,” 
Journal of Product & Brand Management 25, no. 4, (July 2016): 362, https://doi.org/10.1108/JPBM-09-2015-
0970.  
24 Eric Hobsbawm and Terence Ranger, The Invention of Tradition: Past and Present Publications (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1992), 1-2. 
25 Facebook, “Burberry Videos”; 
Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2008-2009”; Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2009-2010”; Burberry Group, 
“Annual Report 2010-2011”; Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2011-2012”; Burberry Group, “Annual Report 
2012-2013”; Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2013-2014”; Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2014-2015”; 
Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2015-2016”; Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2016-2017”; Burberry Group, 
“Annual Report 2017-2018”; Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2018-2019”. 
26 Zuzanna Bogumił and Marta Łukaszewicz, “Between History and Religion: The New Russian Martyrdom As an 
Invented Tradition,” East European Politics & Societies and Cultures 32, no. 4 (November 2018): 936-963, 

https://doi.org/10.1108/JPBM-09-2015-0970
https://doi.org/10.1108/JPBM-09-2015-0970
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In this master thesis, the terms history, story, stories and narratives are used 

simultaneously. Therefore, a clear definition of the terms in relation to each other is needed. 

In this thesis, the term history will be used to describe what has happened in the past.27 In 

contrast, the terms narrative and story refer to a (historical) accounts that seem old but are 

actually recently invented traditions. This means that the term story and narrative imply a 

certain subjectivity and that it is closer linked to the presentation of facts rather than the 

actual facts.28 Where the term narrative and story refers to the overall marketing story that 

Burberry tells, applies the term stories in this thesis to some of the specific accounts 

Burberry tells to convey its overall narrative.29 

By looking at the number of likes, comments and shares in chapter 7, I want to trace 

to what extent Facebook users took pleasure in watching Burberry’s story-telling in 

Facebook videos. So when I mention the terms rating, appreciation, popularity, I intend to 

discuss if videos were valued based on the number of likes, comments and shares these 

videos received.30 I prefer to use the terms ‘rating’ and ‘appreciation.’ The first term is 

applicable for this thesis not only because of its neutral meaning but also because the term 

was already used by the American psychologists Anne Zell and Lisa Moeller in relation to 

likes and comments on Facebook. Despite the fact that their research is on self-actualisation 

on Facebook and this master thesis on marketing, it is still a useful term to describe how 

consumers respond to Facebook videos.31 I chose to use the term ‘appreciation’ for this 

thesis because the term captures the idea of valuing, which is exactly what I aim to research 

in chapter 7 in relation to Burberry Facebook users.32 

                                                           
doi:10.1177/0888325417747969; Nina Volckmar, “The Transformation of an Invented Tradition: The School 
Banner As a Symbol of Education,” Scandinavian Journal of Educational Research 61, no. 4 (July 2017): 430-447; 
Maxim Kirchanov, “Instrumentalization and Imagination of Ethnicity: Kartvelism As an Invented 
Tradition,” Central Asia and the Caucasus 18, no. 3 (2017): 25-34. 
27 “History,” Oxford Dictionaries, accessed May 28, 2019, https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/history.  
28 Hobsbawm and Ranger, The Invention of Tradition, 1-2. 
29 “Narrative,” Lexico, accessed June 14, 2019, https://www.lexico.com/en/definition/narrative; 
“Story,” Oxford Dictionaries, accessed May 28, 2019, https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/story. 
30 “Appreciation,” Oxford Dictionaries, accessed June 14, 2019, 
https://www.lexico.com/en/definition/appreciation; 
“Popularity,” Oxford Dictionaries, accessed June 14, 2019, https://www.lexico.com/en/definition/popularity; 
“Rating,” Oxford Dictionaries, accessed June 14, 2019, https://www.lexico.com/en/definition/rating. 
31 Anne Zell and Lisa Moeller, “Are You Happy for Me … on Facebook? The Potential Importance of “likes” and 
Comments,” Computers in Human Behavior 78 (January 2018): 27, doi:10.1016/j.chb.2017.08.050. 
32 Lexico,“Appreciation,”.  

https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/history
https://www.lexico.com/en/definition/narrative
https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/story
https://www.lexico.com/en/definition/appreciation
https://www.lexico.com/en/definition/popularity
https://www.lexico.com/en/definition/rating
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In this thesis the term social media is also important because this research discusses 

Burberry’s story-telling on one social media channel. The German scholar Andreas Kaplan 

and the French scholar Michael Haenlein give a clear insight with their work into what social 

media is and what it is not. They define social media as a set of Internet-based applications 

that allow users to create and interchange content.33 In this thesis, their description of social 

media is used. The Italian Management scholar Elisa Arrigo shows that the increasing social 

media use is a challenging development for luxury brands. She states that luxury firms are 

slower in the adoption of new technologies and the entrance of new platforms than other 

sectors.34 Interestingly, this is hardly visible for Burberry’s website or Facebook page. 

However, it is true that in 2009 some videos were of lower quality than in 2018.35 

  

 

This master thesis contributes to the existing academic research in different fields. It 

functions as a case-study of marketing for luxury and heritage brands on social media 

platforms. Moreover, it gives insight into story-telling and the use of invented traditions on 

social media and Facebook specifically. It also shows how a luxury heritage brand includes 

story-telling aspects and whether the inclusion of heritage and story-telling is appreciated. 

Last but not least, it adds to the existing literature about Burberry by taking recent 

developments into account. The next chapter shows how this master thesis about Burberry’s 

story-telling in Facebook videos fits in a larger historiographical context. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
33 Andreas Kaplan and Michael Haenlein, “Users of the World, Unite! The Challenges and Opportunities of 
Social Media,” Business Horizons 53, no. 1 (January 2010): 61, doi: 10.1016/j.bushor.2009.09.003. 
34 Elisa Arrigo, “Social Media Marketing in Luxury Brands: A Systematic Literature Review and Implications for 
Management Research,” Management Research Review 41, no.6 (June 2018): pp.657-658, 
671,https://doi.org/10.1108/MRR-04-2017-0134.  
35 Burberry, “Our History”; 
Facebook, “Burberry Videos”; 
“Made in Castleford,” The Trench Coat, Burberry, accessed February 7, 2019, https://uk.burberry.com/the-
trench-coat/. 
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Chapter 2. Historiography 

 

This chapter consist of four parts. In the first part of this chapter, I will discuss literature 

about heritage branding and story-telling to show how this thesis relates to other works on 

story-telling. In the second part, because Burberry is both a luxury and a heritage brand, I 

review the literature about luxury and luxury branding on social media. This literature places 

Burberry’s activities on Facebook in a larger context and it also shows how this research fits 

in the academic literature about luxury brand marketing on social media. The third part 

contains a discussion of the existing publications about marketing on Facebook because this 

thesis addresses specifically story-telling in Facebook videos. The fourth and final part 

addresses the already existing academic works on Burberry and how this research adds 

specifically to the literature on Burberry. 

 

2.1 Heritage Brands and the usage of History in Marketing 

 

Earlier in this thesis, it has already been discussed that Burberry is a heritage brand and that 

it makes use of story-telling. To shed more light on Burberry as a heritage brand and how its 

marketing teams uses or should use this heritage in the promotion of the brand, in this 

section the literature about heritage brands and how historical elements are considered as a 

powerful tool in marketing is reviewed. 

 

2.2.1    Heritage Branding  

While there seems no direct link between monarchies and heritage, most studies about 

heritage brands start with one of the influential publications of the business administrators 

Mats Urde, Stephen Greyser and John Balmer. These scholars research the Swedish 

monarchy as if it was a corporate brand. They aim to understand how corporate brands use 

heritage. They argue that even though there are a lot of similarities between the branding of 

monarchies and the branding of companies, their motive for branding is different. 

Companies use their brands to boost revenue, while royals use it to maintain the existing 

social and political balance. They conclude that heritage occupies an important position in 
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branding and adds more value to it.36 In 2011, Balmer discussed corporate heritage 

identities. His investigation is based on a literature review of the British monarchy and 

collaborative research on the Swedish monarchy but he also makes broader implications for 

companies. He concludes that a corporate heritage identity is important because it could 

increase the trust and loyalty of stakeholders towards a company.37 

That heritage can be a powerful tool in marketing was shown by the American 

scholar Bradford Hudson. Hudson researches the role heritage played in the rebuilding of 

the British-American Cunard Cruise Line. He concludes that the emphasis on the history and 

heritage of the company shows the importance of the brand to its consumers. He argues 

that the renewed emphasis on Cunard’s history created new interest among customers to 

buy products of the brand.38 While Hudson focuses on the positive influence of heritage to 

rebuild a brand, the German business administrators Klaus Peter Wiedman, Nadine Hennigs, 

Steffen Schmidt and Thomas Wuestefeld investigate the customer’s perception of heritage 

brands in the automotive industry. Their research points out that brand heritage strongly 

influences the purchasing behaviour of the customer. Furthermore, they state that 

customers tend to trust a heritage brand more and that because of that they are also willing 

to pay more.39  

Advertisements of heritage brands can evoke feelings of nostalgia. This brings up the 

question how a feeling nostalgia can influence consumer perception. This has been 

researched by the American scholars Altaf Merchant and Gregory Rose who examined the 

influence of the advertisement of nostalgia on the perception of brand heritage. They claim 

that the nostalgia in advertisements has a positive impact on the experience of the 

customers who watch this. Merchant and Rose argue that it also increases the emotional 

devotion to a brand. In line with Wiedman et al., they state that this emotional devotion 

increases the confidence in the strength and stability of the company and creates positive 

                                                           
36 Mats Urde, Stephen Greyser and John Balmer, “Corporate Brands with a Heritage,” The Journal of Brand 
Management 15, no. 1 (2007): 4, 16-17, doi:10.1057/palgrave.bm.2550106. 
37 John Balmer, “Corporate Heritage Identities, Corporate Heritage Brands and the Multiple Heritage Identities 
of the British Monarchy,” European Journal of Marketing 45, no. 9-10 (September 2011): 1382, 1387-1390, 
doi:10.1108/03090561111151817. 
38 Bradford Hudson, “Brand Heritage and the Renaissance of Cunard,” European Journal of Marketing 45, no. 9 
(September 2011): 1551. 
39 Klaus-Peter Wiedmann, Nadine Hennigs, Steffen Schmidt, and Thomas Wuestefeld, “Drivers and Outcomes of 
Brand Heritage: Consumers' Perception of Heritage Brands in the Automotive Industry,” Journal of Marketing 
Theory and Practice 19, no. 2 (Spring 2011): 215, https://web-a-ebscohost-com.eur.idm.oclc.org.  

https://web-a-ebscohost-com.eur.idm.oclc.org/
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responses of the consumer to the brand.40 During the same year, 2013, Balmer and Hudson 

published a study about the relationship between consumer behaviour and corporate 

heritage brands. In line with Wiedman et al. and Merchant and Rose, they state that the 

incorporation of brand heritage in their story-telling influences the shopping behaviour and 

brand preference of the consumer. By using brand heritage in marketing, a company directly 

or indirectly asks for a historical engagement of the customer. Balmer and Hudson’s study 

suggests that heritage is an influential to make consumers engage in the story-telling of the 

company.41  

However, as the Finish economist Anne Rindell, the Finish business administrator 

Fernando Pindo Santos and the Portuguese scholar Ana Pindo De Lima show, the heritage of 

a company leaves room for interpretation. Therefore, consumers might interpret its heritage 

differently than the company intended.42 Just like Rindell et al., Rose, Merchant and Ulrich 

Orth and Florian Horstmann also research the consumer perception of the heritage brands. 

They investigate the usage of heritage brands and the impact it has on consumers’ 

behaviour. Based on their results, they argue along the same line as other brand heritage 

researchers above, that brand heritage has a positive impact on the consumer’s purchase 

intentions, that it gives positive emotions and that it causes confidence, attachment and 

loyalty to a brand.43            

Just like previously cited scholars, the Italian economists Gemma Nesi, Riccardo 

Rialto, Lamberto Zollo and Cristiano Ciappei research if brand heritage has a positive 

influence on consumer loyalty on social media. Unlike other heritage scholars, they also 

focus on the impact prestige has on the behaviour of the customer. This is interesting 

because the aspects of prestige is mainly mentioned in the context of luxury or luxury 

branding.44 Nesi et al. conclude that brand heritage does not lead a higher consumer 

                                                           
40 Altaf Merchant and Gregory Rose, “Effects of Advertising-Evoked Vicarious Nostalgia on Brand 
Heritage,” Journal of Business Research 66, no.12 (December 2013): 2619-2620, 2614, 
doi:10.1016/j.jbusres.2012.05.021. 
41 Hudson and Balmer, “Corporate Heritage Brands,” 357. 
42 Anne Rindell, Fernando Pinto Santos and Ana Pinto De Lima, “Two Sides of a Coin: Connecting Corporate 
Brand Heritage to Consumers’ Corporate Image Heritage,” The Journal of Brand Management 22, no. 5 (June 
2015): 468, 479-482, doi:10.1057/bm.2015.20.  
43 Rose, Merchant, Orth and Horstmann, “Emphasizing Brand Heritage,” 936, 941-942. 
44 Fionda and Moore, “The Anatomy of the Luxury Fashion Brand,” 349; Bagwell and Bernheim, “Veblen Effects 
in a Theory of Conspicuous Consumption,”350-353; Yuniya Kawamura, Fashion-Ology: An Introduction to 
Fashion Studies (Oxford: Berg, 2005),55; Richard Garfein, “Cross-cultural Perspectives on the Dynamics of 
Prestige,” Journal of Services Marketing 3, no.3 (March 1989): 17,24, doi: 10.1108/EUM0000000002489; 
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engagement online nor more consumer loyalty.45 It is visible that Burberry is not the only 

company that uses its heritage and specific aspects of its history for marketing purpose. It 

also shows that the use of heritage in marketing is by most scholars considered as a 

successful tool to create consumer loyalty. This raises the question why Burberry stopped 

using one of its heritage icons: the equestrian knight. 

 

2.1.2   History Story-telling in Marketing 

To contextualise Burberry’s story-telling, this part reviews how and why corporate history 

and other company information is transformed into constructed narratives to brand a 

company. Unfortunately, studies on fashion or luxury in relation to story-telling or narratives 

are hardly available. Therefore, in this section I focus on story-telling in marketing in 

general.46 As was previously mentioned in the concepts section, Hobsbawm and Ranger 

argue that traditions are often presented as old, while their ‘birth’ was actually relatively 

recent. Therefore, they call these traditions ‘invented traditions.’ Invented traditions are 

practices that stress particular principles by reiteration, which creates continuity with the 

past. In fact, Hobsbawm and Ranger state that this continuity does not exist because these 

traditions are recently invented. Therefore, it partly takes away the inherence of traditions 

because they are not as old as is mostly suggested.47      

 The Canadian scholars William Foster, Roy Suddaby, Alison Minkus and Elden Wiebe 

apply the usage of invented traditions to a case study. They study how Canadian Fast-food 

chain Tim Hortons uses its history and traditions to build a brand story. Based on their 

research, they state that these historical narratives give companies an extra advantage over 

their competitors.48 In line with Hobsbawm and Foster et al., the previous cited Kroeze and 

                                                           
Guoxin Li, Guofeng Li, and Zephaniah Kambele, “Luxury Fashion Brand Consumers in China: Perceived Value, 
Fashion Lifestyle, and Willingness to Pay,” Journal of Business Research 65, no. 10 (October 2012): 1520-1521, 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jbusres.2011.10.019Get rights and content. 
45 Gemma Nesi, Riccardo Rialto, Lamberto Zollo and Cristiano Ciappei, “Community Based Social Media Fashion 
Branding: Do Fashion Brands Heritage and Prestige Affect Consumers’ Brand Loyalty Intention?” Lecture Notes 
in Electrical Engineering 525 (2019): 53-65, doi:10.1007/978-3-319-98038-6_5. 
46 Kim, Lloyd, and Cervellon, “Narrative-Transportation Storylines in Luxury Brand Advertising,”304-313; 
Ran Huang, Sejin Ha, Sun-Hwa Kim, “Narrative Persuasion in Social Media: an Empirical Study of Luxury Brand 
Advertising,” Journal of Research in Interactive Marketing 12, no.3 (Augustus 2018): 285,287, 
https://doi.org/10.1108/JRIM-07-2017-0059. 
47 Hobsbawm and Ranger, The Invention of Tradition,1-2. 
48 William Foster, Roy Suddaby, Alison Minkus and Elden Wiebe, “History as Social Memory Assets: The 
example of Tim Hortons,” Management & Organizational History 6, no.1 (February 2011): 102-103,115, DOI: 
10.1177/1744935910387027. 

https://doi-org.eur.idm.oclc.org/10.1016/j.jbusres.2011.10.019
https://s100.copyright.com/AppDispatchServlet?publisherName=ELS&contentID=S0148296311003638&orderBeanReset=true
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Keulen show that invented traditions and narratives are also used by multinationals. They 

state that history is used by AkzoNobel, Shell, Philips and ABN Amro in four ways: as a tool to 

form a tradition and a symbolization of a specific way of contact, to enhance their 

organizational identity, as a tool to form a corporate memory and as a mean to create 

stability by connecting the past and the future.49 The idea of using story-telling for branding, 

is also visible in the study of the French business administrators Delphine Dion and Stéphane 

Borraz about the role of heritage stores in the luxury industry. They state that via the brands’ 

historic stores and the use of certain myths an rituals, just like in the church, a certain 

sacralization takes place.50 The scholars Mark De Fanti, Deirdre Bird, and Helen Caldwell also 

show that story-telling is used in the context of luxury fashion brands with their case-study 

of Gucci. This means that Burberry is not unique with its story-telling in the luxury fashion 

sector. Fanti et al. state that Gucci adopted a ‘fictional corporate identity’ with references to 

horses. They told their customers that the Gucci’s used to be saddle makers. The truth is, 

however, that Gucci’s had never been saddle makers so the whole story appeared to be a 

myth.51             

 The wide usage of business story-telling leads to a contrasting development: a 

question for authenticity. The Danish business administrators Mary Jo Hatch and Majken 

Schultz research the history of the Carlsberg Group and how and why the Group uses the 

Latin term Semper Ardens above the entrance. Their analysis shows five processes in the 

invention of traditions by organizations: the re-finding of specific elements, the 

recontextualization of this, the re-adoption of the element, the reinterpretation of the 

aspect and the re-application to the brand. They argue that history is essential in 

determining authenticity and that strategists should use an approach that is in line with the 

history of a company rather than the other way around. Incorrect use of history in corporate 

story-telling could result in failure.52 This literature review shows that Burberry is not the 

                                                           
49 Ronald Kroeze and Sjoerd Keulen, “Leading a Multinational is History in Practice: The Use of Invented 
Traditions and Narratives at AkzoNobel, Shell, Philips and ABN AMRO,” Business History 55, no.8 (November 
2013): 1281, DOI: 10.1080/00076791.2012.715284. 
50 Delphine Dion and Stéphane Borraz, “Managing Heritage Brands: A Study of the Sacralization of Heritage 
Stores in the Luxury Industry,” Journal of Retailing and Consumer Services 22 (January 2015): 82-83, 
doi:10.1016/j.jretconser.2014.09.005.  
51 Mark De Fanti, Deirdre Bird, and Helen Caldwell, “Gucci's Use of a Borrowed Corporate Heritage to Establish 
a Global Luxury Brand,” Competition Forum 12, no. 2 (2014): 52, https://search-proquest-com.eur.idm.oclc.org. 
52 Mary Jo Hatch and Majken Schultz, “Toward a Theory of Using History Authentically: Historicizing in the 
Carlsberg Group,” Administrative Science Quarterly 62, no.4 (December 2017): 661,684, 692, 
doi:10.1177/0001839217692535. 
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only (luxury fashion) brand that uses story-telling as form of branding because, generally, 

when a company does it right it is considered as a successful marketing strategy.  

 

2.2 The Luxury Industry and Social Media 

 

As Burberry is also a luxury brand, in the second section of the historiographical debate the 

literature about luxury, the luxury industry, their presence on social media and specifically 

on Facebook is reviewed. This places Burberry and its activities on Facebook in a broader 

context. 

 

2.2.1 Luxury 

Luxury is defined by Oxford Dictionaries as ‘a state of great comfort or elegance, especially 

when involving great expense.’53 This means that luxury is expensive and that it creates 

elegance. As is visible in sub-chapter 1.2 Theoretical concepts, Fionda and Moore also 

mention the factors of prestige and high-quality in their description of luxury.54 This 

elegance could lead to a feeling of prestige. The fact that not everyone can afford it even 

adds to its charm. What causes this prestige is researched by the market researcher of 

American Express, Richard Garfein. He takes American Express as a case-study to explore 

how prestige varies across cultures and how the company uses this in its marketing. Key-

factors of the prestige of a service or product are: high price, high quality, limited available 

number, selected admission standards and the admiration by a specific group. He concludes 

that prestige is wanted all around the world but that the manifestation of it differs.55  

 While Garfein considers high price a key-factor, the previously cited Bagwell and 

Bernheim research under which circumstances the consumers are willing to pay this higher 

price. They conclude that consumers are inclined to pay extra money for the same quality 

(Veblen effects) when it enhances their social status.56 The American sociologist Yuniya 

Kawamura reasons along the same line. She states that luxury products only work a feeling 

of prestige in comparison to non-luxury products. Furthermore, she argues that because 

                                                           
53 “Luxury,” Oxford Dictionaries, last accessed April 12, 2019, 
https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/luxury. 
54 Fionda and Moore, “The Anatomy of the Luxury Fashion Brand,” 349. 
55 Garfein, “Cross-cultural Perspectives on the Dynamics of Prestige,” 17,24. 
56 Bagwell and Bernheim, “Veblen Effects in a Theory of Conspicuous Consumption,”350-353. 

https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/luxury
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luxury products slightly distinguish the consumers from others, they give the customer a 

feeling of prestige and superiority.57        

 In a recent study the Chinese Management scholars Guoxin Li, Guofeng Li, and 

Zephaniah Kambele research how luxury brand shopping is related to a certain lifestyle and 

specific values that are perceived by Chinese customers. They research three perceived 

brand value factors from luxury fashion goods: emotional value, economic value and 

utilitarian value. The first aspect is related to the feelings of elegance and prestige luxury 

products can give a customer. This is also discussed by Garfein, Bagwell and Bernheim.58 The 

second aspect, economic value, implies that customers only buy luxury fashion products 

against a decent price. This element is hardly present in previously mentioned academic 

work. The third aspect, utilitarian value means that consumers buy luxury fashion products 

because of its high-quality. Li, Li and Kampbele conclude that all three factors had a 

significant influence on the luxury fashion shopping behaviour of Chinese customers.59 

  

2.2.2 Branding 

In the previous sub-chapter was shown that in order to sell luxury products, it is important 

to emphasize the feeling of elegance and prestige the product gives to its owner. To achieve 

this, the branding of a product, which means “the promotion of a particular product or 

company by means of advertising and distinctive design” is important.60 In its influential 

publication of 1996, the American business administrator David Aaker provides managers 

with a structure of how they could measure the strength of their brand. He investigates five 

themes: loyalty to a brand, the perceived quality of brand products, success of a brand to 

distinguish itself from other brands, the creation of customer brand awareness and the 

effective response to the current market. While his argument is unsurprising nowadays, his 

research was cited more than a thousand times.61 Linked to Aaker’s aspect of distinguishing 

its own brand from others, the Australian scholar Michel Beverland investigates how a 

company can brand itself as authentic by taking the wine industry as a case study. His 

                                                           
57 Kawamura, Fashion-Ology,55. 
58 Garfein, “Cross-cultural Perspectives on the Dynamics of Prestige,” 17,24; 
Bagwell and Bernheim, “Veblen Effects in a Theory of Conspicuous Consumption,”350-353. 
59 Li, Li, and Kambele, “Luxury Fashion Brand Consumers in China,”1520-1521. 
60 “Branding,” Oxford Dictionaries, accessed May 28,2019, https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/brand.  
61 David Aaker, “Measuring Brand Equity Across Products and Markets,” California Management Review 38, no. 
3 (Spring 1996):103,105,https://search-proquest-com.eur.idm.oclc.org. 
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research consists of interviews with thirty wine customers and the investigation of twenty 

winery strategies. He distinguishes six important aspects for successful branding: a 

successful presentation of history and descent, consistent branding, good quality of 

products, a successful narrative to emphasize the relationship to a specific place, a correct 

production procedure and minimal visible commercial motives for customers. Here, 

Beverland mixes up the story- telling of company and the product it sells. In this way, he 

shows that the product and the brand’s narrative are considered intertwined by the 

customer because they are both part of the promotion of the product. While the number of 

interviews and strategies investigation are small and the research results are not surprising, 

his article was influential in the field it was published. Therefore, the article cannot be left 

out.62            

 Fionda and Moore argue along the same line as Beverland and Aaker. Fionda and 

Moore research how to develop and maintain a successful fashion brand via twelve case 

studies on global fashion retailers. They state that there are nine aspects that are essential in 

the formation and the preservation of a brand. These aspects are: a clear brand identity, 

effective marketing, a good quality of products, a distinctive brand design, a high price, 

exclusivity, heritage, a successful brand culture that attracts customers to engage, careful 

use of the environment and the offering of correct service by the firm.63 Just like Beverland, 

Fionda and Moore consider exclusivity, effective marketing and heritage as key but they also 

include Aaker’s focus on the engagement between a company and its customers.64 The 

American scholars Bopeng Zhang and Jung-Hwan Kim emphasise the importance of 

innovation for luxury fashion branding on the Chinese market. They state that Chinese 

customers like to buy the newest luxury fashion products. Therefore, it is an essential aspect 

to attract Chinese customers.65 As China is an important market for Burberry, it explains why 

Burberry in its Facebook videos introduces new products and campaigns on a regular basis 

in.66 

 

                                                           
62 Michael Beverland, “The "Real Thing": Branding Authenticity in the Luxury Wine Trade,” Journal of Business 
Research 59, no. 2 (February 2006): 252-256, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jbusres.2005.04.007. 
63 Fionda and Moore, “The Anatomy of the Luxury Fashion Brand,” 359. 
64 Beverland, “The "Real Thing," 252-256; 
Aaker, “Measuring Brand Equity Across Products and Markets,”103, 105. 
65 Zhang and Kim, “Luxury Fashion Consumption in China,” 75-76. 
66 Facebook, “Burberry Videos.” 
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2.2.3   Marketing Luxury 

Moving from what makes luxury or a brand towards how it is promoted, the American 

business administrator Kevin Lane Keller addresses the marketing of luxury brands. Keller 

notices a marketing struggle: marketers want attract new customers and at the same time 

keep the old ones. He states that a brand can attract, both, old and new customers via the 

creation of strong brand equity and brand architecture. Brand equity, the financial value of a 

brand, is determined by the strength of the brand, the size of its operation, the image it 

creates about itself and the feelings and expectations a company or brand evokes. A 

successful brand architecture, the structure of different brands within a company, could be 

achieved when the company has optimal knowledge about the creation, construction and 

preservation of a brand.67          

 Just like Keller, the French business administrators Jean-Noël Kapferer and Vincent 

Bastien’s publication also discuss some challenges that luxury brand managements face. 

They state that if marketers want to preserve their brand, they need to move towards 

contemporary marketing methods as social media. They also emphasize that for the survival 

of luxury brands, there needs to be a clear distinction between luxury brands and other, 

cheaper brands.68 While luxury brands are present on social media nowadays, the Nigerian 

scholar Uché Uwaezuoke Okonkwo, Kapferer and Bastien’s show the initial reluctance of 

luxury brands to enter these media channels. This can be explained by the fact that social 

media is accessible for everyone.69 According to the previously mentioned Li, Li and 

Kampele, social media takes the exclusivity of luxury brands away and therefore also partly 

its prestige.70 This could explain why Burberry’s marketing departments do not respond to 

messages of customers. Complaints of Facebook users about this are visible in the comments 

below Burberry’s Facebook videos. This leads to the hypothesis that it is not a bad 

organisation that causes this silence but a no-respond policy to keep a distance between the 

consumer and the company.71  

                                                           
67 Kevin Lane Keller, “Managing the Growth Trade-off: Challenges and Opportunities in Luxury 
Branding,” Journal of Brand Management 16, no. 5-6 (March 2009): 290-291, 300, Doi:10.1057/bm.2008.47. 
68 Jean-Noël Kapferer and Vincent Bastien, “The Specificity of Luxury Management: Turning Marketing Upside 
Down,” The Journal of Brand Management 16, no. 5-6 (March 2009): 312, doi:10.1057/bm.2008.51. 
69 Ibid; Uché Okonkwo, “Sustaining the Luxury Brand on the Internet,” Journal of Brand Management 16, no. 5-
6 (March-May 2009): 309-310, doi:10.1057/bm.2009.2. 
70 Li, Li and Kambele, “Luxury Fashion Brand Consumers in China,” 1520-1521. 
71 Facebook, “Burberry Videos”; 
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2.2.4 Luxury Brands on Social Media 

While social media already dates back from the 1970s, the articles of the previously 

mentioned Okonkwo, Kapferer and Bastien show that luxury brands still struggled in 2009 

how to preserve their image as luxury brand on the internet.72 Despite the challenges social 

media creates, annual reports show that it is important for Burberry to be visible on these 

online channels.73 Because of the wide adoption of new technological developments, 

Okonkwo discusses the challenges these new developments cause for luxury brands: luxury 

companies have to find out how they can use the internet to convince the consumer online 

to buy their products. Therefore, he argues that in order to do this, luxury brand firms that 

need to understand what luxury is and how to sell it in modern times. However, he claims 

that internet has not changed the essence of luxury products. This shows the continuity of 

luxury and its relation to prestige.74         

 While Okonkwo shows that the essence of luxury remained the same despite new 

technological developments, the American scholar Angela Kim and the South Korean scholar 

Eunju Ko focus on how luxury fashion brands can successfully market themselves on social 

media. They notice five key aspects for social media marketing: entertainment, interaction 

with the customer, being fashionable, focus on a specific consumer group and good 

communication with the customer. The last aspect is interesting because it makes it harder 

for the company to remain its current luxury status.75 Kim and Ko conclude that social media 

activities have a positive impact on customer’s opinion about a brand. Therefore, they 

suggest a potential positive relation between social media activities and sales.76 In another 

study, Kim and Ko also stress the importance of social media for the establishment of 

customer relations. They advise companies to incorporate entertainment because it boosts 
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purchase intentions and consumer loyalty.77 So despite its challenges, social media presence 

can have a positive impact on the sales of luxury fashion companies. 

 

2.2.5     Luxury Brands on Facebook 

Studies about luxury brand marketing on Facebook are scarce.78 In one of the few relevant 

studies about luxury brand marketing, the effect of luxury brand marketing on Facebook and 

its impact on the participation of consumers is examined. For this, the Australian marketing 

scholar Chedia Dhaoui analyses fifty-two Facebook pages from luxury brands. She concludes 

that the history, the exclusivity and the performance of a brand are important for their 

success on Facebook. Therefore, she recommends luxury brands to include these three 

aspects in their Facebook messages to increase consumer involvement. However, she does 

not mention whether Facebook presence leads to a positive purchasing behaviour or more 

sales.79 This link is drawn by Novotova and Cinkanova. These scholars investigate whether 

having a Facebook page for luxury brands leads to higher sales. They state that consumers 

that ‘like’ a firm’s Facebook page are more eager to buy and purchase more than others who 

do not ‘like’ the page. Therefore, they advise firms to make their own Facebook page and to 

frequently post on it.80 This positive link to sales makes this thesis more relevant. It shows 

that Facebook presence matters for luxury fashion brands.  
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2.3 Facebook videos in marketing 

 

As this thesis specifically discusses story-telling in Facebook videos, this section reviews 

existing academic literature on Facebook videos to place this thesis into the context of how 

Facebook videos are generally used in marketing. Academic literature about Facebook 

videos is scarce. The literature that is available focusses mainly on Facebook videos as a form 

of social interaction and education, the development of live streaming via Facebook and the 

ethical aspect of data use.81 Only a few academic publications focus on marketing via 

Facebook videos. The Portuguese scholars Maria Teresa Romão, Sérgio Moro, Rita Paulo and 

Pedro Ramos research the luxury fashion brand Josephine and compare different social 

media channels with each other. They argue that since video emerged, the posting of 

pictures on Facebook declined as a video engages a broader audience than a picture. 

Therefore, they consider the Facebook video as one of the best ways for a firm to share 

content with its customers.82       

 Interestingly, in the article of the Australian scholar Yolanda Redrup, the opposite is 

stated. She claims that a Facebook video is not more effective than the use of a picture, 

while the creation of a video takes more time. Therefore, she advises companies to use 

pictures rather than videos.83 This master thesis adds to the existing literature by analysing 

Burberry’s Facebook videos as a form of marketing. This broadens the knowledge about the 

different functions of Facebook videos. Unfortunately, there is no room for a comparison of 

pictures and videos but as this sub-section shows a thesis on marketing via Facebook videos 
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adds already to the scarce number of publications on this specific topic. Nevertheless, a 

comparison of pictures and videos on Facebook is an interesting point for further research. 

 

2.4 Burberry  

 

In this subsection, the existing academic literature about the Burberry Group will be 

discussed. Where older studies focus purely on Burberry as a business, recent studies apply 

social media and customer engagement to their research.  

 

2.4.1   Burberry and business 

The Scottish scholars Christopher Moore and Grete Birtwistle provide an analysis of 

Burberry’s business model. However, this study does not successfully address the role of 

social media. This is unfortunate because in this master thesis I focus specifically on 

Burberry’s Facebook activities. Birtwistle and Moore consider in 2004 the appointment of 

the new CEO Rose-Marie Bravo, the hiring of new creative director Christopher Bailey and 

the introduction of a new business model as a turning point towards a successful company. 

They argue that the company’s business model consists of four interconnected points: 

products, manufacturing and sourcing, supply chain and marketing and communications. 

The multiple production lines enabled Burberry to approach a maximal market. They state 

that this resulted in greater flexibility because it offered Burberrys customer alternatives. 

They claim that Burberry uses recognizable aspects of its history and British heritage in its 

marketing. It is up for debate if the business model that Moore and Birtwistle discuss is only 

applicable to Burberry. The outcomes of the article seem rather general.84 

While Moore and Birtwistle analyse Burberry’s business model, examines the 

American economic geographer Nebahat Tokatli Burberry business strategies. He reviews 

the attempts of Burberry to turn itself into a successful brand. Interestingly, Nokatli marks a 

difference between the illusion of the consumer and the actual market strategy of the 

company. In this way, he provides a critical study of the internal and external functioning of 

the marketing of the firm. He concludes that Burberry’s success is thanks to two strategies. 
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The first strategy is that the company gives the consumer the idea that Burberry products 

were made in consultation with the consumer via the creation of a brand community where 

enthusiastic consumers engage in a social network with a brand and each other and by 

giving customers the idea that Burberry’s products are made for the consumers to 

contribute to their personal development. Nokatli argues that in reality, this idea of co-

creation with the customer is not the case. The second tactic is the creation of brand 

awareness in traditional areas where the product itself used to occupy a central position. In 

this way, Burberry’s trench coat, for example, became more than just a coat. The Burberry 

story became just important as its products.85       

 Burberry was researched in a slightly different context by the British fashion scholars 

Stephen Wigley, Karinna Nobbs and Ewa Larsen. They investigate Burberry as case-study for 

fashion branding in 2016. They measure this branding by determining six aspects that might 

encourage the consumer’s purchasing behaviour. These six criteria are brand name and 

trademark, the packet, the design, product marketing, the design of the shop and the 

practicality of the product. They state that Burberry’s heritage icons, its British image, the 

product functionality and the modern character of the company contribute to successful 

branding.86 In line with Moore and Birtwistle, the Australian business administrators Holly 

Cooper, Dale Miller and Bill Merrilees also research Burberry from a business perspective. In 

their study, they provide an interesting comparative analysis of the revival of the two 

companies, Burberry and Tiffany & Co. Their research has to serve as a broader framework 

of how companies could survive an image crisis by rebuilding themselves. For this, they 

came up with a three-stage plan based on Burberry and Tiffany & Co’s history of decline and 

survival. In the first phase, the company redefines its vision. In the second stage, the 

company reconnects the brand in line with the firm’s perception so the brand fits in the 

company. In the third stage, the company reconstructs its brand.87 
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2.4.2   Burberry on Social Media 

Related to the growing literature on social media, the Australian scholars Karla Straker and 

Cara Wrigley published an article in which they researched the strategy and customer 

engagement of Burberry’s digital tools. This is relevant as Burberry’s main target group is the 

millennials. This group frequently uses social media and internet in their daily life.88 Via 

several digital channels, Burberry invites its customers to engage in the brand. Straker and 

Wrigley state that in this way they connect Burberry’s story, the brand and the consumer. In 

its ‘Burberry Love’ campaign, for example, customers had the opportunity to send Burberry 

cards to their loved ones. In this way, Burberry applied a personalization to its digital 

marketing. 89           

 This personalization appeared to be a strong tool to enhance the connection 

between the customer and the Burberry product. Straker and Wrigley argue that through 

sharing their Burberry brand stories on the internet, a customer feels itself part of the 

Burberry community. In this way, consumers could get emotionally attached to Burberry 

products via digital tools and are therefore more likely to purchase Burberry goods. 

Consequently, Straker and Wigley claim that Burberry’s media channels such as Burberry’s 

website, Facebook, Instagram, Pinterest and YouTube have an essential positive impact on 

the company’s growth, revenue and public support.90 While Straker and Wigley touch on 

Burberry’s story-telling on social media, I will elaborate on this by focussing on the 

combination of story-telling and Facebook videos. The next sub-chapter elaborates on how 

this master thesis contributes to the existing literature. 

 
2.5 Relevance of the Thesis 

 
This master thesis contributes to the current academic literature on several points. It adds to 

the existing works about heritage and luxury brands by analysing the inclusion of specific 

story-telling aspects in Facebook videos, annual reports and Burberry’s website and 

consumer responses to it. Therefore, the study provides specific examples of how history 
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and heritage icons can be included in marketing stories on Facebook. Since research on 

Facebook videos is scarce, this thesis offers more insights for academics and marketers into 

how videos are used and can be used as form of marketing.91  

   Furthermore, this thesis give insight into how Burberry’s marketers tell the ‘Burberry 

story’ into the videos and what kind of videos Burberry’s Facebook users like. Therefore, this 

study is in the first place relevant to Burberry itself because it provides their marketers 

insight into the question what their consumers like and how they can improve their presence 

on Facebook. While most studies about the Burberry Group have been researched from a 

business, economic or fashion point of view, this master thesis touches on several disciplines 

namely: business, history, fashion and media. Therefore, it is written from an 

interdisciplinary perspective.  

 

In short, in this chapter I discussed how this master thesis about Burberry’s story-telling in 

Facebook videos, annual reports and Burberry’s website and the rating of the appreciation 

of these Facebook videos add to the existing literature about heritage and luxury branding, 

story-telling, Facebook videos and Burberry. The chapter showed that story-telling and social 

media presence have a positive impact on consumer loyalty. While I will not research the 

link between social media activities, story-telling and consumer loyalty, this argument does 

make my master thesis more relevant. In the next chapter, I discuss how I did my research 

for this thesis. 
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Chapter 3. Methodology 

 

This chapter gives more insight into how the research on story-telling in Burberry Facebook 

videos from 2009-2018 was conducted. Therefore, the nature of the sources and the 

research methods of this thesis will be discussed. Furthermore, the second part of this 

chapter elaborates on the challenges and limitations of this research.  

 

3.1 The Nature of Sources Employed 

To provide some information about Burberry and the Burberry Group, textual resources as 

annual reports, investors reports and Burberry’s website are used.92 These sources show the 

most important information about the Burberry Group, such as its history, its departments, 

its marketing and its products. The annual reports and investors reports give a clear 

overview of the activities of the Burberry Group per year and are easily accessible via 

Burberry’s website. As this is public information, it is likely that the reports are formulated in 

such a way that it does not deter readers, such as shareholders in periods of crisis.93 

Therefore, the annual reports need to be read carefully, distinguishing facts from marketing 

talk. To achieve this, Burberry sources are compared with academic publications about the 

Burberry Group throughout the whole thesis. 

The analysis of Facebook videos is mainly based on visual sources, namely the videos 

Burberry posted on its channel from 2009 until 2018.94 To measure to what extent story-

telling is appreciated by Burberry’s Facebook public, I looked at the number of likes, 

comments and shares videos with and without specific story-elements received. Some 

videos have been discussed in newspapers like the New York Times and The Guardian. These 

articles are taken as background information to place Burberry activities in a wider context 

of developments in the luxury fashion industry. In this way, it becomes clear that most of 

Burberry’s activities are not unique but also done by other luxury fashion brands.95 The 
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analysis of the 326 Facebook videos posted by Burberry was challenging because of the 

number of clips, the rapid change of images in clips and the multiple aspects that are 

incorporated in these videos. However, this was easily solved because most Burberry videos 

are short and as the videos can be watched for free, they can be played and stopped 

unlimited times to take a closer look at specific details in the videos. As this master thesis is 

primarily based on either marketing material or public accessible material, it is important to 

keep in mind that this material shows how Burberry wants customers and others to look at 

them, not necessarily how the company in reality is. This not only underlines the importance 

of the academic literature on Burberry and other luxury brands to nuance this story-telling 

but also the fact that this thesis addresses the story that Burberry tells rather than 

examining whether its story is accurate and consistent with its history. In this thesis, the 

response of the consumer is examined by looking at the number of likes, comments and 

shared videos with a specific story-telling aspect received and by comparing them with 

videos where this specific aspect was not implemented but I did not research if Burberry 

Facebook users interpret the Facebook videos as the company wants them to do.  

 

3.2 Methods 

In this master thesis, both, a qualitative and a quantitative approach are used. For chapter 4 

and 5, mostly a qualitative approach was utilized to examine who the Burberry Group is, 

what its story is and how it uses this story to brand itself in Facebook videos. However, 

chapter 4 does contain several descriptive statistics to how Burberry’s total revenue, its 

revenue per product and destination and the nature of its revenue developed during the 

research-period. For chapter 6 and 7, a mainly quantitative approach is used. Descriptive 

statistics show the division of Burberry’s Facebook videos over the period of ten years, the 

division of videos into categories and in how many videos a specific story-telling or 

additional aspect is present. In chapter 7, I examine, via the use of boxplots, to what extent 

there is a relationship between the inclusion of aspects of Burberry’s story in Facebook 
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videos and the degree consumers appreciate a video. This gives more insight into the 

question of whether story-telling in Facebook videos matters for Burberry’s Facebook users. 

At the end of chapter 7, I research whether there is a correlation between the number of 

aspects of Burberry’s story-telling that are implemented in the video and the number of 

likes, comments and shares the video receives. The boxplot is used because past researches 

have shown that the usage of boxplots is a helpful tool to measure correlation and the 

potential impact on or the liking of something.96 In addition, in this research several high 

outliers are present, via the boxplot it is possible to take them into account without the risk 

of a misrepresentation of the research results.      

 However, because videos consist of multiple aspects, it is not possible to link the 

number of likes, comments and shares directly to whether story-telling elements are 

included. This research therefore needs to be considered exploratory. Unfortunately, it also 

remains unclear whether the number of likes, comments shares give insight in the 

engagement of Facebook users with the company or whether they like to watch the videos. 

The significant difference in likes, comments and shares between each individual video 

suggest, however, that its number is at least partly based on the extent the Facebook users 

take a pleasure in watching the videos. Therefore, the numbers of likes, comments and 

shares not only relate to the engagement of the audience but also to what extent Burberry’s 

Facebook users appreciated a specific video. 

A challenging point was to define the aspects of Burberry’s story as its story-telling 

evolves over time. However, this was easily solved by looking at how Burberry describes the 

brand year by year in its annual reports. Another challenge was to discover the overall 

narrative in Burberry’s Facebook videos to make sense of the 326 individual videos and to 

connect them to each to other. To tackle this problem, I divided the videos into categories to 

provide more overview of what sort of Facebook videos Burberry published. In the given 

amount of time, it was not possible to read the content of the Facebook comments below 

Burberry’s 326 Facebook videos. This is a loss because the content of the comments 
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probably gives more insight into the question why and what Facebook users liked or disliked 

about a specific videos. Furthermore, in this thesis, the relation between likes, comments 

and shares on Facebook and actual sales will not be discussed. However, as is shown in the 

previous chapter, scholars argue that story-telling and social media activities have a positive 

impact on consumer loyalty and sales.97 

 

Therefore, this master thesis can be considered as a starting point. As this thesis is only 

based on annual reports, Facebook videos, Burberry’s website and newspaper articles more 

research needs to be done on the activities of Burberry on Facebook and other social media. 

Furthermore, even though this research contains, both, a qualitative and quantitative 

approach, more qualitative research is necessary on the topic to get more insight into the 

question why Facebook users liked, commented and shared a specific video. 
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    Chapter 4. The Burberry Group 
 
 

 

 

In this chapter, I examine who the Burberry Group is by looking at their history, their 

heritage icons and their organisational structure and their products. In this way, this chapter 

will show how Burberry’s Facebook marketing departments form part of the Burberry 

Group. The first sub-chapter addresses Burberry’s history. The second sub-chapter 

elaborates on Burberry’s heritage icons and how they relate to Burberry’s history. In the 

third sub-chapter, I will investigate Burberry’s different company departments and how 

Burberry’s marketing departments and its social media marketing is part of the Burberry 

Group. In the fourth sub-chapter, I will analyse how and where Burberry generates its 

income. 

 

4.1 Burberry’s History 

Thomas Burberry founded Burberry in 1856. As former Burberry employee, Brian Kitson, 

points out in his book Burberry Days, it needs to be kept in mind that Burberry was not a 

couturier as Burberry’s fans might suggest but rather a small-town salesman from 

Hampshire. He developed a fabric that was water resistant but when he asked for a patent 

under the name Gaberdine, it was refused. This did not stop Burberry and he fabricated a 

raincoat made from Gaberdine. This water resistant coat was practical because of the rainy 

weather in Britain.98 At the beginning of the First World War, Burberry was asked by the 

army to make some changes to Officer’s coats to make them more suitable for the situation 

in the trenches and the Burberry trench coat was a fact. After the war, the trench coats were 

also bought by ordinary citizens. The coats became even more popular when film stars 

started to wear Burberry’s coats. In 1955, the company Burberry’s became part of Great 
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Universal Stores plc. GUS plc. was originally a mail-order firm from Manchester but during 

the 1950s it also owned several manufacturing businesses, such as the furniture stores 

Cavendish and Woodhouse and the apparel company Scottish House.99 Kitson shows in its 

book how insecure the future of the company Burberry’s was at the end of the 1950s. 

Therefore, it was expected that the company would close down but this did not happen.100 

Just like other luxury companies, during the 1960s and 1970s, Burberry’s gave licenses to 

foreign companies to sell their products. This was an easy way for them to earn a significant 

amount of money in a short period of time with low risk. Burberry needed this money 

because the company was in a bad condition. What was first considered a success, became 

almost the end of the company. Due to Burberry’s lack of control over their licensees’ pricing 

and sales strategies, Burberry’s licensees could sell Burberry’s items for a lower price than 

Burberry did and some Asian licensees even started to export these cheaper products to 

Europe. This made it hard for British companies, that tried to sell Burberry’s goods without 

discount, to vend their products because the same wares were available in the stores of 

their competitors but for a lower price. As a result of these lower prices, the brand 

diluted.101           

 By the late 1990s, the main part of Burberry’s revenue came from Asia. Therefore, 

the company was hit hard by the Asian financial crisis in 1997. Journalists advised GUS plc.  

to sell the company. Due to the massive availability of counterfeit products with the iconic 

Burberry’s check on it, Burberry’s had an image problem. The characteristic Burberry print 

was so widely available that it lost its trademark and prestige.102 In line with the arguments 

of the previously cited scholars on luxury, because of the wide availability of Burberry 

products, the incentive for luxury fashion consumers to buy a Burberry product to receive a 

feeling of prestige was gone.103 When British actress and tv-star Daniella Westbrook and her 

daughter were spotted in complete Burberry check outfits in 2002, the situation became 

even worse for Burberry because the British press received this as the symbolisation of the 

new rich, lacking any feeling of taste and style. At the same time, fashion critics started to 
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abandon the brand because it became popular among chavs.104 Burberry’s clothes became 

linked to hooliganism. In the early 2000s, some British pubs even refused the entry for 

people that wore Burberry’s check. To counter its image problem, already in 1999, the 

company came up with a new logo and changed its name from Burberry’s to Burberry.105 In 

2001, Christopher Bailey was appointed as the new creative director and in 2002, the 

company made its entry on the London Stock Exchange.106 Under Creative director 

Christopher Bailey and CEO Rose Marie Bravo, the Burberry team ‘invented’ a new narrative 

and created new product lines that were coexistent with the story-telling of Burberry as a 

contemporary British heritage brand. In this way, they established a Burberry apparel 

pyramid along the same lines as the fashion pyramid.107  

 

Fashion pyramid and Burberry’s Apparel pyramid 

 

 

Source: John Fernie and Patsy Perry, “Luxury Fashion Supply Chain Management,” in 
Logistics & Retail Management: Emerging Issues and New Challenges in the Retail Supply 
Chain ,” ed. John Fernie and Leigh Sparks (London: Kogan Page, 2009),176; 
Kawamura, Fashion-Ology, 53-54; author’s own elaboration. 
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The fashion pyramid divides the whole fashion industry into four sectors: haute couture, 

runway, ready-to-wear and casualwear. It is clear that the way Burberry differentiated its 

own apparel products is inspired by the fashion pyramid. As is visible in the pyramid above, 

until 2016, Burberry broke its collection up in three different lines.108 The label that Burberry 

showed on the fashion shows is called Burberry Prorsum. Therefore, Burberry Prorsum 

matches with the second layer of the fashion pyramid: runway. However, Burberry’s 

Prorsum catwalk collection is also described by Vogue as ready-to-wear, which is visible in 

the third layer of the fashion pyramid.109 The third layer of the fashion pyramid, however, 

can also be linked to the Burberry London because this label consist of standardized factory-

made clothing but these products also have a premium price so that not every customer can 

afford to buy it. The ground layer of Burberry’s apparel pyramid, Burberry Brit, that Burberry 

itself describes as ‘its most casual label’, also needs to be placed in the ready-to-wear sector 

because even though the label consist of Burberry’s most free-time clothes, it is still 

expensive and not casual.110          

  While at the first glance, it seems that Burberry tries to cover the whole fashion 

pyramid by providing runway, ready-to-wear and casual clothes, a closer look shows that 

these different production lines all belong in the category ready-to-wear and that Burberry 

only provides its customers a wider choice for different occasions. Until 2016 when Burberry 

stopped using the apparel pyramid, the marketing departments had a crucial role to sell 

these different production lines to the public via the product pyramid that is showed 

above.111 In Burberry’s annual report of 2009-2010, the name Burberry Lifestyle was 

replaced by the term Burberry Brit but it still covered casual clothes.112 After 2016, Burberry 

stopped selling products under different labels but it retained the clothing structure.113 

 In the early 2000s, Bravo and Bailey turned Burberry into a brand for fashion-aware 

millennials. This strategy was successful as Burberry’s profits increased.114 As a result of this 

success, in 2005, Burberry could officially depart from GUS plc. In 2006, Rose Marie Bravo 
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was replaced by the former CEO of DKNY, Angela Ahrends. Ahrends aimed to develop a 

clearer and more cohesive Burberry brand story. Therefore, she ended the production and 

sales of several products because they did not fit in the story that Burberry tried to convey. 

Together with Bailey, Ahrends made Burberry a brand that mainly targeted young women 

that were not necessarily rich but who were willing to spend money on luxury brands.115 In 

line with scholars on luxury, this suggests that these customers are willing to buy luxury 

products because it increases their visibility and prestige.116     

 In 2014, Creative Director Christopher Bailey became CEO and Chief Creative Officer 

of Burberry. Three years later, in 2017, Bailey left Burberry because of disagreements with 

the investors and Marco Gobbetti became CEO with Ricardo Tisci as CCO.117 This was a shock 

as Tisci was known for its “darkly subversive, unapologetically sexual, deeply urban, 

boundary-pushing fashion,” which is very different from Burberry’s image as traditional 

British brand.118 Under Gobbetti and Tisci’s guidance, Burberry introduced a new logo and a 

new motif.119 This suggests that the Burberry Group is taking a new direction under the new 

CEO and CCO. For example, Tisci started to incorporate other parts of British history in its 

collections than Bailey did, such as the rave culture of the 1990s.120 

 

4.2 Burberry’s Heritage Icons 

Based on its history and heritage, until 2014, Burberry mentioned in its annual reports that 

the brand is based on three heritage icons: the trench coat, the check and the equestrian 

knight to make “the brand purer, more compelling and more relevant globally, across 

genders and generations.”121 The first icon is a piece of clothing that, as previously discussed, 
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dates back from the First World War. Up till today, Burberry still describes its “Heritage 

Trench Coat” as iconic.122 The second icon, the check was originally a design at the inside of 

the trench coat and was invented during the 1920s. As was shown in sub-section 4.1, the 

check became associated with chavs during the early 2000s. Therefore, the company 

decided to incorporate the design of the check only in 5% of the products.123 Nowadays, 

touches of “the Vintage check” are prominently visible again on and in a wide range of 

Burberry products.124 The last icon, the equestrian knight, was Burberry’s fabric label from 

the early 1900s. While officially Burberry only received a new logo in 2018, after 2016 the 

knight is not visible in annual reports and Facebook videos anymore.125 

 

4.3 The Burberry Group 

 

This sub-chapter gives insight in who the company is by discussing its departments, its 

marketing and its social media activities from 2009 until 2018. This places Burberry’s story-

telling on Facebook in a wider context of Burberry’s marketing and social media activities. It 

is visible that, related to Beverland’s argument, the connection of a brand to a specific place 

is one of the ingredients that makes a brand successful, Burberry links itself to a specific 

country and place by presenting itself as from London.126 

 

4.3.1 Burberry Departments 

 In its annual report of 2017-2018, Burberry summarizes its operations in five keywords: 

‘design, develop, make, distribute & sell’.127 During the first step in the process, the product 

is sketched with the help of creative media. For the development and the fabrication of the 
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product, Burberry considers “Product Development, Sourcing, Supply Chain, Merchandising 

and Planning” as key. For the final step, the distribution and the sales of the product, are 

“Digital Marketing, Architecture and Customer Insight” regarded as crucial.128 This thesis 

focusses on the last step of the production process: the marketing of the product, 

specifically on Facebook. Unfortunately, information about the structure of the different 

departments of the Burberry Group is scarce.129 

  

4.3.2 The Strategy of the Marketing Departments 
 
Burberry’s marketing departments consist of Public Relations, advertising and 

communication. The task of Burberry’s marketing departments are to emphasize the brand 

via marketing campaigns and to spread the same brand image across different channels: 

Burberry as British heritage brand. While the marketing departments advertise all sorts of 

Burberry products, as Burberry also started to sell life-style products, the traditional 

Burberry products receive extra emphasis. In relation to its tradition, Burberry aimed to 

increase the share of its menswear production in 2009 as this is how Burberry started.130 Via 

marketing, Burberry portrays itself as a British luxury heritage brand.131     

 According to the marketer and blogger for Marketing 91 Hitesh Bhasin, Burberry 

advertisements hardly appear on television or billboards. Instead, Burberry’s marketing 

departments are actively posting messages on several media channels and increasing its 

presence in fashion magazines and on their websites, such as in one of the most influential 

journals in the fashion industry: Vogue.132 According to Bhasin, the fact that Burberry does 

not need to advertise itself via tv shows that the brand has a strong brand image. For the 

creation of this brand image, however, the brand has collaborated with a significant number 
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of (British) celebrities in its advertising campaigns over the years.133 Bhasin argues in his 

SWOT analysis that Burberry knows who its audience is and that its current way of 

engagement is successful by looking at the number of followers on Facebook and Twitter 

and the number of views on YouTube.134 In general, social media enabled luxury companies 

to increase their personal connection with the customer and to give the consumer a feeling 

of personal attention and co-creation.135 However, as will be shown, in chapter 6 and 7, 

Burberry uses Facebook mainly for advertising, instead of communication.  

 

4.3.3 Marketing Activities from 2009 until 2018 

In 2009, the beginning of the research period, Burberry participated in a wider trend by live 

streaming its fashion shows so a larger audience could watch it.136 Furthermore, it launched 

the website ‘Art of the Trench’. This is a Tumblr page through which younger people could 

engage with the traditional trench coat and share their stories. It was one of Burberry’s 

technical means to attract new (young) customers.137 Unfortunately this website does not 

exist anymore. The URL www.ArtoftheTrench.com currently leads to a webpage with 

information about Burberry’s Trench Coat.138       

 ICT became part of Burberry’s marketing and retail via the creation of the Retail 

Theatre in 2010 and Burberry World in 2012.139 Burberry’s Retail Theatre gave customers the 

opportunity to watch fashion shows virtual and to buy the clothes immediately after they 

appear on the catwalk.140 While Burberry’s Retail Theatre was unique in the luxury industry, 

other luxury brands such as Gucci and Diana Von Fürstenberg also started to pay more 

attention to the wishes of the consumers.141 However a consumer-driven approach was 

probably not the only reason for Burberry’s Retail Theatre, direct sales after the catwalk also 
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makes it harder for the counterfeit industry to catch up with the luxury fashion brand.142 The 

implementation of new techniques is important as Zhang and Kim show that one of 

Burberry’s main customer groups, the Chinese, along with the millennial digital consumers 

are attracted to innovation and strive to own the most recent productions.143 Burberry 

World consisted of a 360 degree film in which Burberry was portrayed as British heritage 

brand. Background music was done via the performance of live concerts. These shows were 

held in the cities Taipei, London, Chicago and Hong Kong.144    

 In 2011, Burberry launched Burberry Bespoke. Via this project, Burberry gave 

customers the opportunity to design their own trench coat. The firm continued to expand its 

social media activities, especially in China. It even launched a simplified version of its website 

in Chinese, probably to attract even more Chinese customers.145 In 2013, Burberry 

introduced the theme of Burberry Love. Throughout the year, the company shared 

advertisements with a focus on love, couples and hearts.146 In the annual report of 2014-

2015, it is visible that the opening of flagship stores in Shanghai and Los Angeles were also 

used for extensive marketing purposes via the organisation of festive events and the 

presence of famous international guests. Furthermore, as licenses in Japan expired, Burberry 

started to sell its products here without a mediator. To make the Japanese familiar with the 

company and the brand, Burberry organised extensive marketing campaigns.147   

 During the year 2015, Burberry’s collections were in the sign of patchwork, banner 

bags and rucksacks. Via social media, Burberry celebrated its heritage together with its 

craftsmanship by sharing videos about how its traditional products were made.148 In the 

annual report of 2016-2017, Burberry’s marketing departments announced that they were 

planning to reduce the costs by using more effective marketing methods via the data they 

had collected about their customers. It is likely that based on this data they could execute 

specific campaigns for their targeted group.149       
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 In 2017, Gobbetti announced that he was going to ‘re-energise’ the brand with the 

following words: “While the task of transforming Burberry is still before us, the first steps we 

implemented to re-energise our brand are showing promising early signs.”150 This is visible 

by the fact that Burberry announced for example in May 2019 that the company is going to 

close 10% of its stores as part of the plan to become a super-luxe brand.151 Another change 

is visible in Tisci’s collection in 2019. He took different parts of British history than Bailey did, 

such as the British punks, and integrated that into the collection that was showed during the 

London Fashion Week. According to Vogue journalist Rachel Garrahan this was challenging 

because of the developments around Brexit. She argues that because of Brexit, Brits became 

disappointed about their nation. By celebrating Britishness in this period, Tisci took a risk.152  

 

4.3.4 Social Media 

As Burberry’s Marketing team considers social media presence important, it is available on 

several social media channels. The company has been active on YouTube since 2005 and on 

Facebook since 2009. In March 2010, the company reported that its Facebook page obtained 

already more than 1.000.000  Facebook likes and its Art of Trench website page received 

more than 7.000.000 views.153 The company also entered several Chinese social media 

channels including Sina Weibo, Kaixin001, Douban and YouKu. To reach a wider audience, 

Burberry made specific Twitter accounts to reach potential customers in countries as Turkey 

and Brazil probably because the company saw a new market in these emerging 

economies.154  

At the end of 2017, Burberry was present on 20 social media platforms with in total 

more than 48 million followers. By 2018, Burberry had 17.3 million Facebook likers, 10.3 

million followers on Instagram, 10.3 million followers on Twitter, 5.3 million on Google Plus, 

4.1 million on Line, 1.2 million on Sina Weibo, 331.000 Kakao, 342.000 on LinkedIn, 309.000 
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on YouTube, 283.000 on We chat, 210.000 on Pinterest, 136.000 subscribers on Tumblr, 

84.000 on Snapchat, 17.000 on the Net Set and 26.000 on Facebook Messenger.155 The fact 

that Burberry mentions this numbers in its reports suggest that social media activities are 

important for the company and for its investors. This numbers suggests that Burberry is  

eager to have a good relationship with its customers and that the company knows how to 

engage with its targeted market: the millennials.156 

  

4.4 Burberry’s Products 
 
In the former sub-chapters, I examined Burberry’s marketing department and its strategy. In 

this sub-chapter, I will elaborate on Burberry’s products to get insight in how and where 

Burberry gains its revenue. I will first investigate what Burberry’s main products are. In 

addition, I will discuss the financial performance of Burberry and what the nature of this 

revenue is and where its main markets are. In this way, this sub-chapter gives more insight 

into the questions what the Burberry Group is and what products and for whom its 

marketing teams are advertising. 

 

4.4.1 Burberry’s Different Products 

Burberry’s products can roughly be divided into five sectors: womenswear, menswear, 

childrenswear, non-apparel products and Beauty products. From 2013 onwards, Burberry 

started to directly operate its Beauty products, such as its make-up products and fragrances, 

instead of licensing it as it did in former years. Before, Burberry also sold fragrances but then 

for example under the name of Burberry Sport. While Burberry also offered sport clothes 

under these name, in the Facebook videos of Burberry Sport it is clear that these videos are 

primarily meant to promote the perfumes.157       

 In its annual report of 2008-2009, the Burberry Group reported that it aimed to 

increase the revenue of the menswear and children’s wear.158 As was mentioned earlier, 

Burberry was hoping that when the menswear licensees expired, it could create a successful 
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global menswear line directly operated under Burberry. To increase the revenue of 

children’s wear, Burberry moved its childrenswear office from Spain to London. This was also 

due to the fact that Burberry’s sales in Spain decreased. In this way, it was logical to move 

the office to London so it could easier collaborate with Burberry’s other departments.159 

With the Spring/Summer collection of 2011, Burberry launched its first global menswear 

collection and in 2012, the first Burberry men-only store was opened in London.160 Burberry 

aimed to bring the brand closer to where it started, as luxury brand for males, but as is 

visible in graph 1A (appendix VII) and 1B, womenswear and non-apparel remained 

Burberry’s biggest production lines.161 In 2017-2018, all three apparel sectors increased but 

the Beauty sector experienced a significant decline due to the closure of Beauty shops.162 

Graph 1A and 1B show that the absolute and relative share of non-apparel products, 

such as bags, belts has significantly increased from 366 million pounds in 2009 towards 1130 

million pounds in 2018. This is partly because Burberry has expanded its non-apparel 

collection over the past ten years to attract a wider audience and to increase its revenue. 

Despite the big share of non-apparel products, there is a stabilisation visible for 2017 and 

2018 in graph 1A and 1B. This is partly due to the declining sales of Beauty products. 

Percentage-wise, from 2009 until 2018, womenswear became a smaller part of Burberry’s 

revenue but it remained a significant share of the company’s income. Menswear remained 

stable around 20%/25% and childrenswear occupied the smallest part of Burberry’s revenue 

and fluctuated between 3% and 5%.  
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Graph 1B Development of Revenue per Production Line From March 2009 – March 2018 in 
Million Pounds 
 
*non- apparel also consists of Beauty products because of the relatively small number of revenue from Beauty 
products.  
 
Source: Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2008-2009”; Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2009-2010”; Burberry 
Group, “Annual Report 2010-2011”; Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2011-2012”; Burberry Group, “Annual 
Report 2012-2013”; Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2013-2014”; Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2014-2015”; 
Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2015-2016”; Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2016-2017”; Burberry Group, 
“Annual Report 2017-2018.” 

 

 

4.4.2 Burberry’s Financial Performance 
 
In the previous sub-chapter, I showed that Burberry’s revenue generally increased for almost 

all the five production lines. This sub-chapter starts with Burberry’s financial performance 

over the years to see how the company as a whole was functioning from 2009 until 2018. As 

is visible in graph 2 below, in general, Burberry has managed to increase its revenue. In 

2008-2009, during the financial crisis, the company succeeded in gaining a larger income. 

Between 2011 and 2015, the total revenue of the company doubled. After a successful year 

in 2015, the total revenue dropped, to rise again one year later and to slightly decrease in 

2017-2018. This is relevant as declining sales probably have led to the use of different 

strategies and different ways of marketing. This change is visible in 2017 with the 

appointment of the new CEO Gobbetti who tries to boost sales again via the redesigning of 
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Burberry. In the following sub-section, I will discuss how Burberry earned its money by 

looking at Burberry’s nature of revenue. 

 
 
 

 

Graph 2 Total Revenue Burberry March 2009 - March 2018 
 

Source: Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2008-2009”; Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2009-2010”; Burberry 

Group, “Annual Report 2010-2011”; Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2011-2012”; Burberry Group, “Annual 

Report 2012-2013”; Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2013-2014”; Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2014-2015”; 

Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2015-2016”; Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2016-2017”; Burberry Group, 

“Annual Report 2017-2018”. 

 
 

4.4.3 Nature of Revenue 

In its annual report, Burberry mentions three forms of income: retail, wholesale and 

licensing. Graph 3 below visualises how the share of each way of income evolved from 2009 

until 2018. The graph shows that between 2009 and 2018 retail has become more and more 

important for Burberry at the expense of wholesale and licensing. Burberry’s relative 

increase in retail at the expense of wholesale was not a unique development as retail 

increased for the fashion industry as a whole. This increase in retail was due to e-commerce. 

Because of this growing e-commerce, the sales in most physical stores declines. Therefore 

wholesale declined too because there is less need for retailers to transport goods to their 
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shop when customer can also order these online.163      

 While wholesale remained a significant part of Burberry’s revenue, licensing’s part 

kept declining. This was expected as the company did not continue their local licenses for 

menswear when they expired in 2008.164 The planned non-renewal of these licenses could 

be explained by the fact that Burberry aimed for a worldwide Burberry menswear under the 

direct control of Burberry.165 This non-renewal of several sort of licences is understandable 

as it was visible in the section 4.1 on Burberry’s history that because licensees sold 

Burberry’s products for a lower prices, the value of Burberry’s products declined. In this way, 

it negatively affected Burberry’s position of a luxury brand.166 By 2012, the company had 

three sorts of world-wide license contracts left: Fragrance & beauty products with 

Interparfums, glasses with Luxottica and watches with Fossil.167 By 2013, Burberry started to 

handle the Burberry Body and Beauty line with perfumes, make-up and other Beauty 

products itself.168 Two years later, Japanese contracts ended, which explains a further 

decrease in licensing.169 However, this does not mean that Burberry ended all its licenses. In 

2017, Burberry even started a new cooperation with Coty to sell its Beauty products.170 

 

 

 

                                                           
163 Dough Stephens, “The Future of Retail is the End of Wholesale,” Business of Fashion, February 5, 2015, 
https://www.businessoffashion.com/articles/opinion/future-retail-end-wholesale. 
164 Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2008-2009.” 
165 Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2009-2010”; Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2010-2011”; Burberry Group, 
“Annual Report 2011-2012”; Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2012-2013”; Burberry Group, “Annual Report 
2013-2014”; Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2014-2015”; Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2015-2016”; 
Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2016-2017”; Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2017-2018”. 
166 Tokatli, “Old Firms, New Tricks and the Quest for Profits,” 57,58-60; Garfein, “Cross-cultural Perspectives on 
the Dynamics of Prestige,”17,24; Bagwell and Bernheim, “Veblen Effects in a Theory of Conspicuous 
Consumption,”350-353. 
167 Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2011-2012.” 
168 Burberry Group, “Annual Report, 2012-2013.” 
169 Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2014-2015.” 
170 Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2016-2017.” 
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Graph 3 Division Nature of Revenue Burberry Group for March 2009 - March 2018 in 

percentages. 

Source: Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2008-2009”; Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2009-2010”; Burberry 
Group, “Annual Report 2010-2011”; Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2011-2012”; Burberry Group, “Annual 
Report 2012-2013”; Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2013-2014”; Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2014-2015”; 
Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2015-2016”; Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2016-2017”; Burberry Group, 
“Annual Report 2017-2018”. 

 

 

4.4.4 Nature of Wholesale and Retail 

While the former sub-chapter showed that wholesale and retail are Burberry’s main 

contributors to its revenue, this chapter elaborates further on these two ways of income. 

Graph 4 visualises the decrease and increase of the number of stores, concessions, 

commerce & outlets and franchisees from 2009 until 2018. This graph shows that where the 

number of stores increased from 2009 onwards from 119 to 240, the number of concessions 

decreased after 2010 from 262 to 155. Furthermore is visible that the number of franchisers 

fell over the years from 81 in 2009 to 46 in 2018. The growing share of retail can be traced 

back to the broader trend in the fashion industry of declining wholesale revenue and the 

increasing part of retail revenue, which is also applicable to Burberry as is visible in graph 

3.171 Graph 4 shows that this can be explained by the opening of new stores. This is 

interesting in the light of the growing e-commerce because it is likely that increasing internet 

                                                           
171 Stephens, “The Future of Retail is the End of Wholesale.” 
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sales leads lower sales in physical shops. Therefore, it is understandable when companies 

decide to close some of their shops.  In May 2019, however, Burberry announced that the 

company starts to close one out of ten stores not because of declining sales in shops but 

because it wants to make the brand more exclusive.172 

 

 

 

Graph 4 Development Number of Stores, Concessions, Commerce & Outlets and 

Franchisees March 2009- 2018 

Source: Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2008-2009”; Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2009-2010”; Burberry 

Group, “Annual Report 2010-2011”; Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2011-2012”; Burberry Group, “Annual 

Report 2012-2013”; Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2013-2014”; Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2014-2015”; 

Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2015-2016”; Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2016-2017”; Burberry Group, 

“Annual Report 2017-2018”. 

 

4.4.5. Burberry’s Destinations 

This sub-section discusses where Burberry’s gained its revenue. This gives insight into the 

question of who Burberry’s target market is. In 2009, the Spanish market brought in more 

than 25% from Europe’s total revenue. This shows that Spain was an important market for 

Burberry at the beginning of the research period. Next to Spain, other retail revenue in 

Europe was dominated by sales in London’s shops through tourism and because Burberry 

                                                           
172 Zoe Wood, “Burberry To Close One in Ten Stores Worldwide,” The Guardian, May 16,2019, 
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shops in London are Burberry’s key retail locations.173 For Asia, Japan and Korea accounted 

for most of the sales in the Asia Pacific. For the Americas was the US the most dominant 

market.174 In 2010, Burberry continued to grow in the Americas and it opened new stores in 

emerging markets as India, Bahrain and Lebanon.175 Furthermore, Burberry kept expanding 

its business in Latin America, Italy, China and India.176  Around 2012, Asia Pacific became 

Burberry’s main market. In Europe, Burberry mainly saw growth in the UK, Germany and 

France but also in the Middle East, India, Russia, Turkey and China.177 Where sales in 

Germany, France and the UK had strong revenues, revenue in Italy remained slow.178 For the 

years 2014 and 2015, Asia Pacific’s revenue was affected by the decline in Hong Kong during 

the second half of 2014.179  

Where Europe, the Middle East, India and Africa (EMIA) and the Americas had more 

stores, the number of concession stores in Asia was more than that of the EMIA and the 

Americas together. During this year, the main revenue came from Japan and Europe because 

of their weak currency, which attracted tourists to buy luxury products.180 In 2016, Burberry 

experienced losses in the Americas and Japan. Furthermore, the Chinese government 

wanted to reduce overseas shipping. Because of attacks and stricter governmental 

regulation less Chinese tourists visited Europe. Due to this, the revenue of Burberry was 

lower. Revenue in Hong Kong, Japan and the Americas continued to decline but the 

company saw its revenue growing in South Korea and Eastern Europa.181 While the revenue 

in China and Japan increased, declined Burberry’s revenue in the US, while it grew in Europe 

and ‘the rest’. High revenues in the Middle East and South Korea were, however, hindered 

by conflicts.182 

In short, from graph 5A (appendix) and 5B it can be concluded that where Europe’s 

share in Burberry’s total revenue generally decreased between 2009 and 2018, while Asia 

(Pacific) parts increased. This explains why Burberry is present on so many Asian media and 

                                                           
173 Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2008-2009.” 
174 Ibid. 
175 Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2009-2010.” 
176 Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2010-2011.” 
177 Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2011-2012.” 
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179 Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2014-2015.” 
180 Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2015-2016.” 
181 Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2016-2017.” 
182 Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2017-2018.” 
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why it even developed a Burberry website in Chinese. It is visible in, both, Graph 5A and 5B 

that Asia started to be the largest contributor to Burberry’s revenue. This explains Bhasin’s 

argument in its SWOT analysis that Burberry is influenced by the taste of Chinese 

consumers.183 Where Europe alone brought almost 50% of Burberry’s retail and wholesale 

revenue in 2009, in 2018 the part of Europe and “the rest” only occupied about 35%.184 The 

term ‘the rest’ refers to the Middle East, Africa, Oceania and parts of Asia other than the 

Pacific. America’s part fluctuated around 25% of Burberry’s total revenue. Interestingly, as is 

visible in Graph 5B, the revenue of Europe & the rest and the Americas did not decline in 

absolute number until 2018. Instead, it shows a steady but stable growth. 

 

 

 

Graph 5B Share of Burberry’s Retail and Wholesale Destinations in Million Pounds from 

the Total Wholesale and Revenue per Year from March 2009 – March 2018 

Source: Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2008-2009”; Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2009-2010”; Burberry 

Group, “Annual Report 2010-2011”; Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2011-2012”; Burberry Group, “Annual 

Report 2012-2013”; Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2013-2014”; Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2014-2015”; 

Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2015-2016”; Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2016-2017”; Burberry Group, 

“Annual Report 2017-2018.”; author’s own elaboration. 
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In this chapter I discussed the question who the Burberry Group is by looking at Burberry’s 

history, its heritage icons, Burberry’s different departments, its marketing policy, Burberry’s 

activities and its products. This chapter showed how Burberry’s story-telling is part of 

Burberry’s broader marketing policy. It also demonstrated how important social media 

channels such as Facebook for Burberry are. In addition, this chapter gave more insight into 

the products Burberry sells and the Facebook users that Burberry tries to reach via its story-

telling in videos on Facebook.     

From the history of the Burberry Group, it becomes clear that their past was not a 

success story but one of peaks and valleys. Nevertheless, Burberry still uses part of its history 

and heritage to brand itself as a heritage brand with heritage icons. Furthermore, this 

chapter shows that the Burberry Group is a big organisation with multiple departments. It is 

the role of the marketing departments to create brand awareness and to emphasize 

Burberry’s history and heritage by telling a consistent Burberry story while the company 

enters new markets. As was visible previously in this chapter, Burberry’s total revenue 

generally increased from 2009-2018, which suggests that its (marketing) policy was 

successful. While the revenue of all Burberry’s products increased, the share of its non-

apparel products grew faster. The same trend is also visible in case of sales destinations: the 

absolute number of wholesale and revenue of all geographic destinations generally 

increased but Asia’s share grew faster as is visible in graph 5A and 5B. As was discussed in 

the section about social media, Burberry’s marketing teams acknowledges that Asia is an 

important market for them. This is an important aspect for the discussion of Burberry’s 

story-telling in the next chapters. 
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Chapter 5. The Burberry Stories on Burberry’s Website and in Annual Reports 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As was shown in the previous chapter, Burberry’s history is one of successes and failures. 

Unfortunately, in its story-telling the company itself only shows the peaks. In this chapter, I 

discuss what stories Burberry tells on its website and its annual reports. This chapter takes 

also into account whether the stories has stayed the same over time and whether they differ 

per medium. Furthermore, comparisons will be drawn with chapter 4 as this chapter gave 

insight into Burberry’s real activities. This will be done as follows: Firstly, I discuss the history 

section on Burberry’s website. Secondly, I review the special section on Burberry’s website 

‘Made in Castleford’. Last but not least, I analyse Burberry’s story aspects in the annual 

reports from 2009-2018 and compare it with the stories Burberry tells on its website.  

 

5.1 Burberry’s History on its Website 

 

Burberry’s history begins in 1856 in Hampshire, where small-businessman Thomas Burberry 

made clothes that could resist water. In 1879, Burberry successfully invented a form of 

Gabardine that could be worn.185 While Burberry’s history section elaborates on how 

revolutionary this invention was, it is left out that when Burberry asked for a patent he could 

not obtain one because Gabardine was widely used.186 This did not stop Burberry from using 

this material for its coats because in 1912, Burberry asked and received a patent on its 

Tielocken coat made from Gabardine.187 A few years later, during the Great War, Burberry 

was asked to make changes to the coats of Officers in the trenches and that is how the 

                                                           
185 Burberry, “Our History.” 
186 Kitson, Burberry Days, 114. 
187 Burberry, “Our History.” 
 

“The Group designs, sources, and markets luxury men’s, women’s and children’s 

clothing and non-apparel accessories globally through a diversified network of 

retail, wholesale, franchise and digital commerce channels worldwide.”1 

 A quote from the Director’s Report about the principal activities of the Burberry Group in the 

Annual Report of 2009-2010  
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famous Burberry trench coat was born.188 Again, Burberry’s description of how the trench 

coat appeared is general and only tells that the coat was invented during the First World 

War and that every detail was useful. During the 1920s, Burberry started to use its iconic 

check to feature the inside of its rainwear. The birth of Burberry’s third heritage icon, the 

equestrian knight, was not related to trenches or rainwear. Instead, it was the winning 

design from a public contest to sketch a new logo for Burberry in the early 1900s.189                                                 

  In 1955, Queen Elizabeth II gave Burberry a Royal Warrant for its weatherproof 

clothing. This gives the idea that Burberry booked success after success.190 However, Kitson 

shows that in the 1950s Burberry was a small insignificant company on the edge of its 

bankruptcy.191 Thirty-five years later, Burberry received a Royal Warrant again for its 

function as outfitter, this time from Prince Charles. Royal Warrants are granted by Queen 

Elizabeth, Prince Philip and Prince Charles to tradesmen who supply goods and services to 

the British royal family. A drawing of the two Royal Warrants that Burberry received can be 

found on the most recent covers of Burberry’s annual reports.192      

 At the end of the 1990s, Burberrys changed its name into Burberry and adopted a 

new logo. Interestingly, the fact that the company was part of GUS plc. during this period is 

not even mentioned. It also remains unclear from the history description why Burberry 

changed its name. The image crisis where Burberry had to deal with during these period 

caused by chavs and Asian licensees is completely left out.193 Under the new name Burberry, 

the firm entered the London Stock Exchange and became a publicly traded company in 2002. 

To contribute to a better world, Burberry started the Burberry Foundation and joined the 

ethical trading initiative. It moved its womenswear fashion shows back from Milan to 

London and started to live stream its shows.194 To show its social awareness, under 2017, 

Burberry included in the timeline that it started to support the Ellen MacArthur Foundation. 

This foundation promotes the recycling of apparel and non-apparel products. At the end of 

                                                           
188 Tokatli, “Old Firms, New Tricks and the Quest for Profits,”57. 
189 Burberry, “Our History.”  
190 Ibid. 
191 Kitson, Burberry Days, 2 
192 Burberry, “Our History”; 
Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2015-2016”; 
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Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2017-2018.” 
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194 Burberry, “Our History.” 
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the year, Riccardo Tisci became the new CCO of Burberry. He introduced a new Burberry 

monogram that is significantly different from the traditional check or any other Burberry 

signatures. In general, in the history section, Burberry only provides a general description of 

its (British) success history and leaves out its periods of crisis. The history section mostly 

ignores Burberry’s developments outside Britain. This underlines again Burberry’s British 

identity.195  

 

5.2 Made in Castleford on Burberry’s Website 

 

Made in Castleford was a special section on Burberry’s website in 2018 to emphasise the 

importance of the trench coat for the brand and the fact that this product is fabricated in 

Britain. The previously cited Tokatli states, however, that only 15% of Burberry’s products 

are made in Castleford.196 Journalist of the Guardian Carole Cadwalladr also talks about “the 

hypocrisy of Burberry’s ‘Made in Britain’ Appeal” because Burberry suggests that its 

products are made in Britain, while the majority of its goods are fabricated abroad.197 In the 

Made in Castleford section, Burberry gives more information about the Trench coat and its 

manufacturing in Castleford. Three sorts of Trench coats are distinguished: Chelsea with its 

slim fit, Kensington with its classic fit and Westminster with its comfortable fit. All sorts of 

pictures of the Burberry factory in Castleford are visible, together with a short explanation. 

Models showcase the trench coat amongst machines in the factory. While it is not openly 

stated on this website, via the distribution of these pictures, Burberry does show support for 

LGBTQ+.198 This support was clearer visible during Bailey’s last fashion show in February 

2018 when Burberry’s whole show was rainbow-themed.199     

 In the section Made in Castleford,  the precision that was necessary in order to make 

the trench coat right is emphasized. Just like in some advertising campaigns, Burberry 

                                                           
195 Burberry, “Our History.” 
196 Tokatli, “Old Firms, New Tricks and the Quest for Profits,”69. 
197 Carole Cadwalladr, “The Hypocrisy of Burberry's 'Made in Britain' Appeal,” The Guardian, July 16, 2012, 
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198 “Made in Castleford,” The Trench Coat, Burberry, accessed February 7, 2019, https://uk.burberry.com/the-
trench-coat/. 
199 Amy Mackelden, “Everything You Need to Know About Christopher Bailey’s Final Burberry Show,” Harpers 
Bazaar, February 17, 2018, https://www.harpersbazaar.com/fashion/fashion-week/g18219111/christopher-
bailey-final-burberry-show/?slide=21.  
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stresses the personal touch that is involved in the process by mentioning that human labour 

is involved “for a symmetrical and unbroken design.”200 In addition, Burberry emphasizes 

that its Trench Coat was invented during the First World War because there was a need for it 

in the army.201 This to some extent true as Burberry was asked to make changes to the coats 

of officers during the war.202 Nevertheless, Burberry claims that every detail of the trench 

coat was designed for a purpose. By continuing the implementation of these details in the 

trench coats, Burberry wants to work a continuity between past and present. This 

emphasises Borsay’s argument that the value of heritage icons is historically determined.203 

At the end of the Castleford story, Burberry’s visitors are asked if they are interested in 

buying Burberry products. While the URL still works, the ‘Made in Castleford’ website is not 

a special heading on Burberry’s main website anymore.204 Instead, the evolution of the 

trench coat became a special section on Burberry’s website.205 

     

5.3 Burberry’s Story in Annual Reports from 2009-2018 

While the website is mainly aimed at (potential) Burberry consumers, Burberry’s annual 

reports are primarily written for its shareholders and investors. This makes the annual 

reports different but it also gives a broader overview how Burberry presents itself towards 

different groups. 

In 2009, Burberry started its annual report with the following words: 

“Burberry an iconic British global luxury brand established in 1856 leverages its rich heritage, 

proven strategies and talented team, to assure sustainable, profitable growth.”206 

 

Several conclusions can be drawn from this quote. Firstly, Burberry profiles itself to investors 

as, both, a  British and global brand and markets itself as a luxury brand and heritage brand. 

Burberry also claims a certain continuity and success by stating that it continues to execute 

                                                           
200 Burberry, “Made in Castleford.” 
201 Ibid. 
202 Tokatli, “Old Firms, New Tricks and the Quest for Profits,”57. 
203 Borsay, “The Georgian House,”157. 
204 Burberry, “Made in Castleford.” 
205 “The Evolution of the Trench,” the Trench Coat, Burberry, accessed April 19, 2019, 
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the same (marketing) strategies because they appeared to be successful over the years 

 In Burberry’s explanation of its brand and business, the company stresses its 

foundation in 1856 in Basingstoke. Furthermore, Burberry summarizes itself as a British 

heritage luxury brand, delivering high quality, function and fashion. In this way, Burberry fits 

Li, Li and Kambele’s argument that luxury fashion should also be functional.207 Furthermore, 

linked to its heritage, Burberry used to offer outerwear items with the incorporation of its 

icons: Burberry check, equestrian knight and the trench coat.208 However, after 2016, the 

equestrian knight is not visible anymore.209        

 In the annual report of 2009-2010 Burberry presented its heritage in a contemporary 

way via the Tumblr page Art of Trench.210 While Burberry did incorporate contemporary 

spikes, leather and python designs to its catwalk collection, it still linked this collection to the 

British history, this time the first British motorcyclists.211 It seems that Burberry tries to find a 

balance between being sexy and consistent with its trench coat and its check.212 According 

to Burberry, its heritage icons were important because they made Burberry more real, 

irresistible and give extra meaning to its worldwide activities across different sexes and age-

categories.213  

In the annual report of 2013-2014, in contrast to the former years, pictures showed a 

clearer link towards Burberry’s heritage. Even though some pictures are in colour, it looked 

like the pictures were taken decades ago. To portray itself as a global caring company, 

Burberry started to support several volunteering programs.214 One year later, this idea of 

global awareness became officially part of Burberry’s brand description. While the category 

heritage icons is not mentioned as part of the brand description anymore, all heritage three 

icons were still present in the annual reports until 2015, the equestrian knight on the cover, 

the check in a picture and the trench coats as part of the brand description in the text.215 

 In 2016, Burberry’s front page had a new design. Instead of the equestrian knight, it 

                                                           
207 Li, Li and Kambele, “Luxury Fashion Brand Consumers in China,” 1520-1521. 
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shows two Royal Warrants. Interestingly, from the three heritage icons, two, the check and 

the equestrian knight, were not included in the brand description anymore. Where the check 

remained visible in pictures, the equestrian knight totally disappeared. This suggests that 

after 2016, Burberry’s marketing departments did not use the knight in advertising anymore. 

This means that the knight is also not included in Burberry Facebook videos after 2016.216 In 

the late 2017, the new CEO Marco Gobbetti says the following about Burberry: 

 

“While the task of transforming Burberry is still before us, the first steps we implemented to 

re-energise our brand are showing promising early signs.”217 

 

From this quote, it can be concluded that Burberry’s brand story is probably changing. This is 

already visible with the new monogram and the introduction of the initials of Thomas 

Burberry that Burberry introduced in August 2018.218 Furthermore, in comparison to earlier 

annual reports, there is less focus on the heritage of the brand and more stress on its status 

as a global luxury brand to upgrade it to a super-luxe brand. The check and the trench coat 

are still visible but presented in a contemporary way. The equestrian knight, however, 

remained unused.219 

 

This chapter showed that how Burberry’s tells its history is clearly different from its real 

history because Burberry only mentions its successes and not its failures. Even though, Made 

in Castleford and Burberry’s history section have a different audience than the readers of the 

annual reports, the stories they tell are relatively consistent. However, some aspects were 

incorporated more clearly in the annual reports than on the website and vice versa. So is the 

balance between the contemporary nature and traditional nature of Burberry better visible 

in the annual reports than in Burberry’s history section. However from, both, Burberry’s 

history on the website and the annual reports it can be concluded that the core aspects of 

                                                           
216 Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2015-2016”; 
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the Burberry narrative are the company’s British roots and the three heritage icons, the 

trench coat, the check and the equestrian knight. Where the first three remained part of 

Burberry’s brand, the equestrian knight was not visible in Burberry’s annual reports anymore 

after 2016. From these reports, it also becomes more clear that Burberry started to take a 

more contemporary and global direction than is clear from Burberry’s history and Made in 

Castleford section. However, in Burberry’s history section and the annual reports, it is 

noticeable that Burberry is moving into a different direction with its new logo and 

monogram. In the next chapter it will be discussed how the core elements of Burberry’s 

story-telling are implemented in Burberry Facebook videos. 
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Chapter 6  Implementation Story-telling in Burberry Facebook Videos  

 

 

 

 

In 2009, Burberry started its own Burberry Facebook page. This chapter will discuss how and 

to what extent story-telling aspects are incorporated in Burberry’s videos via the use of 

descriptive statistics. First of all, I will discuss general information about Burberry and I will 

separate Burberry’s Facebook videos into categories. In addition, I investigate the role, the 

importance and the integration of Burberry’s heritage icons. After that, I examine Burberry 

in relation to its British heritage and its cosmopolitan nature. The last subchapter elaborates 

on the dichotomy exclusiveness and widely accessible via social media. 

 

6.1 General information Burberry Facebook videos 

In this sub-chapter, I investigate how much Facebook videos Burberry published each year 

and how long these videos usually take. This section serves as background information to 

place the sub-sections about the implementation of story-telling into context. In graph 1 

(below) is visible how many Facebook videos Burberry’s social media team posted every year 

from 2009 to 2018. Where during the first five years the number of videos did not exceed 

the twenty-three per year, the last five years show frequent use of videos. This might be 

caused by the fact that content marketing via online videos became more popular over 

time.220 In 2016, the number of videos peaked with seventy-two videos. This peak is possibly 

caused by the fact that in 2016 Burberry began to organise its fashion shows at special 

locations in London. During the year, a high number of videos about the shows and locations 

were shared on Facebook. In total, Burberry published 326 videos between 2009 and 2018. 

Interestingly, on the Burberry Facebook page, it is said that four hundred and two videos 

                                                           
220 Chris Trimble, “Why Online Video is the Future of Content Marketing,” The Guardian, July 30, 2015, 
https://www.theguardian.com/small-business-network/2014/jan/14/video-content-marketing-media-online. 
 

“Building on last year’s intense focus on Burberry’s unique British heritage, we 

continued to celebrate and develop our distinctive brand story, both on and offline.”1 

Christopher Bailey in Burberry ‘s Annual Report of 2015-2016 

 

 

https://www.theguardian.com/small-business-network/2014/jan/14/video-content-marketing-media-online
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were posted. It is not clear where the other seventy-six videos are but probably these videos 

were removed from the Facebook page. When Burberry’s marketing team in London was 

asked for an explanation, they chose not to respond, probably because this is not public 

information.221 

 

 

Graph 1 The Total Number of Burberry Facebook Videos per Year from 2009-2018 

Source: Facebook, “Burberry Videos”; author’s own elaboration.  

 

Considering the length of the videos, most are short and less than one minute. Videos that 

last longer than seven minutes were scarce. This means that, in general, Burberry’s 

marketing teams had little time to show its story and therefore they needed to think 

carefully about what they wanted to show and how.222 To create a better understanding of 

the subjects of the Burberry’s Facebook videos, I divided the videos into six categories, which 

will be discussed in the next sub-chapter.  

 

                                                           
221 Facebook, “Burberry Videos.” 
222 Ibid. 
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6.2 Categorisation of Burberry’s Facebook Videos  

Burberry’s Facebook videos consisted of several topics. Some videos contained shots of 

Burberry’s fashion show, where other videos were clips of advertising campaigns. To create 

more structure to the discussion of the videos, I divided the 326 Facebook videos in 6 

categories: ‘Special message Bailey/ Burberry’, ‘Advertising (campaign)’, ‘Fashion show’, 

‘Music’, ‘Celebration videos’ and ‘Tutorial’. Per category I will explain what the videos in 

each category look like, what the differences are within each category and why Burberry 

might use this type of Facebook video. For this, I will use an inductive approach because 

while this specific way of categorization has not been used before, it is usual in studies of 

Facebook messages to split them up into different categories of function. As Burberry used 

its Facebook videos mainly for advertising purposes, the categorisation in this master thesis 

is based on themes rather than function. Every video is only placed in one category. When 

more categories were applicable, I chose the category that came the closest to the subject of 

the video. In addition, videos were only placed under the category ‘Special message 

Bailey/Burberry’ if there was no other category where they fit better.223 

 

6.2.1 Special Message Bailey/Burberry 

From 2009 until 2012, Christopher Bailey frequently spoke personally to the Burberry 

Facebook users. Most of these videos are of low-quality and the location was often the 

Burberry office. Therefore, videos in this category not only look improvised but it is also 

portrays Bailey as approachable. Fay Goijarts shows in her master thesis that Burberry was 

herewith not unique. The mixing of amateur and professional techniques in photo’s and 

videos was a wider trend among luxury fashion brands.224 As has been discussed earlier, 

after 2012, Christopher Bailey did not directly speak to Burberry’s Facebook users anymore. 

Before 2012, videos with general messages from Burberry are not visible because all the 

                                                           
223 Linchi Kwok and Bei Yu, “Taxonomy of Facebook Messages in Business-To-Consumer Communications: What 
Really Works?,” Tourism and Hospitality Research 16, no. 4 (October 2016): 311-328, 
doi:10.1177/1467358415600214; 
Gregory Saxton and Richard Waters, “What Do Stakeholders Like on Facebook? Examining Public Reactions to 
Nonprofit Organizations’ Informational, Promotional, and Community-Building Messages,” Journal of Public 
Relations Research 26, no. 3 (May 2014): 280-299, doi:10.1080/1062726X.2014.908721. 
224 Fay Goyarts, “Popularization of Luxury Fashion Brands on Social Media?” (Master Thesis, Erasmus 
University,2014), 53. 
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video communication with Burberry’s Facebook users was done by Christopher Bailey. After 

2012, Burberry still wished its customers a merry Christmas but it did so via impersonal but 

more high-quality Facebook videos and not via someone from the Burberry staff anymore. It 

is noteworthy that during later years Burberry not only published videos in response to 

special days in Britain but that they also started to this for holidays in the US, Asia and the 

Middle East. This shows again that, while Burberry is a British company, its target market 

was not.225           

 Even though Christopher Bailey announced some of Burberry’s fashion shows 

personally, these videos are not inserted in the category ‘special message Bailey/ Burberry’ 

but in the category ‘Fashion show’ as it primarily concerns the fashion show. These category 

consist of videos wherein the brand wants to communicate something to its customers other 

than advertising. However, the category ‘Special messages Bailey/ Burberry’ only applies 

when videos do not fit in any other category.226 

 

6.2.2 Advertising (Campaign) 

Videos in this category, are either official advertising videos or videos about an advertising 

campaign. These videos consists of professional videos featuring famous British models, 

actors or musicians. As background music for its videos, Burberry mostly used songs that 

were performed by British musicians. By featuring musicians in some of its (advertising) 

videos, such as with the band Gigs to promote its perfume Burberry Brit Rhythm, Burberry 

joined a wider trend of collaboration with musicians to present distinguish its brand from 

others.227 Furthermore, Burberry’s Facebook videos were mainly filmed in England, 

especially in the South of England and specifically in London. When videos were not made in 

Britain, they contained a clear reference to its British roots via the inclusion of the British 

flag, the Queen’s guards and British policemen in their characteristic black costumes in the 

videos. During the last few years, Burberry started to collaborate with British and 

international artists, designers and photographers to create Burberry’s products together, 

                                                           
225 See appendix I; I realise that this is an unusual way of citation but together with my supervisor I decided to 
move these footnotes towards the appendix to increase the readability of the thesis. 
226 Ibid. 
227 Atle Hauge and Brian Hracs, “See the Sound, Hear the Style: Collaborative Linkages between Indie Musicians 
and Fashion Designers in Local Scenes," Industry and Innovation 17, no. 1 (February 2010): 118-119. 
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such as with the British artist Blondey McCoy and the French director and writer Danny 

Sangra. In this way, it seems that Burberry aimed to enhance the exclusivity and prestige of 

its products via collaboration with British and global experts.228 In 2018, after the 

appointment of the new CEO Gobbetti and new Creative Director Tisci, Burberry published 

several videos on how it advertised its new monogram abroad. At the end of the year, 

Burberry showed clothes from its new line B-series in Facebook videos.229 

 

6.2.3 Burberry’s Fashion shows  

Videos in this category are directly linked to fashion shows. So these videos either show the 

fashion show itself or the announcement of the fashion show with or without a sneak peek 

of the location where it was going to take place. Furthermore, as was previously shown, 

Burberry live streamed its fashion show via Facebook, just like other luxury fashion brands. 

This livestreaming gave Burberry Facebook users the opportunity to watch, comment and 

discuss the show at the same time that it took place.230 From 2016 onwards, Burberry  

matched its location more and more with its fashion show collection and the inspiration for 

it. Bailey’s last show was extra spectacular with light effects and with British actress, singer 

and model Cara Delevingne and British fashion model Adwoa Aboah to open and close the 

row of mannequins. During every show, Burberry provided live music from a British 

musician. From some fashion shows, it posted videos about the highlights of the show and 

specifically about the (famous) international and British guests that were present.231 As 

British Fashion scholar Agnes Rocamora argues, the transformation of fashion shows into 

international spectacle social media events was a wider development in the fashion world 

from 2009 onwards. This shows that Burberry was not unique because the company turned 

its fashion shows into spectacles or because its livestreamed its fashion shows on social 

media but that it participated in wider trends in the luxury fashion industry.232 

                                                           
228 See appendix II; 
Garfein, “Cross-cultural Perspectives on the Dynamics of Prestige,”17,24; 
Bagwell and Bernheim, “Veblen Effects in a Theory of Conspicuous Consumption,”350-353; 
 Li, Li, and Kambele, “Luxury Fashion Brand Consumers in China,” 1520-1521; 
229 See appendix II. 
230 Rocamora, “Mediatization and Digital Media in the Field of Fashion,”509-510. 
231 See appendix III. 
232 Rocamora, “Mediatization and Digital Media in the Field of Fashion,” 509-512. 
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6.2.4 Music 

The category ‘Music’ consists of Burberry Acoustic videos, wherein Burberry provided a 

platform for emerging and well-known British musicians from 2010 until 2017, featuring 

different music styles, such as indie rock and British pop music videos. In the videos, the 

musicians introduced themselves and their song and played it. Again, most musicians are 

from England. Therefore, most Acoustic videos were made in England. In case of clothing, 

even though only some of them wear a trench coat or clothes with a check, all musicians 

wear clothes from Burberry Brit. This form of advertising shows an engagement marketing to 

enhance brand loyalty. Facebook users were invited to experience the brand via watching 

the performance of these musicians in Burberry clothes.233 Unfortunately, the company itself 

did not explain how they selected Burberry Acoustic musicians.234 According to The 

Guardian’s journalist Sarah Butler they were selected by Bailey.235     

 As every fashion show video has shots of the musician in it, the videos that are 

considered as fitting in the category ‘Music’ were videos when Burberry itself mentioned in 

the title or explanation that the video specifically was about the music of the fashion show. 

While most musicians in the Burberry Acoustic videos on Facebook were relatively unknown, 

most musicians that performed on Burberry’s fashion shows already made a name for 

themselves. This means that they probably have more experience in performing for a larger 

audience so it reduced the risk for Burberry that something would go wrong with the music 

during the fashion show.236 While it remains unclear if other luxury fashion brands also had 

their version of Burberry Acoustic, the project itself was not a unique project but forms part 

of a broader trend featuring famous and emerging artists performing in short videos.237 

 

 

                                                           
233 Richard Tso, “Burberry Ad Campaigns Blend Music Fashion and Social,” Huffpost, December 7, 2017, 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/burberry-ad-campaigns .  
“Engagement Marketing,” Concepts, MBASkool, accessed June 19, 2019, https://www.mbaskool.com/business-
concepts/marketing-and-strategy-terms/10558-engagement-marketing.html. 
234 “Burberry Acoustic,” Burberry, accessed May 17, 2019, https://lv.burberry.com/acoustic/.  
235 Butler, “The Digital Hard-Sell Behind Burberry's Traditional Image.” 
236 See appendix IV. 
237 “Homepage,” La Blogotheque, accessed June 19, 2019, http://en.blogotheque.net/. 

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/burberry-ad-campaigns
https://www.mbaskool.com/business-concepts/marketing-and-strategy-terms/10558-engagement-marketing.html
https://www.mbaskool.com/business-concepts/marketing-and-strategy-terms/10558-engagement-marketing.html
https://lv.burberry.com/acoustic/
http://en.blogotheque.net/
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6.2.5 Celebration videos 

Over the years, Burberry also posted Facebook videos that were not directly linked to the 

promotion of specific products but purely to celebrate the brand, its Britishness and its 

heritage.238 In some videos, it celebrated this Britishness abroad. A clear example of this are 

Burberry Facebook videos about the show it gave in Shanghai because of the opening of its 

flagship store. This is line with Goyarts’ argument of mentioning ‘cosmopolitan nationalism’ 

in relation to Burberry. To attract a world-wide audience the brand advertises itself as 

British, which is appreciated by its main target group, the Asians.239 The category 

‘Celebration Videos’ also consists of videos that gave a glimpse behind the scenes of how 

these festive and special videos were made.240 Most videos in this category were made for a 

special occasion and therefore special video effects and techniques were incorporated.  The 

video with the highest likes, 102.490, also belonged to this category. The video is called ‘from 

London with Love’ to celebrate Burberry and its British heritage. In the festive campaign 

video, a young pair falls in love against a London background with special effects of confetti, 

snow and rain. The trench coat, check and equestrian knight are clearly present in the video. 

Moreover, the video featured British policemen, guards and British celebrities.241  

 

6.2.6. Tutorial 

The last category ‘tutorial’ is dominated by videos wherein Burberry’s make-up artist and 

creative consultant Wendy Rowe shows how Burberry’s make-up can or should be used. In 

this way, Burberry advertises its make-up products and shows how to use it, mainly with 

British actress Amber Anderson as model. In a few videos, however, Burberry shows how a 

scarf can be correctly tied.242 

                                                           
238 Hudson, “Brand Heritage and the Renaissance of Cunard,” 1551; 
 Wiedmann, Hennigs, Schmidt, and Wuestefeld, “Drivers and Outcomes of Brand Heritage,” 215; Merchant and  
Rose, “Effects of Advertising-Evoked Vicarious Nostalgia on Brand Heritage,” 2619-2620, 2614. 
239 Goyarts. “Popularization of Luxury Fashion Brands on Social Media?”60; Melchior Riegels, “Catwalking the 
Nation Challenges and Possibilities in the Case of the Danish Fashion Industry,” Culture Unbound: Journal of 
Current Cultural Research 3, no. 1 (April 2011): 55-70, doi:10.3384/cu.2000.1525.11355; Bhasin, “SWOT 
Analysis of Burberry.” 
240 See appendix V. 
241 Burberry, “From London with Love| Starring Romeo Beckham”; Farrel, “Romeo Beckham Boosts Burberry 
Sales.” 
242 See appendix VI. 
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In graph 2 below is visible how big the share of each the six categories from the total number 

of Burberry is to get more insight in what sort of videos Burberry mainly published, what 

information Burberry wanted to convey via its videos and what Burberry tried to achieve 

though publishing the Facebook videos.  

  

 

Graph 2 Burberry’s Facebook Videos in Six Categories 

Source: Burberry “Videos”; author’s own elaboration. 

In graph 2, it is visible that ‘Advertising (campaign)’ is the largest category with 40% and 129 

videos, followed by ‘Music’ and ‘Fashion show’ with 22% and respectively 72 and 73 videos. 

The categories ‘Tutorial’ and ‘Message Bailey/Burberry’ both take up 7% with respectively 21 

and 23 videos. The fact that the category ‘Fashion Show’, ‘Advertising Campaign’ and 

‘Tutorial’ together take up 69% suggests that Burberry used its Facebook videos mainly to 

advertise its products. Only the category ‘Special Messages Bailey/ Burberry’ (7%) and a few 

videos of the category ‘Fashion Show’ were used to communicate something to the 

Facebook users. This implies that Burberry utilized its Facebook videos for marketing or the 

creation of emotional bonding rather than communication.243 The category ‘Celebration 

videos’ wherein Burberry explicitly celebrated the brand, only occupies 3% of the total 

                                                           
243 Kwok and Yu, “Taxonomy of Facebook Messages in Business-To-Consumer Communications,”311-328. 
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videos. At the first glance the category ‘Music’ seems an outsider but when it is taken into 

account that Burberry was mainly targeting millennials, it is a smart move from Burberry to 

create emotional bonding via music. In Graph 3A (below) and Graph 3B in (appendix VII) is 

visualised how the share of each category developed over the past ten years in absolute and 

relative numbers. 

 

 

Graph 3A Number of Burberry Facebook Videos per Category Per Year 

Source: Facebook, “Burberry Videos”; author’s own elaboration. 

 

Graph 3A shows the same tendency as Graph 3B. In graph 3A, it is visible that the total 

number of Burberry’s Facebook videos for the first five years was low. During later years, 

this number increased especially because the categories ‘Advertising (campaign)’, ‘Music’ 

and ‘Fashion show’ rose. In graph 3B is visible that while the number of followers increased 

over the years, the number of videos in the category ‘Special message Bailey/Burberry’ 

declined. The category started high with more than 40% of the total videos in 2009, fell in 
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2010 and decreased further in 2011. Then, it increased to 10% in 2012, to decrease until 

zero between 2013 and 2015. This suggests that because the number of followers increased, 

Burberry and Bailey created more distance between the users and the company to prevent 

customers from overloading the company’s Facebook page and chat with comments and 

suggestions. In 2016, the share of ‘special message Bailey/Burberry’ raised again and 

remained stable around 8/9% until 2018.        

 In general, the category ‘advertising (campaign)’ occupies the largest share, except 

from 2015 and 2016 when the category ‘Music’ took the largest share. Nevertheless, the 

relative number of this category goes up and down between 70% at the highest point and 

around 23% at the lowest point. The category ‘Fashion show’ shows peaks and valleys. In 

general, during the first five years, the share of the category declined. From 2013 onwards 

its share started to rise again, to fall again after 2017. The category ‘music’ started at zero in 

2009, also because Burberry Acoustic only started in 2010. Its share rose in 2011-2013 and 

became relatively constant at around 40% until 2015 before it fell towards 8/9% in 2017, to 

show a small increase for 2018. The category ‘celebration videos’ began also with a low 

share until 2011. In 2012, it occupied a share of 30% until it fell again in 2013. For the period 

2014-2018, it remained stable between 7% and 11%. Until 2015, ‘tutorials’ were not present. 

In 2015, the first tutorials appeared and in 2016 it occupied a share of 10% to drop until 4% 

and 2% in 2017 and 2018. This in interesting as Burberry directly operated make-up 

products, the main topic of the tutorials, already from 2013 onwards.244   

 Graph 3A and 3B show that Burberry’s videos related to advertising, fashion shows 

and music were dominant. While the results for the first two categories implies that 

Burberry used its Facebook videos mainly for marketing and sales-related purposes, the 

inclusion of a high number of music videos shows that Burberry also tried to create an 

emotional bonding between the brand and the consumer. However, the fact that the 

category ‘special message Bailey/ Burberry’ is small shows that Burberry hardly used 

Facebook videos to communicate with Burberry’s Facebook users. 

 

 

                                                           
244 Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2012-2013.” 
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6.3 Burberry’s Heritage Icons in Facebook Videos 

In this subchapter, I will discuss how important the three heritage icons are for Burberry and 

how the icons are visualised in Burberry’s Facebook videos. Firstly, I will analyse the videos 

with the most prominent one, the trench coat. After that, I will examine the videos wherein 

the check is visible and how the check was incorporated in the videos. Last but not least, 

videos wherein the equestrian knight appears, will be examined. 

6.3.1 Trench coat 

The trench coat or parts of the coat are visible in 149 videos, which forms 46% of Burberry’s 

Facebook videos.245 As the trench coat is a mid-length coat made from Gabardine with 

specific characteristic such as the little belts, the epaulets and a pattern of the check inside it 

was not as hard to recognise the coat as was first expected. In Graph 4A and 4B (appendix) is 

visualised in how many videos the trench coat was present, in how many not and how this 

evolved over the years in absolute and relative number. 

 

Graph 4A Number of Burberry Videos With and Without a Trench Coat in Absolute Number 

from 2009-2018 

Source: Facebook, “Burberry Videos”; author’s own elaboration.  

                                                           
245 (147/323) 323 instead of 326 as it is not possible to watch the content of 3 videos. 
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In graph 4A and 4B is visible that during the last five years the trench coat appeared in more 

videos than in the first five years in absolute and relative terms. It is possible that because of 

the small number of videos during the first five year the image is distorted. Interestingly, the 

trench coat and the check are explicitly mentioned as part of the brand in annual reports 

during the first five years than later. So a potential re-invention of Burberry’s heritage trench 

coat during later years is not plausible. It is possible that at the beginning phase of 

Burberry’s Facebook page and its small number of followers, Burberry’s marketing teams did 

not spend so much attention to the page and the consistent implementation of Burberry’s 

story-telling.246  

 

Graph 5 Videos that Contain Trench Coat Shots Divided in Categories in Percentage 

Source: Facebook, “Burberry Videos”; author’s own elaboration. 

In graph 5 is visible that almost half of the videos with a trench coat fall in the category 

‘advertising (campaign)’. This suggests that the trench coat is an important element of 

Burberry’s advertising campaign. However, like graph 5 shows, the trench coat was not 

visible in almost half of the videos from the category ‘Advertising Campaign’. This can be 

                                                           
246 Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2008-2009”; Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2009-2010”; Burberry Group, 
“Annual Report 2010-2011”; Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2011-2012”; Burberry Group, “Annual Report 
2012-2013”; Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2013-2014”; Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2014-2015”; 
Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2015-2016”; Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2016-2017”; Burberry Group, 
“Annual Report 2017-2018.” 
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explained by the fact that the category also consists of campaigns of Beauty products and 

videos of Burberry Sport’s collections in which the trench coat was often absent. This 

suggests that the trench coat, even when it is a brand icon, is less important in advertising 

videos than I assumed. In addition, it is visible that videos in the category ‘Fashion show’, as 

could be expected, also feature some shots of Burberry’s trench coats. On the catwalk, the 

trench coat was a returning item but in the introduction of announcement videos, the trench 

coat was mostly absent. That is why about half of the videos contains a trench coat and the 

other half not. While all Burberry Acoustic musicians were dressed in Burberry, only a small 

number of the musicians wore a trench coat.       

 The categories ‘celebration videos’, ‘special message Bailey/ Burberry’ and ‘tutorial’ 

occupy much smaller parts of the total Facebook videos. This could be caused by the fact 

that the purpose of these videos are different than the other ones or because videos in the 

last two categories only show one or two people. For the last two, the trench coat features 

only in about 25% of the videos. However, in the category ‘celebration videos’ the trench 

coat appears in 67% of the videos but because this category is small, this does not become 

clear from graph 5. Overall, the trench coat only appeared in 46% of Burberry’s Facebook 

videos. Taking into account that Burberry described the trench coat as one of the pillars 

where the brand is build upon, this is surprisingly low.247 

6.3.2 Check 

A video was calculated as having the Burberry check in it when it contained at least one shot 

of the traditional Burberry check with red, white, black and light beige or the pattern of the 

check in different colours. Bailey incorporated touches of the check everywhere, such as in 

knitwear, on Beauty products and on accessories.248 In addition, he also played with the 

colours of the check, from which his last show for Burberry when he incorporates the 

rainbow colours in the original check is a clear example.249 As is previously discussed 

Burberry, in the early 2000s Burberry’s check was linked to ‘chav’ culture. Another problem 

                                                           
247 Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2008-2009”; Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2009-2010”; Burberry Group, 
“Annual Report 2010-2011”; Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2011-2012”; Burberry Group, “Annual Report 
2012-2013”; Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2013-2014”; Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2014-2015”; 
Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2015-2016”; Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2016-2017”; Burberry Group, 
“Annual Report 2017-2018”; Facebook, “Burberry Videos.” 
248 Annabel Rackham, “Burberry: How Christopher Bailey Reinvented The Brand with the Chequered Past,” 
Entertainment & Arts, BBC, November 24, 2017, https://www.bbc.com/news/entertainment-arts-41818169. 
249 Conlon, “Trenches to Rainbows.” 

https://www.bbc.com/news/entertainment-arts-41818169
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was that the check was plagiarised and that it was visible on many counterfeit Burberry 

products. To counter this image, Bailey decided that the check should only be visible on 5% 

of Burberry’s products. He brought the licenses back and made the check an exclusive 

Burberry pattern again. Over the years, he started to intertwine the brand and the check 

again.250 In its Spring/Summer collection of 2018, Burberry even presented a collection 

together with the Russian designer Gosha Rubchinskiy that is similar to the style of the 

chavs.251 Just like the trench coat, the check is also visible in 149 videos (46%). This is the 

same number of videos as the trench coat and suggests that both icons have equal 

importance for Burberry. However, they did not always appear in the same videos. With the 

visualisation of graph 6A, 6B (appendix) and graph 7, I will discuss how the number of 

Facebook videos with a check developed over time in absolute and relative number. 

 

 

Graph 6A Number of Burberry Videos with and without a Check in Absolute Number from 

2009-2018 

Source: Facebook, “Burberry Videos”; author’s own elaboration. 

 

                                                           
250 Klerk, “How Christopher Bailey Transformed Burberry Forever”. 
251 Gallagher, “The History of Burberry’s Check.” 
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During the first half of the research period, there is a general decline visible in the videos 

wherein products with touches to Burberry’s check were incorporated. Just like for the 

trench coat, the absolute and relative number of videos that contained a shot of a check 

increased during the last five years. It grew from 20% in 2013 towards 50% in 2014. After 

2014, the percentages of videos with a check remained stable and fluctuated between 46% 

and 56% between 2014 and 2018. Just like the trench coat, the check seemed to become 

more important during the last five years. This can be explained by the fact that Bailey 

started to slowly integrate the check after its image crisis in the early 2000s because of its 

association with chavs and the wide availability of Burberry counterfeit products.252 

However, as is discussed earlier, the heritage icons took a more important role in earlier 

annual reports than in the later ones. This might show a change in policy with the 

appointment of Bailey as new CEO to incorporate the icons in the brand products rather 

than putting extra emphasis on them in the brand description. 

 

 

Graph 7 Share of Burberry Facebook Videos that Contain a Check per Category in 

Percentage from 2009-2018 

Source: Facebook, “Burberry Videos”; author’s own elaboration. 

                                                           
252 Klerk, “How Christopher Bailey Transformed Burberry Forever.” 
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Just as the pie chart of the trench coat, almost 50% of the videos are taken up by the 

category ‘Advertising (campaign)’. 22% of the Burberry Facebook videos fit in the category 

‘fashion show’. The other categories do not show many differences between the check 

graphs and the trench coat graphs either. This means that the trench coat and the check are 

in the same heritage category and appear often in the same type of videos.   

 In graph 7, it is noticeable that especially in the category ‘Music’, the check is often 

not present. This is probably because the videos primarily serve another purpose than 

advertising. As is mentioned previously, it is likely that these videos are in the first place 

meant to connect with Burberry target group, the millennials. Other videos that mostly 

consist of videos without the check are in the category ‘Special message Burberry/Bailey’ 

because when Bailey announces something he did not wear a trench coat or something with 

a check on it. The category ‘Fashion show’ consists of slightly more no check than check 

videos. While touches of the check remains coming back on Burberry’s fashion shows, just 

like the trench coat, it is hardly visible in announcement videos. Interestingly, unlike the 

trench coat, most videos of the category ‘Tutorial’ do have a shot of a check in it because 

most of Burberry’s make-up products have a pattern of the check on the bottle, pencil or 

package.           

 The category ‘celebration videos’ consists of more videos with a check than without 

check. This suggests that when it came to the celebration of the brand, the check was 

considered as an important element. The category ‘advertising campaign’, in absolute 

number, consists of the most videos with the check but it is clear that Burberry does not 

implement the check in every advertising video or advertising campaign. While there are a 

lot of similarities between the data about the trench coat and that of the check, the 

implementation of both differed. The trench coat, while it did appear in different colours 

and material, always served as a coat. In contrast, the check appeared in all sorts of forms 

and colours and was used in all sorts of products. However, it mostly featured in its 

traditional way with the colours, khaki, red, black and white. The size and tint of the 

traditional check a changed over time. During fashion shows, the check appeared in a range 

of products. In advertising campaigns, the check was mostly visible on trench coat collars or 

on accessories. Regarding accessories, the Burberry check was featured mostly on bags and 

umbrella’s. The check was also implemented in Burberry’s Beauty collection with the pattern 

of the check on fragrances, make-up products and other Beauty products.   
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 The categories where the check was hardly visible was, just like the trench coat, in 

the line Burberry Sport. This gives the impression that the check was, just like the trench 

coat, an important element to tell Burberry’s heritage and history but that is not that 

essential that Burberry uses these heritage icons for every collection. This leads to the 

question of whether the heritage icons are only related to Burberry’s past and not to its 

present and future. This also suggests that the icons are overemphasized in Burberry’s 

annual reports and website to make a positive impression on investors or that Burberry’s 

narrative is not consistently implemented. 

6.3.3 Equestrian Knight 

The last Burberry heritage icon is the equestrian knight. The equestrian knight stars in only 

14 videos. This means that in only 4% of the videos the icon was present. During the first few 

years, some of Burberry’s Facebook videos regarding advertising campaigns or fashion 

shows started with the sketch of the equestrian knight as opening shot. From 2014 until 

2016, the knight was visible on the wrappings of presents. After 2016, the knight was not 

visible in any of Burberry’s Facebook videos anymore. Graph 8 shows how important the 

icon was per year. 

 

Graph 8 The Number of Burberry Facebook Videos with Equestrian Knight vs. the Videos 

with one in Absolute Number per Year from 2009-2018 

Source: Facebook, “Burberry Videos”; author’s own elaboration. 
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In graph 8 is visible that the icon was present during the first four years. In 2013, it 

disappeared, to be back in 2014 and to decline towards one in 2015 and one in 2016. From 

2017 onwards, it vanished completely. Until 2015, the equestrian knight was mentioned as 

part of Burberry’s heritage. This suggests again that either Burberry exaggerated the 

importance of the equestrian knight for the brand in its annual reports until 2016 or that it 

was not consistently implemented in the Facebook videos.253 Because only fourteen videos 

contain shots of the equestrian knight, the sample is small. Interestingly, the knight was only 

present in three categories: ‘celebration videos’, ‘advertising campaign’ and ‘fashion show’. 

For the last two categories, this was because until 2012 some of Burberry’s Facebook 

campaign and fashion show videos started with the equestrian knight as opening’s shot. 

Between 2014 and 2016, it appeared several times on packages of presents. Therefore, 

some of Burberry’s videos with shots of the knight fall in the category ‘celebration videos’ 

(14%).            

 Even though Burberry itself called the equestrian knight a heritage icon, it is visible 

that in the Facebook videos the knight was underrepresented, especially compared to the 

check and the trench coat. Furthermore, the fact that the icon was never fully incorporated 

in Burberry Facebook videos like the trench coat and the check and that it was removed 

after 2016 brings up the question whether Burberry really considered the knight as one of its 

three heritage icons. During the second half of 2018, the new logo of Burberry, the initials of 

Thomas Burberry started to appear in Burberry’s Facebook videos.254 According to the 

creator of it, the British graphic artist Peter Saville, the monogram was not created because 

the label needed to be developed but because it had to be consistent with Tisci’s different 

Burberry designs.255 

                                                           
253 Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2008-2009”; Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2009-2010”; Burberry Group, 
“Annual Report 2010-2011”; Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2011-2012”; Burberry Group, “Annual Report 
2012-2013”; Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2013-2014”; Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2014-2015”; 
Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2015-2016”; Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2016-2017”; Burberry Group, 
“Annual Report 2017-2018”; Facebook, “Burberry Videos.” 
254 Burberry, “B series 17 October 2018”; 
Burberry, “B SERIES”; 
Burberry, “#B Classic”;  
Burberry, “B series 17 November”; 
Burberry, “Introducing the New Alphabet”;  
Burberry, “B series 17 December”. 
255 Morwenna Ferrier, “Graphic Artist Peter Saville on Creating Burberry's New Logo,” The Guardian, February 
14, 2019, https://www.theguardian.com/fashion/2019/feb/14/graphic-artist-peter-saville-on-creating-
burberrys-new-logo. 

https://www.theguardian.com/fashion/2019/feb/14/graphic-artist-peter-saville-on-creating-burberrys-new-logo
https://www.theguardian.com/fashion/2019/feb/14/graphic-artist-peter-saville-on-creating-burberrys-new-logo
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6.4 Burberry as British and cosmopolitan 

In Burberry’s Facebook videos is visible that Burberry plays between being British and being 

global. Therefore, in this subchapter, I discuss Burberry’s Britishness together and contrasted 

with global elements in the videos. Previously in this thesis, Britishness in relation to 

Burberry was defined as traditional Englishness by including the characteristic Queen’s 

guards, rainy weather, the British flag and characteristic buildings of London in its Facebook 

videos. However, at the same time, young British celebrities are present, which gives 

Burberry’s Britishness a contemporary twist. Firstly, I examine Burberry as cosmopolitan. 

With the term cosmopolitan, I mean that, next to its British roots, Burberry is a company 

that operates globally and therefore tries to attract a global audience by making itself 

familiar with habits of different continents.256 Secondly, I investigate the brand in light of its 

British roots. In addition, I analyse the presence of young, unknown British musicians and 

(British) celebrities.  

 

6.4.1 Burberry as cosmopolitan 

Videos that contained film fragments of other countries outside Britain or videos wherein 

Burberry specifically addressed non-British Facebook users in its videos, such as by wishing 

its Chinese Facebook users a good lunar new year, are present for the whole research 

period, except from 2009.257 Together these were twenty-seven videos, which forms only 8% 

of the total number of videos Burberry published between 2009 and 2018. These videos are 

divided over five out of six categories. Only the category ‘tutorial’ does not have any video 

that contains a link towards non-British Facebook users.258 In general, the number of these 

videos was relatively low. It is striking that 2018 has a peak with seven videos. In these 

videos, Burberry introduced its monogram in Shanghai, New York and Hong Kong This brings 

up the question again if Burberry with its new CEO and CD is going to take a more 

international direction or whether these intense advertising campaigns still fits in the 

previously mentioned concept of ‘cosmopolitan nationalism’. To attract Facebook users and 

                                                           
 
256 “Cosmopolitan,”Lexico Dictionaries, accessed June 20, 2019, 
https://www.lexico.com/en/definition/cosmopolitan. 
257 Burberry, “Celebrate Lunar New Year with Burberry.” 
258 27 videos/323 videos.  

https://www.lexico.com/en/definition/cosmopolitan
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consumers from all over the world, Burberry presented itself as British so that when 

consumers buy a Burberry product they bought something typically British.259 

 

6.4.2 Burberry as British 

From the 323 videos were only twenty videos (6%) clearly shot abroad, which was mostly 

mentioned in the video descriptions. These videos, however, often contained a link to Britain 

with British flags and an imitation of the Queen’s guards. While in case of some videos, it is 

not completely clear if they were made in Britain or not, it is obvious that the majority of the 

videos were filmed in the UK and especially in England. That is why Burberry’s Britishness 

seems a synonym for Englishness. Only in case of 3 out of 323 videos, Burberry mentioned 

that they were shot in Scotland. None of the videos seemed to be made in Northern Ireland 

and only three times the music of an Irish musician or band has been played, two times as 

background video and one time in Burberry Acoustic. In graph 9A and 9B (appendix VII) is 

shown how much videos were made in London and how much elsewhere in Britain and how 

these number developed over time in absolute and relative number to determine how much 

Burberry identified itself as a brand from London.  

 

                                                           
259 Goyarts. “Popularization of Luxury Fashion Brands on Social Media?”60. 
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Graph 9A Division Videos with London Shots vs. Videos with UK Shots in Absolute Number 

from 2009-2018 

Source: Facebook, “Burberry Videos”; author’s own elaboration. 

 

During the first two years most videos were shot in London. This can be explained by the fact 

that most of these videos consisted of messages from Bailey and filmed in Burberry’s 

headquarter in London. In 2011, the number of videos that were made in London dropped, 

to rise in 2012 and to drop again in 2013. Interestingly, between 2014 and 2016, the 

absolute number of Burberry Facebook videos increased while the relative number, even 

during these years, declined. In graph 9A, the decline only becomes visible in 2017. In 2017, 

Burberry started to incorporate campaign shots of Edinburgh and North England. In 2018, 

Burberry continued sharing mostly videos that were filmed outside London. During this year, 

this was because Burberry posted relatively a lot of videos with an international touch. 

Probably because Burberry’s marketing teams wanted to show how Burberry’s new 

monogram and logo was promoted globally.       

 By looking at graph 9A and 9B, the question comes up whether the new direction of 

Burberry means the incorporation of other parts of Britain and not primarily the South and 

London. It also gives the idea that Burberry is going to position itself as a global luxury brand 
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rather than a British heritage brand. This is an interesting decision as most scholars argue 

that it is favourable to be a heritage brand because it enhances the consumer’s emotional 

bonding with the brand. In this way, it leads to higher sales.260    

 From the graphs, however, it can only be concluded that film fragments of London in 

Burberry’s Facebook videos declined. The Britishness of Burberry is not only visible in shots 

of London or the rest of the country, but also in the background music of the videos where 

Burberry, except from two numbers that were performed by Irish musicians, only chose for 

songs from British musicians. Furthermore, its Britishness is also visible in the advertising 

campaigns where Burberry casts famous British models, actors and musicians. During the 

last few years, it is noticeable that Burberry started to collaborate with artists, designers and 

actors outside Britain, such as the Chinese-Canadian actor Kris WU and the Russian designer 

Gosha Rubchinskiy and inside Britain, such as the British designer Vivienne Westwood.261 

Furthermore, Burberry invited other British and international photographers along with 

Mario Testino to photograph and film campaigns for them. While Burberry probably did 

collaborate with international talents before, in the videos this comes only clearly across 

after 2015.262          

 Overall, Burberry’s videos still showed a celebration of Burberry’s British roots. The 

few videos that are filmed abroad do give an indication that Burberry is an international 

brand with Facebook users from all over the world. Interestingly, the title of the video about 

the promotion of the new monogram in Shanghai contained American spelling. This shows 

again the difference between Burberry as a British brand and Burberry’s non-British 

audience.263 It is likely that Burberry realises that it is among other things, its Britishness that 

                                                           
260 Balmer, “Corporate Heritage Identities, Corporate Heritage Brands and the Multiple Heritage Identities of 
the British Monarchy,”1382, 1387-1390; Hudson, “Brand Heritage and the Renaissance of Cunard,” 1551; 
Wiedmann, Hennigs, Schmidt and Wuestefeld, “Drivers and Outcomes of Brand Heritage,” 215;  Merchant and 
Rose, “Effects of Advertising-Evoked Vicarious Nostalgia on Brand Heritage,” 2619-2620, 2614.  
261 Burberry, “Coming soon#Gosha RubchinskyXBurberry”; 
Burberry, “Gosha x Burberry”; 
Burberry, “Presenting Our Second Drop from Gosha Rubchinskiy, a Limited-edition, 13-Piece Capsule 
Celebrating Our Outerwear Icons and the #Burberry Check”;  
Burberry, “For His Second Drop For Burberry, Gosha Rubchinskiy Celebrates Our Outerwear Icons and the 
Burberry Check”; 
Burberry, “Introducing the Kris Wu Edit”; Burberry, “Vivienne Westwood & Burberry.” 
262 Burberry, “Photographer Tom Johnson Captures the Juxtaposition”; Burberry, “Burberry September 2017 
Collection – Alasdair McLellan, Edinburgh”; Burberry, “London Clan, a Portfolio of Images Photographed by Ash 
Kingston for Burberry”. 
263 Burberry, “The #Thomas Burberry Monogram Projects onto Global Harbor.” 

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/burberry?source=feed_text&epa=HASHTAG
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sells clothes, especially in other parts of the world. Burberry is using a form of cosmopolitan 

nationalism to advertise and sell its products.264 This suggests that Burberry’s Britishness is a 

trademark and an element of story-telling but it shows a division between the British roots 

of the company and its non-British consumers. As story-telling changes over time, it is likely 

that Burberry’s story does too.     

 

6.4.3 British Celebrities & Emerging Musicians 

Burberry incorporated a significant number of (British) celebrities, especially in its Facebook 

videos about advertising campaigns and fashion shows. While most celebrities are British, in 

some videos, Burberry did incorporate shots of influential international fashion critics and 

international famous actors. Burberry showed a wide variety of British celebrities, it is 

noticeable that British models Cara Delevingne, Kate Moss, Agyness Deyn, Amber Andersson 

and British actress Rosie Huntington-Whiteley star in several videos. This also applies to the 

British model Emma Watson but she was only visible in Burberry’s Facebook videos of for 

the Autumn/ Winter 2009 and Spring/ Summer 2010 collection when she was the face of 

Burberry. According to Sean Farrel, journalist from The Guardian “the brand has a history of 

long-term relations with the stars of its advertisements.”265    

  Overall it is visible that while Burberry did give a platform to young British musicians, 

the brand strongly related itself to celebrities. This makes the brand, both, exclusive and 

accessible at the same time because on the one hand the celebrities give Facebook users the 

idea that only famous people star in Burberry’s videos, on the other hand the fact that 

emerging British musicians also received a place on Burberry’s website and Facebook page 

gives the idea that anyone who is musically talented could get the opportunity from 

Burberry to play in front of the camera. 

 

 

 

                                                           
264 Goyarts. “Popularization of Luxury Fashion Brands on Social Media?”60.  
265 Farrel, “Romeo Beckham Boosts Burberry Sales.” 
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6.5 Exclusive and Widely Accessible 

In this sub-chapter, I review a dichotomy that is related to Burberry’s story-telling: 

Burberry’s exclusivity versus its wide availability. The fact that Burberry has a public 

Facebook page gives everyone access to certain information on the brand. It gives the idea 

that everyone can buy these products and that everyone can easily get in touch with 

Burberry, via Facebook messenger for example. However, by approaching Burberry via 

Messenger, it is clear that the Facebook users receive an automatic response instead of 

personal contact with a Burberry employer. This is in line with Kapferer and Bastien who 

argues that in order to keep the image of a luxury brand there should be a distance between 

the company and the customers.266 In the comments below Burberry’s videos, Facebook 

users therefore grumbled that they cannot get in touch with the company to mention their 

complaints.267 Burberry’s responses to recent issues as the burning of unsold clothes and the 

use of fur, however, show that distance does not mean that Burberry is not immune for 

criticism.268           

 While actual presence on a Burberry fashion show is reserved for industry 

professional, via the live streaming of the shows, Burberry extended its audience. In this 

way, Burberry Facebook users from all over the world could watch it, even though they were 

not invited to the real show. During later years, after the show, the showcased collection 

was immediately present in the shop. The fact that Burberry sold these clothes also in the 

stores made it available to a larger public than only that of the fashion show. The price, 

though, showed that Burberry’s products are not affordable for everyone. Therefore, 

Burberry Facebook videos are misleading in the sense that it brings the Burberry products 

very close to all Burberry Facebook users but at the same time, the price (that is invisible in 

the videos) and the presence of many (British) celebrities shows that Burberry is still a brand 

for people that have more to spare.269 Even though, via its Facebook page Burberry created 

                                                           
266 Kapferer and Bastien, “The Specificity of Luxury Management,” 311-322. 
267 Facebook, “Burberry Videos.” 
268 Julia Kollewe, “Burberry to Stop Burning Unsold Items after Green Criticism,” The Guardian, September 6, 
2018, https://www.theguardian.com/business/2018/sep/06/burberry-to-stop-burning-unsold-items-fur-after-
green-criticism; 
Associated Press, “'It was Insensitive': Burberry Apologises for 'Noose' Hoodie after Model Complains,” The 
Guardian, February 20, 2019, https://www.theguardian.com/fashion/2019/feb/20/it-was-insensitive-burberry-
apologises-for-noose-hoodie-after-model-complains.  
269 Garfein, “Cross-cultural Perspectives on the Dynamics of Prestige, 17,24; Bagwell and Bernheim, “Veblen 
Effects in a Theory of Conspicuous Consumption,”350-353. 

https://www.theguardian.com/business/2018/sep/06/burberry-to-stop-burning-unsold-items-fur-after-green-criticism
https://www.theguardian.com/business/2018/sep/06/burberry-to-stop-burning-unsold-items-fur-after-green-criticism
https://www.theguardian.com/fashion/2019/feb/20/it-was-insensitive-burberry-apologises-for-noose-hoodie-after-model-complains
https://www.theguardian.com/fashion/2019/feb/20/it-was-insensitive-burberry-apologises-for-noose-hoodie-after-model-complains
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a democratic platform that is accessible for everyone, it remains a brand for the richer part 

of the world. So despite the development of social media channels, Burberry products 

remained exclusive and therefore Burberry has been able to keep the prestige its products 

work.270  

 

In this chapter, the implementation of story-telling elements in Burberry Facebook videos 

and how this was done was examined. It is clear that not all story-telling aspects are 

considered of equal importance. While most core-aspects, the British roots, the trench coat 

and the check generally do take a significant role in the videos, the equestrian knight only 

appeared in a few videos. Celebrities are also prominent present throughout the videos. This 

shows that the stories that are told on Burberry’s website, Facebook videos and annual 

reports are not completely consistent. In the next chapter, I analyse how Facebook users 

responded to Burberry’s story-telling in Facebook videos. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
270 Li, Li and Kambele, “Luxury Fashion Brand Consumers in China,” 1520-1521. 
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Chapter 7 Rating the Appreciation of Story-telling Aspects in Burberry’s 

Facebook Videos 

 

 

 

In this chapter, I discuss if Facebook users appreciated the core-aspects of Burberry’s story-

telling in Facebook videos, its British roots and its heritage icons, by looking at the number of 

likes, comments and shares. For the visibility of the graphs are all the likes, comments and 

shares changed into logarithmic numbers.271 As is discussed in the previous chapter, 

Burberry’s story-telling is far more nuanced but the aspects above are what distinguishes 

Burberry from other brands. By looking at the number of likes, comments and shares below 

Facebook videos, it needs to be kept in mind that the number of followers of Burberry’s 

Facebook page increased over the years. So for 2009, it is likely that videos had less likes, 

comments and shares than in 2018. Furthermore, for the last few years, Facebook usage 

decreased.272 This could mean that there is a large difference between the number of 

Burberry Facebook followers and its active Facebook users. However, Burberry’s Facebook 

page is also open to every Facebook user and Facebook users also shared Burberry’s 

Facebook videos with their followers. In this way, Burberry reached a larger public than only 

its own followers. 

 In the first paragraphs, I discuss the appreciation of Burberry videos per year and per 

category. In the third, fourth, fifth and sixth paragraph I focus on the valuing of story-telling 

                                                           
271 The number of likes, comments and shares were changed into logarithmic numbers because in several 
statistical programs it was not possible to make boxplots with a logarithmic scale. 
272 Olivia Solon, “Teens Are Abandoning Facebook In Dramatic Numbers, Study Finds,” The Guardian, June 1, 
2018, https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2018/jun/01/facebook-teens-leaving-instagram-snapchat-
study-user-numbers.  
 

“In addition, the behaviours and preferences of luxury customers continued to evolve 

as they seek more experiences, newness, and story-telling, as well as increased 

service-driven personalised contact in a time-efficient way.”1 

 

Quote from the section Market Overview of the Burberry Group in the annual report 2015-2016 

 

https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2018/jun/01/facebook-teens-leaving-instagram-snapchat-study-user-numbers
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2018/jun/01/facebook-teens-leaving-instagram-snapchat-study-user-numbers
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aspects in Burberry Facebook videos. In the last paragraph, I elaborate on the question 

whether a higher number of story-telling aspects led to more likes, comments and shares. 

 

7.1 Appreciation per year 

 

Before discussing if the videos with heritage icons are appreciated, I will analyse first the 

appreciation of Burberry’s videos in likes, comments and shares per year and how it evolves 

between 2009 and 2018. 

 

 

Graph 1A Burberry Facebook Videos Likes per Year From 2009-2018 

Source: Facebook, “Burberry Videos”; author’s own elaboration. 

 

Taken into account that Burberry had less followers at its beginning, it is logical if the 

number of likes, comments and shares are lower during the first few years. Interestingly, this 

is not the case. Though, it is true that the number of likes for 2009 and 2010 are generally 

lower than for 2011 and 2012. The number of likes decreased in 2013 but significantly 

increased in 2014. While some videos still received a high number of likes, comments and 

shares, in graph 1A,1B and 1C is perceptible that after 2014 the numbers are generally 

waning, compared to the years before. In 2018, the number of likes, comments and shares 

was lower than ever before. This probably means that less people watched Burberry videos  
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because the platform ages and that they started to follow the brand on Instagram or that 

Burberry’s marketing teams were more active on other channels than on Facebook. The shift 

towards Instagram also come across in the most recent annual report of the Burberry Group. 

While Facebook is not mentioned, the company showed in its annual report that it partnered 

with Instagram so that users can directly Burberry products via Instagram.273 It is also 

possible that Burberry as a brand became less popular or that Burberry’s videos did not 

correspond with the interest of Facebook users anymore. However, it is noteworthy that 

outliers were more visible for the second part than for the first part of the research period, 

which suggests that Burberry’s videos were still viewed by a significant number of Facebook 

users but that it was harder satisfy them during the second half of the research period than 

the first half. 

 

7.2 Appreciation per category 

 

To trace what sort of videos were the most popular, in this sub-section, I examine which of 

the six categories received the highest number of likes, comments and shares. 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
273 Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2018-2019.” 
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Graph 2A The Number of Likes Burberry’s Facebook Videos Received per Category 
 

Source: Facebook, “Burberry Videos”; author’s own elaboration. 

 

Graph 2A, 2B and 2C show that the category ‘Celebration Videos’ and ‘Advertising 

(campaign)’ obtained the most likes, comments and shares with the highest outliers. For the 

category ‘Celebration Videos’ this might be caused by the fact that most of these videos 

were made for a special occasion and that therefore special video techniques and effects 

were used or that Facebook users could relate more to these videos. While the category 

‘Celebration Videos’ and ‘Advertising Campaign’ received the most likes and comments, the 

category ‘Fashion Show’ had more shares. While the category ‘Tutorial’ and ‘Fashion Show’ 

gained more likes and shares, interestingly, the number of comments for the category 

‘Message Bailey/ Burberry’ are higher. Videos in this category contained a different, 

amateuristic style. This amateuristic style could give Facebook users the feeling that Bailey 

and Burberry are easily accessible. This could have encouraged them to write comments 

below these videos. Therefore, this research lacks by not going deeper into the nature and 

content of the comments. This is an interesting point for further research. 
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In general, it is noticeable that the categories ‘Music’ and “Special Message Burberry/ 

Bailey had generally less videos with a high number of likes, comments and shares than the 

four other categories. This could be a result of that Burberry’s Facebook public could not 

relate to the music style of the musicians. For the category ‘Special Message Burberry/ 

Bailey’, the relative low number of likes and shares might be the reason why Bailey stopped 

with speaking directly to Burberry’s Facebook users. It is also possible that he stopped 

because behind the scenes he was already busy with the preparations to become Burberry’s 

new CEO.274 

 

7.3 Appreciation of Burberry’s British roots 

 

In this sub-chapter, I discuss how much likes, comment and shares Burberry videos with 

British aspects received. This is split into two themes. Firstly, I examine the presence and the 

number of likes, comments and shares for Burberry’s Facebook videos with British aspects. 

Secondly, more specifically, I investigate the appreciation of the project Burberry Acoustic.  

 

7.3.1 British aspects 

 

First of all, it is important to notice that only 50 videos (15%) did not have anything British in 

it, except from the name Burberry. Here, only the content of the videos were taken into 

account. If references towards Britishness in titles and descriptions of the videos also 

counted, the number of videos without British aspects would be significantly lower. This 

shows again how much Burberry intertwines its brand with its British roots. In most videos, 

shots of the UK, British celebrities, references to rain and trench coats or British history and 

British traditions were clearly present. Furthermore, most videos had background music that 

was performed by British musicians. As a result, 85% of the videos have next to the name 

Burberry another link to its British roots in it. The videos wherein British aspects are not 

clearly visible or audible are divided over all six categories and therefore it is not possible to 

give one definition of what these videos look like. While some of these videos were filmed 

                                                           
274 Rupert Neate, “Christopher Bailey Takes Over From Angela Ahrendts as Burberry Chief,” The Guardian, 
October 16, 2013, https://www.theguardian.com/business/2013/oct/16/christopher-bailey-angela-ahrendts-
burberry-ceo.  
 

https://www.theguardian.com/business/2013/oct/16/christopher-bailey-angela-ahrendts-burberry-ceo
https://www.theguardian.com/business/2013/oct/16/christopher-bailey-angela-ahrendts-burberry-ceo
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abroad, other videos were shot in Britain but in that case there were no clear references to 

Britishness in it.275 

 

 

Graph 3 Rating the Appreciation of British Aspects in Facebook videos in Likes, Comments 

and Shares from 2009-2018  

Source: Facebook, “Burberry Videos”; author’s own elaboration. 

 

In graph 3, the same trend is three times visible. The likes, comments and shares of videos 

where British aspects were included received significantly more likes, comments and shares 

than the videos without British aspects. Furthermore, it is visible that the boxplots for the 

videos with British aspects in it had higher outliers than the videos without it. This suggests 

that Burberry’s Facebook users like Burberry’s Britishness. As is previously discussed, it 

seems that Burberry is going to take a more international direction. With graph 3 in mind, 

this brings up the question whether Burberry’s Facebook videos watchers will appreciate this 

international direction. Based on the data above, it can be argued that because Burberry’s 

Facebook users seem to appreciate Burberry’s Britishness, they could get disappointed with 

Burberry’s Facebook page and the company as a whole if Burberry started to present itself 

as global. This disappointment could eventually result in less Burberry Facebook users and 

followers. From a positive point of view, because Burberry Facebook videos with British 

                                                           
275 Facebook, “Burberry Videos.” 
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aspects in it were higher appreciated than the videos one, it implicates that Burberry’s 

cosmopolitan nationalism works.276 

 

7.3.2 Burberry Acoustic 

In 51 out of 326 Burberry Facebook videos (16%) are videos of Burberry Acoustic wherein 

established and emerging talents played or sang a song in front of the camera. As is 

previously mentioned, Burberry probably initiated this project to connect better with its 

target group, the millennials. Therefore, in this sub-section, I research how much the 

Burberry Acoustic videos were appreciated by Burberry Facebook users. 

 

 

 

Graph 4 Rating the Appreciation of the Burberry Acoustic Project in Burberry Facebook 

Videos in Likes, Comments and Shares from 2009-2018  

 

Source: Facebook, “Burberry Videos”; author’s own elaboration. 

 

For the likes as well as for the comments and the shares, graph 4 shows that the videos 

about other topics generally received a higher appreciation than the videos of the Burberry 

Acoustic project. Unfortunately, it is not possible to say if this is because Burberry’s 

                                                           
276 Goyarts. “Popularization of Luxury Fashion Brands on Social Media?”60. 
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(international) Facebook users had a different taste or that they do not like music in general 

or the fact that these video consisted of mainly amateur techniques. In this sense, it is also 

interesting to look at the content of the comments. The relative lower rate of likes, 

comments and shares might also be the reason why Burberry did not publish any Acoustic 

video in 2018 on Facebook anymore.277 It is also possible that Burberry stopped posting 

Burberry Acoustic videos on Facebook because during the late 2017 Burberry started to 

upgrade the brand towards a super-luxe brand such as Gucci and Dior. In this way, a project 

as Burberry Acoustic does not fit in their strategy.278 

 

7.4 Appreciation of the Heritage Icons 

Next to Britishness, there are three other core-aspects of Burberry’s story-telling: Burberry’s 

three heritage icons. In this sub-chapter, I discuss how much likes, comments and shares  

respectively videos wherein the trench coat, the check and the equestrian were visible 

received by the Burberry Facebook users to research if Burberry Facebook videos with story-

telling aspects were more appreciated than videos without them. 

 

7.4.1.Trench coat 

Between 2009 and 2018, 149 of the Burberry Facebook videos (46%) had at least one of 

Burberry’s famous trench coats in it. Graph 5 shows that videos with a trench coat not 

necessarily received more likes, comments and shares than videos without ones but that 

videos with a high number of likes, comments and shares were mostly videos wherein a 

trench coat was at least visible for one second. However, graph 5 also manifests that the first 

boxplot that visualises the likes for videos with a trench coat had more videos with a lower 

number of likes than the boxplot of likes of videos without trench coat. Graph 5 shows that 

where the boxplots of likes and comments for videos with and without trench coat are close, 

videos wherein the trench coat appeared were significantly more shared. Maybe Burberry’s 

Facebook users loved Burberry and the trench coat as key-item so they feel more willing to 

share Burberry Facebook videos with icons where Burberry really comes across. In short, the 

trench coat or the context that it is presented seems to be slightly more appreciated than 

the videos wherein it was not.  

                                                           
277 Facebook, “Burberry Videos.” 
278 Wood, “Burberry To Close One in Ten Stores Worldwide”. 
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Graph 5 Rating the Appreciation of the Trench Coat in Burberry’s Facebook Videos in Likes, 

Comments and Shares from 2009-2018  

 

Source: Facebook, “Burberry Videos”; author’s own elaboration. 

 

7.4.2 Check 

In contrast to Burberry’s first heritage icon, what Burberry described as its second heritage  

icon until 2014 is not a product but a pattern: a check. This means that Burberry included 

touches from the check in and on its products. In this part, I discuss how much likes, 

comments and shares videos with touches of the check in it received. The check is visible in 

151 videos (47%) so it seems that for Burberry the check has about the same importance for 

Burberry as the trench coat. It also gives, just like the trench coat, a good equal number to 

compare the appreciation of videos with touches of the check to videos without that. 

 While the check and trench coat did not necessarily appear in the same video, graph 

6  shows the same trend visible as graph 5. Just like graph 5, in graph 6 there is not a clear 

difference between the boxplot that visualise the likes and comments for the videos with 

check and the videos without check. Just like graph 6, some videos with check received 

lower likes and comments than videos without check. Only for the shares, a clear distinction 

is visible between the bar of videos with check and without check. Videos with a check 

received significantly more shares than videos without the check. 
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Graph 6 Rating the Appreciation of the Check in Burberry’s Facebook Videos in Likes from 

2009-2018 

 

Source: Facebook, “Burberry Videos”; author’s own elaboration. 

 

As the graphs 5 and 6 about the trench coat and the check show almost the same results, it 

suggests that videos wherein the check and the trench coat appeared were equally valued 

by Burberry’s Facebook users because the boxplots that visualise the number of likes, 

comments and shares the videos with the trench coat and the check received are 

comparable. This is interesting in the light of the chav period during the early 2000s, when 

Burberry’s check became linked to hooliganism.279 Graph 5 and 6 suggest, however, that at 

least for Burberry’s Facebook users, the check has been restored to its former glory.  

 

7.4.3 Equestrian knight 

Until 2017, the equestrian knight was Burberry’s third heritage icon. Up to and included 

2016, the equestrian knight was only present in 14 videos (4%). A visualisation with the 

                                                           
279 Gallagher, “The History of Burberry’s Check.” 
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appreciation of the videos with the equestrian knight in it could give an explanation why the 

knight was removed. 

 

 

Graph 7 Rating the Appreciation of the Equestrian Knight in Burberry’s Facebook Videos in 

Likes from 2009-2018 

 

Source: Facebook, “Burberry Videos”; author’s own elaboration. 

 

Graph 7 shows that videos wherein the equestrian knight appeared did not only receive 

significantly more likes, comments and shares but the number of likes and comments per 

individual video also started on a higher scale. Therefore it is hard to understand why the 

heritage icon is not visible after 2016 anymore. Unfortunately, the firm does not elaborate 

on if or why it removed the knight. The sample is very small and the shots of the equestrian 

knight are short. Therefore, it is hard to justify whether the higher number of likes, 

comments and shares is a coincidence or whether it really has to do with the knight and the 

context it is presented in but it is true that most videos wherein the equestrian appeared 

knight appeared, were highly appreciated.      

 Graphs 5-7 suggest that Burberry’s Facebook audience likes, comment and share the 

videos heritage icons or the context and atmosphere the icons are presented in slightly more 
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than videos with them.280 This is along the same lines of scholars who wrote about heritage 

brand and story-telling. They all agreed that heritage and story-telling have a positive impact 

on the customer. Even when this research is not about consumers but about Facebook 

videos, there conclusions are still applicable.281 

 It also implies that in general, Burberry’s Facebook video watchers appreciated 

videos where links towards Burberry’s heritage are presented. This means that there was 

some truth in Burberry’s words when the Group said that its heritage icons made Burberry 

more attractive.282 However, because videos include many aspects, it is not possible to argue 

that the included story elements lead a higher rate of likes, comments and shares. 

Nevertheless, based on this data, I surmise that the inclusion of each of Burberry’s 

storytelling aspects has a positive effect on the number of likes, comments and shares these 

videos receive. 

 

7.5 Appreciation of Burberry’s Core Story-telling Aspects 

 

In the previous sub-chapters, there was a slightly positive relation visible between the 

inclusion of Burberry’s four separate story-telling aspects, Britishness, Trench coat, check 

and equestrian knight, and the consumer response in the form of the number of likes, 

comments and shares. In this sub-chapter, I investigate whether there is also a positive 

correlation between the number of core aspects of Burberry’s story-telling that are included 

and the number of likes, comments and shares videos receive. There are only 6 videos that 

have all the four core aspects in it and thirty-three videos that do not have any of these four 

elements in it. This means that most videos have between one and three core aspects of 

Burberry story-telling in it. 

 

 

                                                           
280 Balmer, “Corporate Heritage Identities, Corporate Heritage Brands and the Multiple Heritage Identities of 
the British Monarchy,”  1382, 1387-1390; Hudson, “Brand Heritage and the Renaissance of Cunard,” 1551; 
Wiedmann, Hennigs, Schmidt and Wuestefeld, “Drivers and Outcomes of Brand Heritage,” 215;  Merchant and 
Rose, “Effects of Advertising-Evoked Vicarious Nostalgia on Brand Heritage,” 2619-2620, 2614. 
281 Balmer, “Corporate Heritage Identities, Corporate Heritage Brands and the Multiple Heritage Identities of 
the British Monarchy,”  1382, 1387-1390; Hudson, “Brand Heritage and the Renaissance of Cunard,” 1551; 
Wiedmann, Hennigs, Schmidt and Wuestefeld, “Drivers and Outcomes of Brand Heritage,” 215;  Merchant and 
Rose, “Effects of Advertising-Evoked Vicarious Nostalgia on Brand Heritage,” 2619-2620, 2614. 
282 Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2011-2012.” 
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Graph 8A Rating the Appreciation of Burberry’s Storytelling in Facebook Videos Per 

Number of Story-telling Aspects in Likes from 2009-2018 

 

Source: Facebook, “Burberry Videos”; author’s own elaboration. 

 

For graph 8A, 8B (appendix VII) and 8C (appendix VII), it is visible that, generally, the number 

of likes and comments increased per story-telling aspect. However, for the boxplot of videos 

with two aspects are all the three graphs lower or similar to the boxplot with one aspect. 

Based on this data, I surmise that the four story-telling aspects or the context they are 

presented in are rated have a positive relation with the number of likes, comments and 

shares and that the inclusion of story-telling aspects is indeed a successful way for Burberry 

to interact with its Facebook users and to create loyalty as is visible in the literature about 

heritage brands and story-telling.283 However, it is not true that when a video has more 

story-telling aspects in it automatically received more likes, comments and shares but the 

graphs 9A and 9B do show that videos that had three or four aspects in it generally received 

more likes and comments than videos with less core aspects in it. In addition, the videos 

with the highest number of likes also have three or four core aspects in them. 

                                                           
283 Hughes, Bendoni, Pehlivan, “Storygiving as a Co-creation Tool for Luxury Brands in the Age of the Internet,” 
362; Huang, Ha, Kim, “Narrative Persuasion in Social Media,”285,287. 
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In this chapter the number of likes, comments and shares for videos with and without story-

telling aspects and additional aspects were discussed. In the first part, it was shown that 

Burberry’s likes, comments and shares already declined after 2014. It is also visible that 

videos in the categories ‘Celebration Videos’ and ‘Advertising Campaign’ obtained relatively 

more likes and number of comments than videos in other categories, which suggests that 

videos relating campaigns and the celebration of Burberry as brand are appreciated by its 

Facebook users. All Burberry Facebook videos with individual core story-telling aspects, the 

trench coat, the check, the equestrian knight and British aspects, were rated slightly higher 

by Burberry’s Facebook users than videos without them. In contrast, the videos from 

Burberry Acoustic received relatively less likes. The data in this chapter, suggests a positive 

correlation between the inclusion of Burberry’s core story-telling aspects in videos and the 

number of likes, comments and shares a videos receive. This means that this study implies 

that Burberry’s story-telling in Burberry’s Facebook videos works and that story-telling, in 

relation to academic literature, is a powerful tool in marketing. 
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Conclusion 

As the historiographical context showed, to build up a successful brand, story-telling is a 

helpful tool. From Burberry’s website, annual reports and Facebook videos I conclude that 

Burberry used specific aspects of its history and heritage, such as its British roots and its 

three heritage icons, while largely ignoring its periods of crises. Therefore in this thesis, the 

following questions were discussed: How does Burberry tell its story on its website, in annual 

reports and in Facebook videos and to what extent does the integration of this core aspects 

of Burberry’s story-telling in Facebook videos lead to a higher appreciation from its Facebook 

users from 2009 until 2018? To discuss the research question above, this thesis was split into 

four parts: an examination of the Burberry Group, an investigation of Burberry’s story-telling 

in annual reports and on its website, an analysis of the integration of the story-telling 

elements in Facebook videos and an inquiry of how Facebook users respond to Burberry’s 

story-telling in Burberry’s Facebook videos. Next to academic literature, this thesis was 

mainly based on Facebook videos, annual reports of the Burberry Group and Burberry’s own 

website. As this information is all available on the internet, it needs to be kept in mind that 

this is public information and that it probably does not contain the full picture. Furthermore, 

it needs to be remembered that most of this sources also contain marketing aspects to 

create and tell a certain Burberry story.  

 

The Burberry Group 

From Burberry’s history it becomes clear that the company did not only have successes but 

also downturns. During the 1950s and the late 1990s, Burberry had become an insignificant 

company but it changed its image and managed to book revenue during later years, even 

during 2008, the year of a global financial crisis. Generally, Burberry’s revenue increased 

over the last 10 years. However, after 2015, the total number of revenue decreased, to show  

significant growth in 2017 and to show a minor decline in 2018. Over the years, it is visible 

that retail’s share as contributor to the total income grew from 2009 onwards from more 

than 50% towards more than 80% at the expense of wholesale and licensing.   

 Where the revenue of all categories womenswear, menswear, children’s wear and 

non- apparel grew during the research period, the revenue of non-apparel grew more and 

became Burberry’s main income category in retail and wholesale. In 2009, Europe was 

Burberry’s main destination but after 2011, it was defeated by Asia. The relative share of 
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Europe declined further in later years. The share of the Americas remained relatively stable 

around 25%. From this chapter, it becomes clear that social media is important for the 

company. In 2017, it stated that is was present at twenty social media platforms and that in 

total it had more than 48 million likers. Furthermore, the company also organised special 

campaigns like Art of Trench to get its customers engaged in the Burberry story and to 

attract new users. 

 

Burberry’s story on the website and in annual Reports 

In the first chapter it was visible that Burberry’s history was one of peak and valleys. 

Unfortunately, on the history section on its website, Burberry only mentions its history as 

one big success story. The story started with Thomas Burberry who invented a way to wear 

Gabardine. This invention was handy when Britain went into war. Furthermore, on the 

website the company mentions that it received several awards and that its clothes were 

worn by famous explorers. A special heading on Burberry’s website elaborates on the 

fabrication of the trench coat in Castleford. In this way, the company put extra emphasis on 

its British roots and its ‘made in Britain.’ In annual reports, it is visible that Burberry’s story 

also changes. So was in 2009 the equestrian knight considered as part of Burberry’s heritage 

but did it disappear after 2016. After 2017, under new CEO Gobbetti Burberry took a more 

international direction and put more emphasis on itself as a luxury brand than a heritage 

brand to become a super-luxe brand. In short, from Burberry’s annual report and Burberry’s 

annual reports it can be concluded that the company’s core narrative consist of four 

elements: Britishness, trench coat, check and equestrian knight (until 2016). 

 

The implementation of Burberry’s story in Facebook videos 

These four aspects are also visible in Burberry’s Facebook videos. Burberry posted 326 

videos from 2009 until 2018. While Burberry did not post much videos from 2009-2013, for 

the last five years this number rapidly increased and peaked in 2016 with 72 videos. To 

structure these videos, I divided them into six categories: Special message Bailey/ Burberry, 

Advertising (campaign), Fashion show, Music, Celebration videos, Tutorial. The category 

‘Advertising (campaign)’ is the biggest with 40%, followed by ‘Music’ and ‘Fashion show’ 

with 22%. ‘Tutorial’ and ‘Message Bailey/Burberry’ both take 7% of the total videos and 4% 

fall in the category ‘Celebration videos’. Via the use of descriptive statistics, I examined how 
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story-telling and additional aspects were implemented and how important they were for 

Burberry. It is remarkable that the number of videos in the category ‘message from 

Burberry/Bailey’ started high but fell, while the category ‘Celebration videos’ started to rise 

during later years. Over all the category ‘Advertising (campaign)’ is dominant over the years. 

Interestingly, only 46% of the videos contained a trench coat and/or a check. Most checks 

also appeared, just like the trench coat videos, in advertising and fashion videos. While until 

2014 Burberry described the equestrian knight as one of its heritage icon, only 4% of the 

video contain one. From 2009-2012 and 2014, the knight is visible but even than the knight 

is hardly present. The knight appeared once again in 2015 and 2016 but only in one video 

per year.           

  Over the ten years, Burberry incorporated a lot of British celebrities, alongside its 

project Burberry Acoustic with emerging and established talents. Via the livestreaming of the 

fashion shows, its website and social media, Burberry made its clothes accessible to a larger 

public while remaining a luxury brand. 

 

Appreciation of Burberry’s story-telling aspects  

In the last chapter, I measured via the use of descriptive statistics if Burberry’s Facebook 

users appreciated Burberry’s story-telling by looking at the likes, comments and shares the 

videos with that its four core aspects gained and how much the videos without that specific 

aspect obtained. In general, it is visible that Burberry’s Facebook videos received less likes, 

comments and shares after 2014. This is interesting as it is more logical that the number of 

likes increases over the years as the number of Burberry Facebook followers grew over time. 

This is probably related to the fact that Facebook aged and that millennials, Burberry’s target 

group, moved to other social media. Burberry’s British roots were clearly present in most 

Burberry Facebook videos, and successful because videos without British aspects were 

generally less popular. Burberry Acoustic videos received less likes, comments and shares 

than other videos. The Burberry videos that had a celebrity, a trench coat and a check in it 

were generally more popular than videos without them. Videos wherein the equestrian 

knight appeared obtained significantly more likes, comments and shares than videos without 

one but unfortunately the number is too small to draw conclusions. It is clear that videos 

that had the trench coat, the check, the equestrian knight and its Britishness in it, received 

generally more likes, comments and shares than videos without these aspects. Furthermore, 
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it is also visible that, generally, so the more core story-telling aspects where incorporated in 

the video, so the higher the number of likes, comments and shares. Unfortunately, based on 

this research it is not possible to argue that the implication of story-telling aspects leads to a 

higher rate of likes, comments and shares because of the multiple aspects that are included  

in videos but this research does suggest a slightly positive correlation. 

 

 

To answer my research question, from the annual reports, the history and ‘Made in 

Castleford’ section on Burberry’s website and the Facebook videos I conclude that Burberry’s 

story-telling consisted of four core aspects: its Britishness and the three heritage icons, even 

though the knight was not visible after 2016 in the annual reports and Burberry’s Facebook 

videos anymore. Chapter 7 shows that there seems a slightly positive relation between the 

inclusion of story-telling aspects and the appreciation of Burberry Facebook users. However, 

it is hard to trace whether it were the core aspects of Burberry’s story that made that videos 

received more likes, comments and shares. Videos consists of multiple elements so it is 

possible that Facebook users who like, comment and share the videos did this because they 

liked aspects other than Burberry storytelling aspects. 

This thesis was only limited to Burberry’s story-telling in Facebook videos for the 

period 2009-2018 and research of Facebook images, comments below videos or activities of 

Burberry social media platforms could provide more understanding of Burberry’s story-

telling. Therefore, this thesis needs to be considered as exploratory because more research 

is necessary to determine whether Burberry’s story-telling is successful. The relation 

between story-telling, likes and sales also forms an interesting story for future (nar)rating. 
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Appendix I ‘Special message Bailey/Burberry’ 

Burberry, “A Welcome to the Burberry Facebook Site by Bailey,” Facebook video, July 3, 2009, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/557096402551/;  
Burberry, “Thank You from Christopher Bailey,” Facebook video, September 15, 2009, 
https://www.facebook.com/pg/Burberry/videos/?ref=page_internal;  
Burberry, “Merry Christmas from Chief Creative Officer Bailey and Burberry,” Facebook video, December 18, 
2009, https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/233190566158/; 
 Burberry, “Emma Watson Message to Burberry’s Facebook Fans,” Facebook video, January 5, 2010, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/569360619961/; 
Burberry, “Christopher Bailey from Beirut,” Facebook video, June 4, 2010, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/618452270136/; 
Burberry, “Christopher Bailey Message to Ask Questions,” Facebook video, October 20, 2010, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/637188477626/; 
Burberry, “Christopher Bailey Answers,” Facebook video, October 25, 2010, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/592022914541/; 
Burberry, “Christopher Bailey to Burberry Facebook Fans in India,” Facebook video, December 9, 2010, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/645830339266/; 
Burberry, “Burberry Merry Christmas Message,” Facebook video, December 24, 2011, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/713143512891/; 
Burberry, “Happy 4th of July,” Facebook video, July 5, 2012, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/381332048600608/; 
Burberry, “Happy Valentine’s Day from Burberry, with Love,” Facebook video, February 14, 2016, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10153845586746425/; 
Burberry, “As the Sun Sets over Dubai, Burberry Wishes You Ramadan Kareem,” Facebook video, June 6, 2016, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10154121031726425/; 
Burberry, “Happy Father’s Day with Love from Burberry. Illustration by Campaign Artist Luke Edward Hall,” 
Facebook video, June 19, 2016,https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10154150070321425/; 
Burberry, “Wishing You Eid Mubarak and Selamat Hari Raya,” Facebook video, July 6, 2016, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10154200519331425/; 
Burberry, “Happy Christmas, with Love from Burberry,” Facebook video, December 25, 2016, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10154703548326425/; 
Burberry, “The Burberry Mural by Blondey McCoy,” Facebook video, September 15, 2017, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10155550645256425/; 
Burberry, “Step Inside Artist Danny Sangra’s Illustrated Worlds,” Facebook video, October 9, 2017, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10155621663391425/; 
Burberry, “Happy New Year, with Love from Burberry,” Facebook video, January 1, 2018, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10155858889881425/; 
Burberry, “International Women’s Day,” Facebook video, March 8, 2018, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10156061548526425/; Burberry, “#Burberry Christmas - Trailer,” 
Facebook video, November 12, 2018, https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/770446293294944/;  
Burberry, “Close Your Eyes and Think of Christmas,” Facebook video, November 13, 2018, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/1068417870002664/. 
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Appendix II ‘Advertising Campaign’ 
 
Burberry, “Footage and Interviews with Harry Potter Actress Emma Watson and Christopher Bailey,” Facebook 
video, July 14, 2009, https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/121474936158/; 
Burberry, “Advertising Accessories Collection Autumn 2009,” Facebook video, September 4, 2009, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/561493131471/; 
Burberry, “Burberry Sport Fragrance, Behind the Scenes,” Facebook video, March 17, 2010, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/573856450281/; 
Burberry, “Christopher Bailey from Autumn/Winter Campaign Set,” Facebook video, June 25, 2010, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/620691911876/; 
Burberry, “Introducing the Burberry Autumn/Winter Campaign Burberry Cast Featuring Actors,” Facebook 
video, June 30, 2010, https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/621316894406/; 
Burberry, “Burberry Beauty Campaign,” Facebook video, July 28, 2010, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/583528133151/; 
Burberry, “Burberry Beat Fragrance Campaign,” Facebook video, October 19, 2010, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/591327722711/; 
Burberry, “Burberry Gifts,” Facebook video, November 11, 2010, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/594213993601/; 
Burberry, “Watch Footage Burberry Spring/Summer 2011 Campaign Shoot,” Facebook video, January 14, 2011, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/651969950436/; 
Burberry, “Burberry Brights Collection,” Facebook video, January 21, 2011, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/652834403066/; 
Burberry, “Watch Behind the Scenes Spring/Summer 2011 Campaign,” Facebook video, February 3, 2011, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/654828786306/; 
Burberry, “Burberry Biker Collection,” Facebook video, February 7, 2011, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/655307227506/; 
Burberry, “Burberry Valentine,” Facebook video, February 11, 2011, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/655775364356/; 
Burberry, “Watch Behind the Scenes Spring/Summer 2011 Campaign,” Facebook video, March 4, 2011, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/658754583976/; 
Burberry, “Burberry Exotics Collection,” Facebook video, March 15, 2011, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/661007214686/; 
Burberry, “Introducing Burberry Sport Ice Fragrance,” Facebook video, March 25, 2011, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/662860904876/; Burberry, “Burberry SS11 Campaign, Watch 
Behind the Scenes,” Facebook video, April 8, 2011, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/711200676586/; 
Burberry, “SS11 Campaign: Johnny Flynn & Karen Anne,” Facebook video, May 6, 2011, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/154641814602967/; 
Burberry, “Burberry Explores Spring/Summer Collection 2011,” Facebook video, May 11, 2011, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/717015917796/; 
Burberry, “Christopher Bailey Introduces to Sample Burberry Body,” Facebook video, August 19, 2011, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/753573171766/; 
Burberry, “Burberry Body Sample,” Facebook video, August 22, 2011, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/754393747326/; 
Burberry, “Burberry Body the Bottle,” Facebook video, August 24, 2011, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/754849429136/ ; 
Burberry, “Burberry Body Campaign,” Facebook video, September 2, 2011, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/198506153549866/; 
Burberry, “The Burberry London/Spring Campaign 2012,” Facebook video, February 2, 2012, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10150516971396338/; 
Burberry, “Burberry Brit Rhythm,” Facebook video, September 9, 2013, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/171583533027724/; 
Burberry, “Introducing Burberry Travel Tailoring,” Facebook video, October 2, 2013, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/181822128670531/; 
Burberry, “#THISISBRIT- Three Cities to Life with Gigs,” Facebook Video, October 24,2013, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/190534894465921/; 
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Burberry, “The Heritage Trench Coat,” Facebook video, April 2, 2014, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10152329771456425/; 
Burberry, “Introducing the Burberry Autumn Winter 14 Campaign,” Facebook video, June 10, 2014, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10152479026336425/; 
Burberry, “Introducing the Burberry Summer Showers Make-up,” Facebook video, July 11, 2014, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10152550633531425/; 
Burberry, “The Bloomsbury bag from the Autumn/Winter 2014,” Facebook video, August 8, 2014, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10152610137081425/; 
Burberry, “The Bloomsbury Girls Beauty Look,” Facebook video, August 23, 2014, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10152641766561425/; 
Burberry, “Introducing My Burberry – the New Fragrance for Women,” Facebook video, September 2, 2014, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10152666774826425/; 
Burberry, “Behind the Scenes at the My Burberry Campaign Shoot,” Facebook video, September 3, 2014, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10152671505631425/; 
Burberry, “My Burberry- The Inspiration,” Facebook video, September 4, 2014, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10152673057826425/; 
Burberry, “The Burberry Spring/Summer 2015 Nail Collection,” Facebook video, September 19, 2014, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10152705412091425/; 
Burberry, “The Burberry Fresh Glow Make-up Collection,” Facebook video, September 25, 2014, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10152715047796425/; 
Burberry, “Travel Tailoring from the Burberry Autumn/Winter 2014,” Facebook video, October 3, 2014, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10152731613191425/; 
Burberry, “Burberry Trench Collection Eyewear,” Facebook video, October 10, 2014, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10152758000556425/; 
Burberry, “My Burberry with Christopher Bailey and Mario Testino,” Facebook video, October 13, 2014, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10152766202441425/; 
Burberry, “Introducing the Burberry Spring/Summer 2015 Campaign,” Facebook video, December 15, 2014, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10152897834531425/; 
Burberry, “The Birds& the Bees Runaway Collection for Burberry S/S15,” Facebook video, January 6, 2015, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10152961480936425/; 
Burberry, “Discover the Burberry Children’s Wear S/S15 Campaign,” Facebook video, January 27, 2015, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10153021569831425/; 
Burberry, “The Mini Bee – the New Runaway Bag from Burberry,” Facebook video, February 5, 2015, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10153042545161425/; 
Burberry, “Trench Coats with Patent Trims for Burberry S/S15,” Facebook video, March 10, 2015, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10153117255536425/; 
Burberry, “Burberry Tailoring for Spring/ Summer 2015,” Facebook video, April 2, 2015, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10153164095761425/; 
Burberry, “Introducing the Burberry Autumn/Winter 2015 Campaign,” Facebook video, June 22, 2015, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10153368689791425/; 
Burberry, “Amber Anderson and Clara Paget Wrap in Runaway Poncho’s for the Campaign Shoot,” Facebook 
video, July 2, 2015, https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10153394078671425/; 
Burberry, “Florence Kosky and Ella Richards on Location in London’s St James,” Facebook video, August 6, 2015, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10153470442441425/; 
Burberry, “Suits, Scarves and Sartorial Accessories – the Burberry Autumn,” Facebook video, August 18, 2015, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10153486832716425/; 
Burberry, “Introducing the Burberry Scarf Bar,” Facebook video, September 2, 2015, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10153532700191425/; 
Burberry, “Iconic scarves and Heritage Outerwear – The Burberry Autumn/Winter,” Facebook video, 
September 12, 2015, https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10153550367311425/; 
Burberry, “Introducing the Gabardine Lace Collection,” Facebook video, October 16, 2015, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10153616629836425/ ; 
Burberry, “The New Burberry Campaign,” Facebook video, December 15, 2015, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10153721888681425/; 
 Burberry, “Celebrate Lunar New Year with Burberry,” Facebook video, January 7, 2016, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10153769261606425/; 
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Burberry, “Burberry Brit Fragrances Shot by Brooklyn Beckham,” Facebook video, January 31, 2016, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10153817461276425/; 
Burberry, “My Burberry,” Facebook video, March 1, 2016, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10153877893901425/; 
Burberry, “Mr Burberry,” Facebook video, April 4, 2016, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10153984624881425/; 
Burberry, “Mr Burberry - The Art of Film,” Facebook video, April 5, 2016, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10153984821191425/; 
Burberry, “Mr Burberry - The Fragrance,” Facebook video, April 6, 2016, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10153986608061425/; 
Burberry, “Burberry Kisses,” Facebook video, April 23, 2016, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10154022791481425/;  
Burberry, “Luke Edward Hall Brings Burberry Campaign to Life with Illustrations as Unique as the Collection 
Itself,” Facebook video, May 31, 2016, https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10154115330656425/; 
Burberry, “The patchwork- Our Eclectic Runaway Bag with No Two styles the Same,” Facebook video, May 31, 
2016, https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10154115330661425/; Burberry, “Two British Heritage 
Brands. One Harmonious Collaboration,” Facebook video, June 6, 2016, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10154127648846425/; 
 Burberry, “Poolside the New Summer Capsule Collection from Burberry,” Facebook video, June 29,2016, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10154186136406425/; 
Burberry, “Introducing Burberry Cat Lashes Mascara Eye-opening Volume,” Facebook video, August 10, 2016, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10154289387861425/; 
Burberry, “The New Burberry Make-up Campaign,” Facebook video, August 13, 2016, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10154275035211425/; 
Burberry, “Introducing Lily James, the New Face of My Burberry,” Facebook video, August 22, 2016, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10154327926536425/; 
Burberry, “The Burberry September 2016 Campaign,” Facebook video, September 25, 2016, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10154423650376425/; 
Burberry, “Introducing the Kris Wu Edit,” Facebook video, November 17, 2016, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10154591564861425/; 
Burberry, “Introducing New Mr Burberry Eau de Parfum,” Facebook video, April 3, 2017, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10155021546671425/; 
Burberry, “Playful New styles for Little Ones by the Burberry February Runway,” Facebook video, April 19, 
2017, https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10155077469966425/;  
Burberry, “The DK88 in Our Luxurious New Trench Leather,” Facebook video, April 21, 2017, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10155084022606425/; 
Burberry, “The DK88: Our Trench Leather Bag in a New Colour Palette,” Facebook video, May 3, 2017, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10155118599196425/; 
Burberry, “Introducing Burberry Bespoke Fragrances,” Facebook video, June 2, 2017, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10155214162196425/; 
Burberry, “Introducing the New Cat Eye Effect Beauty Collection,” Facebook video, July 17, 2017, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10155371126206425/; 
Burberry, “Introducing My Burberry Blush – a New Fragrance With A Sparkling,” Facebook video, July 31, 2017, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10155419377741425/; 
Burberry, “The Giant -  New Burberry September 2017 Runway Bag,” Facebook video, September 28, 2017, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10155592002006425/; 
Burberry, “Burberry September 2017 Collection – Alasdair McLellan, Edinburgh,” Facebook video, October 4, 
2017, https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10155607979956425/; 
Burberry, “Discover Pieces From the New Burberry September 2017 Collection,” Facebook video, October 6, 
2017, https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10155613344341425/; 
Burberry, “Photographer Tom Johnson Captures the Juxtaposition,” Facebook video, October 12, 2017, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10155629046041425/; 
Burberry, “Burberry Trench Coats and Scarves – Alasdair Mc Lellan, Yorkshire,” Facebook video, October 16, 
2017,https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10155639226946425/; 
Burberry, “Introducing The New#NetaporterxBurberry Capsule Collection,” Facebook video, October 25, 2017, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10155662900901425/; 
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Burberry, “Cara Delevingne and Matt Smith by Alasdair McLellan for Burberry,” Facebook video, November 1, 
2017, https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10155681747321425/; 
Burberry, “-”, Facebook video, November 1, 2017, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10155682801891425/; 
Burberry, “Burberry Murals – An Interview with Blondey McCoy, New York,” Facebook video, November 16, 
2017,https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10155723975381425/; 
Burberry, “Danny Sangra x Burberry,” Facebook video, November 17, 2017, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10155727662481425/; 
Burberry, “Explore Our New Collection of Burberry Gifts Captured and Created by Nacho Alegre and Ana 
Dominguez,” Facebook video, November 27, 2017, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10155755944766425/; 
Burberry, “Land and Country Photo Series,” Facebook video, November 30, 2017, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10155763864446425/; 
Burberry, “London Clan, a Portfolio of Images Photographed by Ash Kingston for Burberry,” December 7, 2017, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10155785757031425/; 
Burberry, “Discover#Burberry Gifts on Messenger,” Facebook video, December 14, 2017, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10155803335976425/; 
Burberry, “The new#BurberryXKrisWUcollection,” Facebook video, December 15, 2017, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10155809486581425/; 
Burberry, “Drenched: a Burberry Photo Series | Laminated Trench Coats,” Facebook video, January 17, 2018, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10155904212166425/; 
Burberry, “Jurgen x Adwoa Take New York | Juergen Teller and Adwoa Abdoah for Burberry,” Facebook video, 
March 6, 2018, https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10156054681396425/; 
Burberry, “By the Seaside, the New Collection by Burberry Celebrating the British Seaside,” Facebook video, 
March 13, 2018, https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10156077544011425/; 
Burberry, “The Burberry Trench Re-imagined by Anders Solvsten,” Facebook video, April 4, 2018, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10156151361651425/;  
Burberry, “The Burberry Trench Re-imagined by Jack Borkett,” Facebook video, April 5, 2018, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10156153832201425/; 
Burberry, “Mr Burberry Indigo Starring Josh Whitehouse,” Facebook video, April 6, 2018, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10156156251471425/;  
Burberry, “A Country Escape,” Facebook video,  Facebook video, April 10, 2018, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10156167822531425/;  
Burberry, “The Burberry Trench Reimagined by Danny Reed,” Facebook video, April 17, 2018, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10156186399001425/ 
Burberry, “The Burberry Trench Reimagined by Ruben Moreira,” Facebook video, April 19, 2018, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10156191306576425/; 
Burberry, “The Burberry Trench Reimagined by Victoire Simonney,” Facebook video, April 23, 2018, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10156201915386425/; 
Burberry, “Discover Adwoa in Ghana| Juergen Teller and Adwoa Aboah for Burberry,” Facebook video, May 2, 
2018, https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10156224691076425/;  
Burberry, “Discover Lip Velvet Crush by Burberry Beauty,” Facebook video, May 31, 2018, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10156299213566425/; 
Burberry, “Coming soon#Gosha RubchinskyXBurberry,” Facebook video, June 28, 2018, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10156372375006425/; 
Burberry, “Gosha x Burberry,” Facebook video, July 7, 2018, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10156395266611425/; 
Burberry, “Presenting Our Second Drop from Gosha Rubchinskiy, a Limited-edition, 13-Piece Capsule 
Celebrating Our Outerwear Icons and the #Burberry Check,” Facebook video, July 10, 2018, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10156405478996425/;  
Burberry, “For His Second Drop For Burberry, Gosha Rubchinskiy Celebrates Our Outerwear Icons and the 
Burberry Check,” Facebook video, July 12, 
2018, https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10156410707431425/; 
Burberry,“ The#ThomasBurberryMonogram,” Facebook video, August 31, 2018, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/338797346688517/ ; 
Burberry, “The #ThomasBurberryMonogram in Soho, New York,” Facebook video, September 3, 2018, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/290214768233693/; 
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https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/burberry?source=feed_text&epa=HASHTAG
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https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/290214768233693/
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Burberry, “The #ThomasBurberryMonogram on the streets of Hong Kong,” Facebook video, September 4, 2018, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/2061795473831705/;  
Burberry, “The Thomas Burberry Bear in Astor Place, New York #ThomasBurberry,” Facebook video, September 
7, 2018, https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/248757082344063/;  
Burberry, “The #Thomas Burberry Monogram Projects onto Global Harbor,” Facebook video, September 12, 
2018, https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/405564199974062/; 
Burberry, “Burberry Her,” Facebook video, October 4, 2018, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/297979341021480/; 
Burberry, “Burberry - the New Heritage Trench,” Facebook video, October 8, 2018, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/274201243299552/;  
Burberry, “Her the New Fragrance For Women By Burberry,” Facebook video, October 10, 2018, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/1908896822751495/; 
Burberry, “B series 17 October 2018,” Facebook video, October 16, 2018, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/257495748296125/; 
Burberry, “B SERIES,” Facebook video, October 17, 2018, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/355667148507701/; 
Burberry, “The Art of Interpretation,” Facebook video, October 26, 2018, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/1686346538136696/; 
Burberry, “Vivienne Westwood & Burberry,” Facebook video, November 7, 2018, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/352384048913329/; 
Burberry, “#B Classic: The Trench, The Car Coat, The Harrington,” Facebook video, November 8, 2018, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/2244235632523809/; 
Burberry, “The Pin Clutch, Updated with a Crystal Embellished Archival Kilt 
Pin #BurberryChristmasbrby.co/7en,” Facebook video, November 15, 2018, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/1956245268009839/;  
Burberry, “B series 17 November,” Facebook video, November 16, 2018, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/194996921379174/;  
Burberry, “Introducing the New Alphabet,” Facebook video, November 28, 2018, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/835448576790684/; 
Burberry, “Vivienne Westwood and Burberry,” Facebook video, December 11, 2018, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/340600499857674/;  
Burberry, “B series 17 December,” Facebook video, December 14, 2018, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/517956331943502/. 
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Appendix III ‘Fashion Show’ 
 
Burberry, “Christopher Bailey Announces the First-ever Live Stream,” Facebook video, September 18, 2009, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/562457888091/; 
Burberry, “Burberry Aw 10 Menswear Show Live,” Facebook video, January 13, 2010, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/570002513601/; 
Burberry, “Burberry Autumn/Winter Live Stream Womenswear,” Facebook video, February 19, 2010, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/572283692101/; 
Burberry, “Christopher Bailey Update from the Live Show,” Facebook video, February 22, 2010, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/572489634391/; 
Burberry, “Invitation from Christopher Bailey to Watch Burberry Prorsum Womenswear Spring/ Summer,” 
Facebook video, September 16, 2010, https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/588103828421/; 
Burberry, “Christopher Bailey Filmed Outside the Burberry Prorsum Womenswear,” Facebook video, 
September 21, 2010, https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/632677337986/; 
Burberry, “Christopher Bailey Invites to Watch Burberry Prorsum Womenswear Autumn/Winter 2011,” 
Facebook video, February 18, 2011, https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/605549018121/; 
Burberry, “Christopher Bailey Invitation,” Facebook video, June 18, 2011, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/726363455256/; 
Burberry, “Christopher Bailey Burberry Ahead of Burberry Prorsum,” Facebook video, September 19, 2011, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/762415017636/; 
Burberry, “Burberry Prorsum A/W 11 Campaign Prorsum Autumn/Winter,” Facebook video, October 19, 2011, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/688150743601/; 
Burberry, “Christopher Bailey Message to Burberry Fans to Watch,” Facebook video, February 17, 2012, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/291773007556513/; 
Burberry, “Countdown Burberry Prorsum Womenswear Spring/Summer 2013,” Facebook video, September 14, 
2012, https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/407446935989119/; 
Burberry, “Coming Soon Burberry Men,” Facebook video, January 6, 2014, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10152151268036425/; 
Burberry, “The Burberry Prorsum Menswear S/S15 Show,” Facebook video, June 18, 2014, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10152497725251425/; 
Burberry, “Highlights from the Burberry Menswear S/S15 Show,” Facebook video, June 19, 2014, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10152500123251425/; 
Burberry, “The Burberry Prorsum Womenswear S/S15 Show,” Facebook video, September 16, 2014, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10152697478746425/; 
Burberry, “Guests of the Burberry Prorsum Womenswear S/S15 Show,” Facebook video, September 18, 2014, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10152703487291425/; 
Burberry, “The Burberry Prorsum Menswear A/W 15 Show,” Facebook video, January 13, 2015, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10152993025146425/; 
Burberry, “Highlights from the Burberry Menswear A/W 15 Show,” Facebook video, January 14, 2015, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10152994799876425/; 
Burberry, “A Glimpse at the Autumn/Winter 2015 Collection,” Facebook video, February 21, 2015, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10153077787011425/; 
Burberry, “Camouflage Prints and Runway-Inspired Nail Shades,” Facebook video, February 22, 2015, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10153078886136425/; 
Burberry, “London Fashion Week Has Arrived,” Facebook video, February 20, 2015, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10153074837601425/; 
 Burberry, “Join us for Burberry Womenswear Autumn/Winter 2015 Show,” Facebook video, February 23, 2015, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10153081519446425/; 
Burberry, “Burberry Womenswear Autumn/Winter 2015 Show,” Facebook video, February 24, 2015, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10153085072981425/; 
Burberry, “Watch Highlights from the Womenswear Autumn/Winter Show,” Facebook video, February 25, 
2015, https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10153087277186425/; 
Burberry, “From the Royal Observatory in London to the Griffith Observatory,” Facebook video, April 13, 2015, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10153196005481425/; 
Burberry, “Highlights from London in Los Angeles,” Facebook video, April 18, 2015, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10153208735491425/; 
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Burberry, “See the Burberry London in LA’s iconic Griffith Observatory,” Facebook video, April 22, 2015, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10153219003386425/; 
 Burberry, “Crafting the Menswear Spring/Summer 2016 Collection,” Facebook video, June 13, 2015, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10153344139471425/; 
Burberry, “Runaway Highlights from the Burberry Menswear Spring/ Summer 2016 Show,” Facebook video, 
June 16, 2015, https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10153352273051425/; 
Burberry, “The Burberry s/s 16 Womenswear Show Monday, 1 pm London Time,” Facebook video, September 
18, 2015, https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10153571036911425/; 
Burberry, “The S/S16 Womenswear Collection,” Facebook video, September 19, 2015, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10153572346671425/; 
Burberry, “Show Highlights: the Burberry Womenswear Spring/Summer 2016 Collection,” Facebook video, 
September 23, 2015, https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10153580681756425/; 
Burberry, “The Burberry Menswear January 2016 Show Live From London,” Facebook video, January 8, 2016, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10153772609676425/; 
Burberry, “Cut Stitch Steam,” Facebook video, January 10, 2016, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10153776284066425/ ;  
Burberry, “Something Old, Something New, Something Borrowed, Something Blue,” Facebook video, January 
11, 2016, https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10153779264736425/; 
Burberry, “The Burberry Menswear January 2016 Show,” Facebook video, January 13, 2016, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10153782435476425/; 
Burberry, “Under Construction: The Burberry Custom Show Space,” Facebook video, February 19, 2016, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10153855427951425/; 
Burberry, “The Burberry February 2016 Show, ‘A Patchwork,’” Facebook video, February 23, 2016, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10153863002811425/; 
Burberry, “Highlights from the Burberry February 2016 Show,” Facebook video, February 24, 2016, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10153866004236425/; 
Burberry, “Luke Edward Hall for Burberry 2016,” Facebook video, June 1, 2016, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10154114975921425/; 
Burberry, “The New Show, the New Collection, the New Campaign,” Facebook video, August 16, 2016, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10154310189936425/; 
Burberry, “The New Show, the New Collection, the New Campaign, Crafting for the Burberry Show Unveiling 
and Available to Shop 19 September,” Facebook video, September 6, 2016, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10154373502146425/; 
Burberry, “A Journey to the Burberry show,” Facebook video, September 8, 2016, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10154379900111425/; 
Burberry, “The Burberry September Show and Collection Hear the Live Performance Debut on the Runway on 
Monday,” Facebook video, September 17, 2016, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10154406731811425/; 
Burberry, “Welcome to Makers House, our new Home for London Fashion Week,” Facebook video, September 
19, https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10154411633056425/;  
Burberry, “The Burberry September 2016 Show,” Facebook video, September 19, 2016, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10154412466976425/; 
Burberry, “Burberry Makers House,” Facebook video, September 21, 2016, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10154417270351425/;  
Burberry, “The Burberry September 2016,” Facebook video, September 23, 2016, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10154423510056425/; 
Burberry, “The Burberry September 2016 Highlights,” Facebook video, September 24, 2016, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10154423685056425/; 
Burberry, “Henry Discusses His Elemental Master Pieces,” Facebook video, February 10, 2017, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10154864760506425/; 
Burberry, “Oversize Silhouettes and Asymmetric Shapes,” Facebook video, February 15, 2017, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10154877874556425/; 
Burberry, “The February 2017 Collection. Monday. Watch it Live on Facebook,” Facebook video, February 19, 
2017, https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10154891759226425/;  
Burberry, “Almost time. Watch it live on Facebook. Shop the Show, 7.30 pm (GMT),” Facebook video, February 
20, 2017, https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10154894652526425/; 
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Burberry, “The Burberry February 2017 Show,” Facebook video, February 20, 2017, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10154885225596425/;  
Burberry, “Re-watch The Burberry February 2017 Show,” Facebook video, February 20, 2017, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10154895567001425/; 
Burberry, “The Burberry February 2017 – The Highlights,” Facebook video, February 23, 2017, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10154903603021425/; 
Burberry, “Burberry Unveils Show Venue Old Session House in Clerkenwell,” Facebook video, September 12, 
2017, https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10155541063981425/;  
Burberry, “-” Facebook video, September 12, 2017, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10155541569671425/; 
Burberry, “Watch the Show Live, 16 September, 7 pm (BST),” Facebook video, September 12, 2017, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10155541574841425/; 
Burberry, “Live Stream – The Burberry September 2017 Show,” Facebook video, September 16, 2017, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10155553457326425/; 
Burberry, “Burberry September 2017 Highlights,” Facebook video, September 17, 2017, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10155557626396425/; 
Burberry, “’Here We Are At Old Sessions House,” Facebook video, September 18, 2017, 
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=10155560849981425; 
Burberry, “Explore New Looks Straight From The Burberry September 2017 Runway,” Facebook video, 
September 20, 2017, https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10155567882336425/; 
Burberry, “Welcome to Burberry ‘Here We Are’ Exhibition, September 2017,” Facebook video, September 21, 
2017,https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10155572573991425/;   
Burberry, “The Burberry February 2018 Show| Live Stream,” Facebook video, February 17, 2018, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10155999835951425/; 
Burberry, “The Burberry February 2018 Show,” Facebook video, February 17, 2018, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10156000213631425/;  
Burberry, “The February 2018 Show Finale,” Facebook video, February 18, 2018, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10156001080356425/; 
Burberry, “The Burberry February 2018 Show, London| Burberry Highlights,” Facebook video, February 19, 
2018, https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10156005504586425/;  
Burberry, “February 2018 show | Behind the Scenes with Iris Law| Burberry Beauty,” Facebook video, March 5, 
2018, https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10156050752466425/; 
Burberry, “Watch Burberry Riccardo Tisci’s Debut Runway Show Live from London Fashion Week,” Facebook 
video, September 17, 2018, https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/532585127183455/; 
Burberry, “’Kingdom’ Riccardo Tisci’s Debut Runway Show,” Facebook video, September 17, 2018, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/314955062646742/. 
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Appendix IV ‘Music’ 

 

Burberry, “Burberry Acoustic,” Facebook video, August 12, 2010, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/627194969696/; Burberry, “Keane in Beijing for Burberry,” 
Facebook video, April 6, 2011, https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/710954524876/; 
Burberry, “’For Words’ by Keston Cobbler Burberry Acoustic,” Facebook video, October 16, 2012, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10151272439306425/; 
Burberry, “’When the Poet Sings’ Burberry Acoustic,” Facebook video, May 14, 2013, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/141207972731947/; Burberry, “Broken Hands interview,” 
Facebook video, May 21, 2013, https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/143185962534148/; 
Burberry, “’Green’ by Jacob and Goliath,” Facebook video, May 7, 2014, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10152402898296425/; 
Burberry, “’Ribbon’ by Billy Marten,” Facebook video, May 28, 2014, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10152448964761425/; 
Burberry, “’Come Into Arms’ by Lion Bark,” Facebook video, June 12, 2014, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10152482646316425/; 
Burberry, “Benjamin Clementine,” Facebook video, June 21, 2014, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10152505096126425/; 
Burberry, “’Blood’ by OSCA,” Facebook video, July 1, 2014, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10152528876626425/; Burberry, “‘Rio’ by the Mispers,” 
Facebook video, July 22, 2014, https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10152574218686425/; 
Burberry, “’Long for Lips’ by Inca,” Facebook video, August 12, 2014, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10152619632581425/; Burberry, “’Chemicals’ by Tenterhook,” 
Facebook video, August 26, 2014, https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10152641767131425/; 
Burberry, “James Bay Live at the Burberry Prorsum S/S15 Show,” Facebook video, September 20, 2014, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10152705930911425/; 
Burberry, “’Before the After’ by the Intermission Project,” Facebook video, October 4, 2014, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10152747795541425/; 
Burberry, “’Fool to Be Your Lover’ by Sinnober in Bath,” Facebook video, October 22, 2014, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10152786218731425/; 
Burberry, “’Fire’ by Meadowlark,” Facebook video, November 18, 2014, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10152841972661425/; 
Burberry, “’The Way that I Live’ by Ed Harcourt,” Facebook video, December 2, 2014, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10152871487116425/; 
Burberry, “Clara Maguire live from the Burberry Menswear A/W 15 Show,” Facebook video, January 16, 2015, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10152997428716425/; 
Burberry, “’Vacant Grace’ by George Crosby,” Facebook video, January 22, 2015, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10153011987341425/; 
Burberry, “’Fire’ by WULF,” Facebook video, February 2, 2015, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10153036502251425/; 
Burberry, “Clara Maguire Performs Live at the Burberry Womenswear Show,” Facebook video, February 26, 
2015,https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10153089044221425/; 
Burberry, “Clara Maguire Live from the Burberry Womenswear A/W15 Show,” Facebook video, March 2, 2015, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10153097596901425/; 
Burberry, “Watch the Latest Track ‘Darkness’ by Oliver Daldry,” Facebook video, March 16, 2015, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10153121779716425/; 
Burberry, “’Medicine’ by Shannon Wardrop,” Facebook video, March 30, 2015, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10153163684416425/; 
Burberry, “Live in Los Angeles- ‘Summer Sun’ by Ruen Brothers,” Facebook video, May 11, 2015, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10153252401816425/; 
Burberry, “’Happy humans’ by Johnny Lloyd – Burberry Acoustic,” Facebook video, May 18, 2015, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10153271350196425/; 
Burberry, “’Better Love’ by Port Isla – Burberry Acoustic,” Facebook video, May 26, 2015, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10153292196551425/; 
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Burberry, “’Pure Wasted’ by Rebecca Clements – Burberry Acoustic,” Facebook video, June 8, 2015, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10153335185571425/; 
Burberry, “Watch British Artist Rhodes Perform ‘Close Your Eyes’ at the Burberry Menswear Spring/Summer 
2016 Show,” Facebook video, June 19, 2015, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10153358961971425/; 
Burberry, “’Hope’ by Jake Isaac – Burberry Acoustic,” Facebook video, June 22, 2015, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10153368293451425/; 
Burberry, “’Dreaming of Another Girl’ by Hidden Charms – Burberry Acoustic,” Facebook video, July 6, 2015, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10153396410976425/; 
Burberry, “’Veins’ by Palace – Burberry Acoustic,” Facebook video, July 20, 2015, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10153433307216425/; 
Burberry, “’Waiting Game’ by Rachel Clark – Burberry Acoustic,” Facebook video, August 3, 2015, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10153464898966425/; 
Burberry, “’The Hunter’ by Adam French – Burberry Acoustic,” Facebook video, August 24, 2015, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10153512440786425/; 
Burberry, “’This is Love’ by Lilla Vargen – Burberry Acoustic,” Facebook video, September 15, 2015, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10153563995826425/; 
Burberry, “’This Is Ain’t Heaven’ by Georgie – Burberry Acoustic,” Facebook video, September 16, 2015, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10153566810091425/; 
Burberry, “’Wishes’ by Rhodes- Burberry Acoustic,” Facebook video, September 18, 2015, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10153570467661425/; 
Burberry, “Alison Moyet: The Music From The Burberry Spring/Summer 2016,” Facebook video, September 25, 
2015,https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10153584116996425/; 
Burberry, “’Tides’ by Lake Komo – Burberry Acoustic,” Facebook video, October 5, 2015, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10153600531321425/; 
Burberry, “’Sometimes’ by Kyan – Burberry Acoustic,” Facebook video, November 9, 2015, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10153659742691425/; 
Burberry, “Benjamin Clementine – Live at the Burberry’s Menswear January 2016,” Facebook video, January 15, 
2016, https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10153786788206425/; 
Burberry, “Benjamin Clementine Shares His Inspiration Behind His Music Ahead of His Live Performance at the 
Burberry Show Space,” Facebook video, January 16, 2016, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10153786911241425/;  
Burberry, “’Spare Me the Details’ by Tod Dorrigo- Burberry Acoustic,” Facebook video, January 18, 2016, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10153792601901425/; 
Burberry, “’Dragon’ by Blaenavon – Burberry Acoustic,” Facebook video, January 26, 2016, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10153808073921425/; 
Burberry, “’Lucy’ by Ten Tonnes – Burberry Acoustic,” Facebook video, February 15, 2016, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10153847588611425/; 
Burberry, “Jake Bugg- Live for the Burberry February 2016 Show,” Facebook video, February 26, 2016, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10153869971321425/;   
Burberry, “Jake Bugg for Burberry,” Facebook video, February 27, 2016, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10153872008041425/; 
Burberry, “’Neon-lights’ by Dancing Years – Burberry Acoustic,” Facebook video, March 28, 2016, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10153944880241425/; 
Burberry, “’Terrified’ by Isaac Gracie – Burberry Acoustic,” Facebook video, April 25, 2016, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10154027826606425/; 
Burberry, “’Elizabeth Taylor’ by Clare Maguire – Burberry Acoustic,” Facebook video, May 16, 2016, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10154074472701425/; 
Burberry, “’How is it’ by Jack Watts – Burberry Acoustic,” Facebook video, May 30, 2016, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10154101384286425/; 
Burberry, “’Black Moon’ by George Cosby – Burberry Acoustic,” Facebook video, June 13, 2016, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10154137950931425/; 
Burberry, “’Humans’ by Rosie Carney – Burberry Acoustic,” Facebook video, June 27, 2016, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10154181188701425/; 
 Burberry, “’Stop’ by Ten Tonnes – Burberry Acoustic,” Facebook video, July 18, 2016, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10154232214621425/;  
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Burberry, “’Bud’ by Fenne Lily – Burberry Acoustic,” Facebook video, July 25, 2016, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10154242553086425/; 
Burberry, “Burberry Acoustic introduces: Cupids,” Facebook video, August 29, 2016, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10154339699026425/; Burberry, “Burberry Acoustic Introduces: 
Brooke Bentham,” Facebook video, October 10, 2016, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10154470984606425/; 
Burberry, “Burberry Acoustic presents Will Joseph Cook Performing ‘Sweet Dreamer,” Facebook video, October 
24, 2016, https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10154518520041425/; 
Burberry, “’No Witnesses’ by Keaton Henson – Burberry Acoustic,” Facebook video, December 26, 2016, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10154700172016425/; 
Burberry, “’Little Something’ by the Amazons – Burberry Acoustic,” Facebook video, January 7, 2017, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10154763395221425/; 
Burberry, “’Time traveller’ Performed by RHAIN in London – Burberry Acoustic,” Facebook video, January 30, 
2017, https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10154833586641425/; 
Burberry, “’Moonlight’ Performed by Dan Owen in London – Burberry Acoustic,” Facebook video, February 27, 
2017, https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10154913809701425/; 
Burberry, “’Moirai’ Performed by Lucy Rose in London – Burberry Acoustic,” Facebook video, June 30, 2017, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10155308465596425/;  
Burberry, “17 Years Of Soundtracks,” Facebook video, February 7, 2018, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10155968735926425/; 
Burberry, “Take a Seat with James Bay | 17 years of Soundtrack,” Facebook video, February 7, 2018, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10155969016131425/; 
Burberry, “Take a Seat with Tom Odell |17 years of Soundtrack,” Facebook video, February 8, 2018, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10155971892956425/;   
Burberry, “Take a Seat with Alison Moyet|17 years of Soundtrack,” Facebook video, February 9, 2018, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10155975083716425/; 
Burberry, “Take a Seat with George Ezra|17 years of Soundtrack,” Facebook video, February 12, 2018, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10155983747611425/; 
Burberry, “Take a Seat with Claire Maguire|17 years of Soundtrack,” Facebook video, February 12, 2018, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10155984605881425/; 
Burberry, “Take a Seat with George Craig|17 years of Soundtrack,” Facebook video, February 12, 2018, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10155984633981425/. 
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Appendix V ‘Celebration Videos’ 

Burberry, “7 Million Burberry Facebook fans”; 
Burberry, “10 million Burberry Facebook Fans”; 
Burberry, “10 Million Burberry Facebook Fans”; 
Burberry, “Celebrating 10 million Facebook Fans”; 
Burberry, “London in Shanghai,” Facebook video, April 17, 2014, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10152359567126425/; 
Burberry, “From Sunset to Sunrise,” Facebook video, April 19, 2014, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10152364097931425/; 
Burberry, “Burberry Celebrates London in Shanghai,” Facebook video, April 25, 2014, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10152377731736425/; 
Burberry, “From London with Love| Starring Romeo Beckham”; 
Burberry, “The Burberry Festive Film- Celebrating 15 Years of Billy Elliot,” Facebook video, November 3, 2015, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10153649858731425/; 
Burberry, “The Burberry Festive film – on Set with the Cast,” Facebook video, November 24, 2015, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10153685130306425/; 
Burberry, “The Burberry Festive Film: The Cast Discuss What Christmas Means To Them,” Facebook video, 
December 21, 2015, https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10153725426991425/; 
Burberry, “Burberry Celebrates Art of Trench Middle East on Snapchat,” Facebook video, April 11, 2016, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10154001959151425/; Burberry, “121 Regent Street Burberry’s 
Flagship Store Re-imagined by Campaign Illustrator Luke Edward Hall,” Facebook video, June 11, 
2016,https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10154140046251425/; 
Burberry, “Art, Craft and Personalization,” Facebook video, June 12, 2016, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10154142545321425/; 
Burberry, “The Tale of Thomas Burberry,” Facebook video, October 30, 2016, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10154530561381425/ ; 
Burberry, “The Tale of Thomas Burberry,” Facebook video, November 1, 2016, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10154543017131425/; 
Burberry, “Behind the Scenes of The tale of Thomas Burberry,” Facebook video, November 18, 2016, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10154595267661425/; Burberry, “Introducing Our Festive Cast,” 
Facebook video, November 1, 2018, https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/482153102278292/. 
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Appendix VI ‘Tutorial’ 

Burberry, “Introducing Scarf Styling from Burberry,” Facebook video, October 19, 2015, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10153624473256425/; Burberry, “How to Tie a scarf: the Girl’s 
Cravat,” Facebook video, March 25, 2016, https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10153945658781425/; 
Burberry, “How To Tie a Scarf: The Ripple from Burberry,” Facebook video, February 11, 2016, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10153839649436425/; 
Burberry, “How to Use Burberry Full Kisses,” Facebook video, April 24, 2016, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10154022818246425/; 
Burberry, “Burberry Make-up Tutorial – How to get Bronzed Skin and a Bright Lip,” Facebook video, June 14, 
2016,https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10154147942061425/; 
Burberry, “Burberry Make-up tutorial: How To Do a Cat-Eye Look Using Burberry Cat Lashes Mascara,” 
Facebook video, August 11, 2016,https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10154291223556425/; 
Burberry, “Burberry Make-up Tutorial – How to Do a Smokey Eye look with Glitter Accents,” Facebook video, 
August 14, 2016, https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10154275215516425/; Burberry, “Burberry 
Make-up Tutorial: How to do New Years Eve Party Make-up,” Facebook video, December 29, 2016, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10154702677306425/; Burberry, “How To Use ‘The Essentials’ 
Make-Up Tutorial with Wendy Rowe,” Facebook video, March 27, 2017, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10155002121096425/; Burberry, “How To Do Cat Eye Makeup | 
Tutorial with Wendy Rowe,” Facebook video, July 27, 2017, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10155406876736425/; Burberry, “Burberry Make-up Tutorial: 
How To Wear Flesh Glow Gel Stick,” Facebook video, March 15, 2018, 
https://www.facebook.com/Burberry/videos/10156084153791425/. 
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Appendix VII Graphs 

Chapter 4 

 

Graph 1 A Share of Each Production Line as Part of the Total Retail and Wholesale Revenue 

in % Per Year From March 2009 – March 2018 

 

*non- apparel also consists of Beauty products 

Source: Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2008/2009”; Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2009/2010”; Burberry 

Group, “Annual Report 2010/2011”; Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2011/2012”; Burberry Group, “Annual 

Report 2012/2013”; Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2013/2014”; Burberry Group, “Annual Report 

2014/2015”; Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2015/2016”; Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2016/2017”; 

Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2017/2018”. 
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Graph 5A Share of Burberry’s Retail and Wholesale Destinations in % from the Total 

Wholesale and Revenue per Year from March 2009 – March 2018 

 

Source: Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2008/2009”; Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2009/2010”; Burberry 

Group, “Annual Report 2010/2011”; Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2011/2012”; Burberry Group, “Annual 

Report 2012/2013”; Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2013/2014”; Burberry Group, “Annual Report 

2014/2015”; Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2015/2016”; Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2016/2017”; 

Burberry Group, “Annual Report 2017/2018.” 
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Chapter 6 

 

Graph 3B Development Share Each Type of Burberry Facebook Video in Percentage Per 

Year, 2009-2018 

Source: Burberry, “Videos”; author’s own elaboration. 
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Graph 4B  Burberry Videos With and Without a Trench Coat in Relative Number from 2009-

2018 

Source: Facebook, “Burberry Videos”; author’s own elaboration. 

 

Graph 5B Number of Burberry Videos with and without a Check in Relative Number from 

2009-2018 

Source: Facebook, “Burberry Videos”; author’s own elaboration. 
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Graph 9B Division Videos with London Shots vs. Videos with UK Shots in Absolute Number 

from 2009-2018 

Source: Facebook, “Burberry Videos”; author’s own elaboration. 

Chapter 7  

 

Graph 1B Number of Comments on Burberry’s Facebook Videos per Year 

Source: Burberry, “Videos”; author’s own elaboration. 
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Graph 1C Number of Shares on Burberry’s Facebook Videos per Year 

Source: Burberry, “Videos”; author’s own elaboration. 

 

 

Graph 2B The Number of Comments Burberry’s Facebook Videos Received per Category 

Source: Burberry, “Videos”; author’s own elaboration. 
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Graph 2C The Number of Shares Burberry’s Facebook Videos Received per Category 

Source: Burberry, “Videos”; author’s own elaboration. 

 

Graph 8B Rating the Appreciation of Burberry’s Storytelling in Facebook Videos Per 

Number of Story-telling Aspects in Number of Comments from 2009-2018 

Source: Burberry, “Videos”; author’s own elaboration. 
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Graph 8C Rating the Appreciation of Burberry’s Storytelling in Facebook Videos Per 

Number of Story-telling Aspects in Number of Shares from 2009-2018 

Source: Burberry, “Videos”; author’s own elaboration. 

 

 

 

 


